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Abstract
The measurement of the total photon-proton (yp) cross section (ö^) by the ZEUS detector

using the electron-proton (ep) collisions of the HERA collider is presented. The almost real pho-

tons are emitted by the electron beam and are tagged by detecting the scattered electron. The had-

ronic system of the interaction products is measured in the main ZEUS detector. The effect of

background on the measured sample is examined and the background events are statistically re-

moved from the sample. A conection is determined for the inefficiency of triggering on photopro-

duction events The •yp cross section is measured for three values of the ip centre of mass energy,

Wv, giving 0^'= 181 ±4(stat) *J^ (syst.) \O>, <*'* = 195 ±5 (stat.) *,', (syst.) [ib, and

o£r = 199 ±6 (stat-) +2 (syst.) |ib for W^ = 181 GeV, 206 GeV, and229 GeV respectively.
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l Introduction

What are the basic bu i l ding blocks of all matter, and how do thcse constituents interact?

Looking for the answer to this question is the basis of particie physks. The present notion that all

matter consists of leptons and quarks and the inieractions between fhese constituents are mediated

by gauge bosons is known äs the "Standard Model" of particie physics. One of the basic tools of

the particie physicist to examine these constituents is the collision of two particles at high energy.

In 1992, a new typeof collider became operational at the Deutsches Elektronen SYnchro-

tron (DESY) accelerator complex in Hamburg, Germany, HERA, the world's first electron-proton

(ep) collider, provided ep collisions with a center of mass energy, fi, an order of magnitude larger

than had previously been attaitted in fixed target euperiments. A fraction of the ep collisions occur

via the exchange of an almost real photon. The interaction of the low virtuality photon with the

proton can be used to examine photon-proton ("$>) interactions. Fixed target experimenls have

shown that in collision with protons up lo Js ~ 20 GeV, the photon bchaves in a manner similar

to hadrons. Until the completion of the HERA accelerator, the behavior of photons in "fp collisions

above 20 GeV center of mass energy had been unexplored.

The energy dependence of hadron-hadron (A/i) interactions has been measured experimen-

tally to decrease with energy up to ,/r ~ 10 GeV, and then lo rise slowly. This energy dependence

can be parametrized using Regge theory or ininijet models based upon fits to the copious amounts

of hfl interaction data. At the highes! fixed target energies, the "ty cross section was also observed

to follow this behavior. However, in addition lo this hadron-tike behavior, at the high Js attainable

at the HERA collider, photon interactions may also have a l arge component coming from parton

processes. The models describing f interactions and their predictions for the total cross section at

HERA energies are discussed in Chapter 2.

Two large detectors, ZEUS and Hl, have been built to study the ep interactions at HERA.

A description of HERA and the components of the ZEUS detector used in this analysis is given in

Chapter 3. The elcctrons and protons collide at the center of the detector, and the products from the

ep interactions are measured in the hermetic ZEUS detector. The events used to study "fft processes

must first be separated from the other physics processes and any background processes with similar

Signals in Ihe detector. This is the focus of Chapter 4.

In this analysis. the main calorimeter of Ihe ZEUS experiment is used to measure Ihe energy

distributions of the hadronic System from the ^p interactions in which the scattered electron is de-

lecied in the electron calorimeter of the luminosity tnonitor. These disdibutions are necessary to

deiermine the cross sections for the various hadronic-like subprocesses used to describe ~g> inter-

actions. From the subprocess cross sections, a correction for the detection efficiency of the main

calorimeter is determined in Chapter 5. The scattered electron is used äs a tag of the virtual ex-

changed photon The energy of the photon is determined from the measured electron energy. The

cross section is delennined for photons with average energies of 10 GeV, 13 GeV and 16 GeV col-

liding with protons of 820 GeV. These photon energies correspond to scattered electron energies,

E .,intherangcs9.2GeV< Ef. < 18.2 GeV äs discussed in Chapter 6. The ep cross section isob-

tained by counting the total number of ep events in each scattered electron energy bin and correct-

ing this for the main calorimeter detection efficiency. An iterative comparison of the ep events

from the data and a Monte Carlo model atlows the determinalion of the •$> cross section which in

turn is used äs an input for furlher Monte Carlo gerteratjon, The final resutts are given in Chapter 7.



Photoproduction at HERA

At HERA, measurement of photon-proton (ip) interactions is possible by studying the elec-

tron-proton (ep) collisions. Thc clcctroweak intcraction between a colliding electron and proton is

dominated by the inieraction of a photon from the electron with thc proton. This chapter will re-

view the ihcory of ~y> interactions at high energy. and thc relationship bctween thc ip and thc ep

cross secüons.

2.1 Electron-proton ioteraction

In thc Standard Model [1] (SM) of elementaiy particlc physics, the interactJon bctween two

particles occurs through the exchange of a gauge boson, äs is illusDated in Figure 2-1 for a first

ordei ep inieraction. Thc boson, q, is exchanged betwccn the incoming electron, e, and the incom-

ing proton, p, producing thc outgoing Icpton, e', and thc hadronic System, M%

According to the SM.thereare twofamJIiesof elementary, point-like particles. Thc mem-

bers of the Icpton family can exist äs free particles and interact electromagnetically and wcakly,

whilc the <juark family, whichcan also interact strongh/, arc confmed in hadrons by the strong color

ficld. For ep collisions, äs illustrated in Figure 2-1, the inieraction is either clectromagnetic or

e (E, k)

P (E™ p)

Figure 2-1 The basic dJagrara for electron-proton mteractions

weak, thus the scattered lepton can be either an electron or an clectron neutrino. In Figurc 2-1. an

electromagnetic inieraction with a scattered electron, e', is shown.

According to electrowcak theory (2], whtch combines electromagnetic and weak forces

into one unified theory, thc exchanged boson can be a photon (y), a neutral weak vector boson (Z°),

or a charged weak vector boson (H0). The lotal ep cross section, Gep, contains a propagator factor.

G , for the gauge boson of the form

G\m) « \/(q2-m2). <2-i)

Therefore, while the exchange of thc massive weak gauge bosons is allowed, virtual photon ex-

change is thc dominant interact i on for low q2 ep interactions (-q2 « l Ge V2) al ZEUS,

ep —> e + y p. (i-2)

Thc events of Eqn. (2-2) can be further classified into deep inelastic scattering (D1S l events

involving a highly virtual photon (-q2 = q - E > l GcV2), and phoioproduction events with an

almosl real photon exchanged. DIS events are generally characterized at ZEUS by the electron be-

ing observed in the main calorimeter, whilc the slightly scattered electron of photoproduction es-

capes down the beampipe and has a possibility of being obscrved in the cicctron detector of Ihe

luminosity monitor (LUMfE)2.

2-2 Kinematks

A füll description of an ep inieraction requires knowledge of the incoming and outgoing

particles. Knowing the four momenta of the initial electron and proton and the identity of the scat-

tered tcpton, which for ep scattering of almost real photons is predominantly an electron, only two

indepcndcnt variables are needed to defme Ihe interaction of Figurc 2-1. Inthelaboratory frame, it

is often convenient touse thc scattered electron cncrgy, fand the scattered cicctron polar angle,

3 when the electron is observed in the main calorimeter. For photoproduction events, ZEUS does

not havc a measurement of 6, thus other variables arc requircd to defme thc cross section.

It is common to define the cross section in terms of the Loreniz-invariant variables

Q2 = -q2 = -te-e')1,

V = />• q/p- e,

x = Q1/(2p q).

(M)

(M)

(1-5)

l.Thecunoitniaswsfotlheweatgaugehosonsarem. = 9l.l87CeV and
2. See Seclton J-5 for a descnption of Ibe luminosiiy momlor detectors.

- B0.22GeV [3].



The square of the four niomentum transfer 10 the proton, Q*. defines Ihe virtuality of the exchanged

photon When viewed from the rest frame of the proton, y defines the fraction of energy lost by the

electron in the interaction. If viewed from a frame wherc the proton has infinite momentum, the

variable x defines the fraction of the proton niomentum participating in the interaction. The above

three variables are related through the reduced cenire of mass energy squared.

P' (1-6)

by the retation

0 = xys. p-?)

To an excellent approximation, s is equivalent to the ep center of mass energy squared,

s = (e+p)2 = m2 + m* + 2e-p = s, (2-e>

where Js, thecentre of mass energy of the ep interaction, defines the maximum energy available

to any process in the collision. Also of interest is the center of mass energy of the yp system.

= (q+pY (2-B)

The boson propagator term, G , gives the ep cross section a ß* dependence o « Q .
j "

Therefore the majority of ep interactions will occur at low Q via the exe hange of an almost real

photon (Q2 = 0 GeV2). Expanding Eqn. (2-3) gives

(MO)

-.2 •where all variables are defined in Figure 2-1. Here, Q is s m alles t when cos0 = l which gives

6 = 0. The minimum possible Q2 is then

Also expanding y from Eqa (2-4) for 9 = 0 gives

r" n rv

^l-.pcos2- = 1-T for6 = 0.
£ 2 t.

(2-11)

(2-12)

Using Eqn. (2-12) and me s me- gives

(2-13)

Q~ defines Ihe minimum four momentum Iransferred by the photon äs alkiwed by energy and

niomentum conservation. Q1 can now be expressed in lerms of Qm,„ by

1"^- (3-")

As was discussed in Section 2. l, the slightly scattered electron escapes undetected through

the beampipe äs illustrated in Figure 2-2. This Figure depicts a typical photoproduction event

where the initial electron, which enters from the left, interacts with a proton entering from the right,

colliding in the center of the ZEUS detector (see Chapter 3 for a description of the ZEUS detector).

The slightly scattered electron escapes down the bearapipe and can be detected in LUMIE. A pho-

ton calorimeter (LUMIG) also exists to detect photons from background events, such äs

bremsstrahlung interactions (see Section 2.6), or from higher order effects such äs real photon

emission from the electron (see Section 2.5.3). The low Q events in which the electron is detected

by LUMIE are know äs tagged photoproduction events. The events in which Ihe scattered electron

escapes detection entirely are known äs untagged events. The tagged events allow the calculation
2

of the kinemalic variables y and Qmin using Ihe scattered electron energy, E'. Although the elec-

tron scattering angle cannot be measurcd directly, the acceptance of LUMIE limits the angle with

which the scattered electron may be detected (see Section 6.3.4), thus effectively l i mit in g the (jr

ränge.

FCAL BCAL

t t ,
RCAL

107m

LUMIG

Figure 2-2 Photoproduction event topology at ZEUS
A lypicat photoproduction event where Ihe initial electron enters from the left, the initial prolon
from the right. The electron from a low <f event can exit through the beampipe and deposit
energy in LUMIE. Photons from background processes (i.e., bremsstrahiung) and higher order
effects (i.e., initial and final state radiation) continue straight and may be detected by LUMIG.



2.3 Photoproduction

The curreni understanding of photon interactions is of a photon that can fluciuate between

a bare photon state and virtual hadronic states, where the small hadronic component may undergo

convenüonal hadronic interactions [4]. The probability for the photon to interact äs a hadron de-

pemis on the photoncoupling to aquark-antiquark pair, thus is of order Ja, In this view, the photon

can interact via its hadronic component provided that the fluciuation time is larger than the inter-

action time, //> ;inr [5], For the virtual photons of ep interactions

for the small virtualilies of tagged photoproduction (Q2< 0.02 GeV2 from Section 6.3.4) at ZEUS.

This behavior is similar to that of real photon scattering. Here, nty is the mass ofthe vector meson

fluctuation ofthe photon (see Section 2.3. l), rypically the p mass (770 MeV). The fluctuation time

iscalculated in therest frame ofthe proton, resulting in a fluctuation time of (y= 10^fm/c for the

caseofa 12 GeV photon incident on an 820 GeV proton The interaction time is of the order ofthe

proton radius,

'i* "V (2-16>

resulting in ^„,= 0-8 fm/c much s m aller than if

All the possible photon interactions must be considered for a completc description of Y*p

scattering to obtain the final "fp cross section. Even with the small fraclion of hadronic states, of

order JÖL, the large majority of observable photon interactions are expected to happen through the

hadronic component due to the much larger HN cross section [6]. The vector meson dominance

(VMD) model successfully describes this component of -y*P interactions A similar interaclion,

which has been omitted until this point, is the photon coupling to a lepton pair, or pair production.

The cross section for pair production is far larger than for qq production; however, to first order,

the produced lepton pair would not undergo strong interactions, and this component canbe neglect-

ed and will not appear further in this analysis [6]. A second category of events, known äs anoma-

lous events, arises when the photon is resolved into a high mass, perturbative quark-antiquark (qq)

pair, one of which interacts with the proton. A third category of events where the bare photon in-

teracts with a parton from the proton, the so called direct events, must also be considered. The total

photoproduction cross section is given from the sum [7] ofthe three mentioned contributions:

p , (W,Q2).nomalous ' K ' (2.17)'

The total cross section for different models is determined by assuming different cross sections for

the individual pieccs of Eqn. (2-17).

2.3.1 Vector meson dominance

As stated above, the premise of VMD is that the photon can fluctuate into a hadronic state

which can undergo hadronic interactions. The hypothesis of VMD is that Ihe photon hadronic state

is composed solely of three vector meson states with the same quantum numbers äs the photon

(f = l "), namely the p,o, and^i mesons. VMD also asserts that the bare component ofthe photon

cannot interact with hadrons. VMD is found to account for only 80% ofthe experimenUl cross sec-

tion [4]. The remainder is sometimes accounted for by the addition of heavicr mass s wies. This is

known äs generalized vector meson dominance (GVMD).

The VMD prediction for the transverse and longitudinal components ofthe total cross sec-

tion [8][9] is

<*C 2 )= I

(2-18)

at a centre of mass energy W and photon virtuality Q^. The coupling of the vector meson to the

photon is gjven by f\> which is determined from e+e~ annihilation |4]. The variable 4, which is a

constant of O( l ), is introduced since the longitudinal and transverse polarized vector mesons may

not have the same cross sections. For the low Q tagged pholoproduction at ZEUS, the contribution

from the longitudinal component of the VMD cross section is assumed to be negligible and is ig-

noted (see Section 2.5.3).

The hadron-like interactions of the photon are thus described in tcrms of Vp scattering.

However, a description using Vp scattering is not very useful unless it can be measured directry.

The vector mesons are too short lived to create a beam for scattering directly. However, the addi-

tive quark rule states that the valence quarks determine the behavior of hadron-hadron collisions

ferent classes of hadronic scattering, such äs elastic, diffractive and non-diffractive events, carry

over to Vp scattering and are described in more detail below.

2.3.1.1 Elastic diffraction

Elastic scattering refers to the process

fp -» VP <^1»)



äs shown in Figure 2-3a. The partial differenlial cross section. da/dt. froin elasiic proton-proton

(pp) scattering was obscrved to display characieristics reminiscem of diffraction of light by a cir-

cular aperture [ 10). Here. (is the square of ihe four momentum transfer between the hadronic sys-

lems. From opiics, the intensily of scattered light with wave mimber k al an angle 6 beyond a

circular aperture of radius R with respeci to the intensity at 6 = 0 is given by

(2-30)

In direci analogy, the partial cross section for elastic pp scattering with respect to zero angle scat-

tering from fits to data is given by

da/tit

Equating Eqn. (2-20) and Eqn. (2-21) gives

(2-21)

(2-22)

As inoptics, the slope of the elastic scattering is relaled to the sizeof the scattering object [ 10].

a) elastic diffraction b) photon diffraction c) proton diffraction

T

d) double diffraction e) soft scattering

y P.OX*

f) semi-hard scattering

remnant

Figure 2-3 Photon-proton interactions of VMD
The incoming photon, f, ftrst transforms into a vector meson, ß.(ü,$, before interacting with ihe
proton, p. The various processes of hadron interactions are shown. a) shows elastic scattering
where the proton and the vector meson both remain iniacl. b), c) and d) show diffractive
scattering where one or both of the proton and vector meson diffractsinto a higher mass state.
e) andf) show non-diffi-active soft and hard processes.

T wo .separate derivations in [ 111 estimate the contribution lo ihe total cross section due 10

elasiic scattering processes to be O( 10%) at HERA energies. The comparisons uiilize the relation

between the elastic and total cross section from the optical theorem [6],

16JI
(2-23)

The estimates will be uscd for comparison with (he results of Chapter 5.

23.1.2 Diffractive scattering

In ine las t ic diffractive processes, one or both of the incoming particles diffract into a higher

mass state äs shown in Figure 2-3b,c,d They are classified according to the diffracted particle äs

follows(12]:

proton diffraction: /p-t VX , (2-24)

photon diffraction: "fp^Xyp, (2-25)

double diffraction: "fp -» XyX (2-26)

The double differenlial cross section for hadron dissociation, hp—*Xp, is known to vary

exponentially in / and to have an hfy dependence 113],

didM
13-27}

where A/K is the mass of the diffracted state. A further e dependence onAf^is added in view of the

CDF resulls [14] which show an \fj,~~ dependence The inelastic slope, fc(n, is measured to be

about one half of the elastic slope (see Section 2.3-1.1 above) and appears to be independent of MX

forMx > 4 GeV (photon diffraction) [13] or Mx > S GeV (proton diffraction) [10].

2.3.1.3 Non-diffractive scattering

Non-diffractive hadron-hadron scatteringcan be further subdivided into soft and semi-hard

interactions. The soft events, shown in Figure 2-3e, are characterized by small pj- and are not in the

diffractive classifications above. The internal energy scale of the events is too small for perturba-

tive calculations, so Ihey must be modelled on parameterizations based on previous experimental

measurcments[12].

The vector mesons, like al! hadrons, are made up of valence quarks, and a sea of virtual glu-

ons and qq pairs Each of the sea partons carries only a small fraction of the total momentum of the

hadron The pointlike constituents of ihe proton and the vector meson can interact directly äs



shown in Figurc 2-3f. The small Q of photoproduction implies ihat ihe virtual photon probes ihe

low x region of the prolon from Eqn. (2-5), thus ihis type of inieraction is dominated by the sea

parlons from each hadron and onty a small fractjon of the total center of mass energy is involved

The products of the interacüon hadronize into minijets, so named because of the small momenlum

fraction carried by each interacting constituent. This .semi-hard contribution is usually combined

wiih the anomalous component into aresolved photon component (see Scction 2.3.2 below).

23.1.4 VMDsummary

The resulting VMD contribution to the total cross section can bc expressed äs a combina-

tion of all the individual hadronk processes.

,-fp -
ddif '

(9-21)

whcre elas refers to the elasiic interaclbns described in Section 2.3. l.l.pdif, fiifattd ddifnfer to

prolon diffractjve, photon diffractive and double diffractive processes respectively, desciibed in

Seclion 2.3.1.2, and ndif refers to the non-diffractive processes of Section 2.3.1.3.

2.3.2 Parton level processes

In panon level processes, the photon interacts with a parton from the prolon. Parton level

processes are further subdivided imo direct processes and anomalous processes

In direct processes, the photon directly couples to a Charge d parton from the proton äs

shown in Figute 2-4. With the füll energy of the photon involved in [he interaction, the direct

mechanism is the dominant process for the highest p/jets in photoproduction and is characterized

by ihe absence of a photon remnant.

a) Boson-gluon fusion

premnanl
p remnant

Figur* 2-4 Direcl processes
The photon directly interacts wih a parton in ihe prolon. in boson-gluon fusion, a), the photon
combines with a gluon producing a quark-antiquark pair. In QCD Compton, b), the photon
couples lo a quarkfrom the proton.

Although the basic assumption of VMD is that ihe bare photon does not interact with the

proton, experimental evidencc cxists that shows direct interactions do in fact occur. In comparing

Tp interactions to ftp and Kp interactions, the OMEGA Photon Collaboration observed an excess

of charged particlcs at highpf [15], which is attributed to direct interactions. An unambiguous sig-

nal for direct evcnls has also been observed by ZEUS [16] and Hl f!7] in the photoproduction of

di-jet events.

In anomalous processes, the photon splits inlo a qq pair, one of which interacts with a par-

ton from the prolon äs shown in Figure 2-5. This closely resembles the VMD hard non-diffractivc

scatlering described in Section 2.3. l 3 and shown in Figure 2-3f. The two processes differ by ihe

parton distribution function describing the photon The anomalous photon is described by a qq pair

which share the momentum and energy of the photon whereas the VMD photon is described by a

vector meson parton distribution. Since onry the qq pair share the momentum of the photon, ihe

anomalous parton distribution is much harder than the vector meson parton distribution Therefore,

the high p-f Jet events with a photon remnant are dominantry from the anomalous contribuiion and

not Ihe VMD component.

Since the anomalous and hard VMD component are so similar, ihe usual convention is to

combine the two into one rcsolved contribuiion. This is accomplished by crcaiing a single photon

structure function, similar lo the proton structure function, which is a combination of ihe iwo indi-

vidual components, defined äs

E-T _ rVMD . cdtonahus (*™

2.4 Parameterizing the total photoproduction cross section

In Section 2.3. ihe various pieces making up the toial cross section were described. Differ-

eni theorelical predictions are obtained by applying diffcreni weights to the components of

Eqn. (2-17) and Eqn. (2-28). Three classifications of predictions are described below.

fr«mnani fremnaitt

p remnanl premnani

Figure 2-5 Resolvrd processes
The photon splits into a quark-antiquarkpair, one of which subseqvently interacts with a parton
from the proton.



2.4. l Regge theory parameterizations

Thc Regge theory parameterizations are based on thc VMD photon and Regge phenome-

nology [18J. In Rcgge thcory. the interaction of iwo particks is mediated by the exchange of an

effektive particlccalled the rcggeon- The predicted bchavior from rcggeon exchange is a cross sec-

lion falling äs a powcr of thc Tp centcr of mass cncrgy. A revicw [3] of thc cross section dependen-

cies for diffcrenl hadronic interactions shows that hadronic cross scctions do fall off at low encrgy,

and then begin to rise again This rising behavior is attributed to thc exe hange of thc pomcron, an

effective particle wiih thc quanlum numbcrs of the vacuum.

Thc total cross scction in Regge theory can be expressed äs

°,„( = °-, + <V* ^ • (»oi

where s is the square of the ~ß> center of mass energy (in Ge V-), the flrst term is attributed to potner-

on exchange and thc second term to rcggeon exchange [19]. O^and a^denote the pomeron and

rcggeon angulai momentum respectivcly, determined when thc square of thc incoming and outgo-

ing prolon four momentum differencc, l = 0. af and o» represent the coupling of thc pomcron and

reggcon to a specific particle. Thc determined powers, (Xp and <x^ are universal, whereas the cou-

püngs a and Oi are dcpendcnt upon the process.

Domachie and Landshoff (DL) [ 19] have pcrformed a fit to existing data to dctermine the

powers and couplings of Eqn. (2-30) for different reactions. Thc effective powers wcrc fit using/>p

and/>pdata,resultinginrxp- l = 0.0808 and o^- l =-0.4525. Fitsto-jpdataresulted incouplings

of o° = 67.7 üb and a° = 129 Hb.

Using the same mcthod äs (19] above, thc CDF collaboration have dctermincd another pa-

rameterization (DL2) with the inclusion of new measurements at Js = 546 and 1800 GeV [20].

This prcdiction differs in the pomcron angular momentum, which is measurcd to bc Of- l = 0.112.

The new fit results in ct^- l = -0.402, a£ = 54.9 üb and o" = 139 üb for photoproduction.

The basis of the Abramowicz, Levin, Levy. Maor(ALLM) [21]prediction is the smooth

description of data through the wholc ränge of possible Q2 valucs, from Q2 = 0 to the highest mea-

sured valucs. The low Q2 photoproduction region is described by Eqn. (2-30) with ar- l = 0.045

.-l =-0.6.

2.4.2 Minijet parameterizations

Thc total cross scction for nünijet parameterizations can be expressed äs

wherc (3sflf, arises from non-penurbalive VMD interactions which are conslant »ith energy abovc

the low energy region. and O,,., from hard perturbative jet proccsses which increasc rapidly with

energy. Thus the risc of ihc total cross scclion is attributed solcly lo the hard jet processes. The one

important input to the cakulation of the minijet cross section is the p, cuioff, p™'n, below which

perturbative calculationscannot be used Thc valuc of p^'n used has a largc effect on thccalculat-

cd cross scction at high energies. The rapid rise of thc cross section is usually attributed to thc small

x behavior of the gluon density functions used At higher ccntre of mass energies, smaller values

of x are sampled. Thus the behavior of the cross section depends on thc structurc funcüon used, and

the valuc of p™"1 Direct interactions are also assumed lo contribute a small amount to thc total

cross scction. The minijet approach in general predicts a fastcr risc to the cross scction than othcr

approaches, and the different models should be rcsolvable at ({ERA energies.

2.4.3 Schuler & Sjöstrand parameterization

Thc model of Schuler and Sjöstrand (6) attempts to smoothly describe thc cross section

from soft to hard processes. The basic assumption is that photon interactions fall into three catcgo-

rics; bare, vcctor meson and perturbative qq Thc distinction betwecn the categories is made by two

p,cuioff scales. The first cutoff scale,p0 = m./2 = 0.5 GeV, isapplicd tothcy-» qq vertex. If

thecommonpfOf thc^islessthanp^thena vector meson wave function is used. This is thc same

äs VMD from Section 2.3. l, Direct and anomalous evcnts are then charactcrized by p, > PQ. A sec-

ond p,cutoff,/Jlmyn,defines thc minimumprof hardparton-panon interaction in hadronic evcnts,

This is dircctly applicable to the hard non-diffractive inicractions of VMD, p±min is assumed to

bc energy dependcnt, and of the order of 1.3 GeV at HERA energies [22]. Events above p±min arc

assumed to undcrgo a hard inicraction and be perturbatively calculablc. Below pLnin, thc evcnts

are described by a miniraum bias phcnomenoloey. A corresponding PLmi„ cutoff is also necessary

lo describe anomalous cvcnts, but here, the cutoff is found to be slightly higher, approximately

2.2 Gc V. Variations on thc valuc ofpg and P±mia change the predicüons for the total cross scction.

2.5 Measuring the total photoproduction cross section

In the preceding scctions, thc various processes and parameterizations of real photoproduc-

(ion interactions have bcen rcviewed At HERA, however, the almost real photon originales from

thc scattered cleciron beam. Although this is the dominant interaction, what is measured is the total

ep cross scction, which also includcs the electron-photon vertex (scc Figure 2-1) To measurc the

1p cross seciion, the ep cross scction must bc rclaied to the fp cross section.

2 .̂1 Relating ep and ip cross sections

A detailed derivation of the relation betwecn the Tp and the ep cross scclions is given in

(12]. In summary. thc total ep cross section can be written in the form
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whcrc 07- and o^ are ihe Y*p transversc and longitudinal componenis of ihe cross section respec-

tively, and Q„jn isgivenby Eqn. (2-13).

The two components of the cross section for the viitual photon can be compared for VMD

by taking the ratio from Eqn (2-IS),

As long äs thc virtuality of the photon is kept small compared to thc characteristic scale of Ihc in-

teraclk>n(i.e..ß2« mj.~ l GeV inthiscase). ihe longitudinal component of thc virtual photon

cross section is small. Also, from Eqn. (2-1S), Ihe Q2 dependence of 07- is very small for

Q2 « mv, which means that the uncertainties in ihe exirapolation Q -» 0 for real photons are

also small. For the direct and anomalous components, the characteristic scale is defined by the

QCD mass scale, A C[) - 0.2 GeV, thus Ihe longitudinal component becomes negligiblc for

Q2 « A?,,.„. As long äs Q2 U much smaller than the characteristic scale, be it the vector meson

mass or \QCD- mc virtual pholon is very similar lo a real photon N u merk al estimates for Ihc

tagged photoproduction al ZEUS in [91 also show that the effccl of CL should be negligible. Thc

approach taken in this paper is the Taylor expansion of a/_ and Of äs a powcr series in £r The first

derivatives of O^ and Oj- are then evaluated and shown to give a negligible correclion The ability

lo ignore ihe non-zero mass and longitudinal polarization is known äs the equivalcnl photon ap-

proximation (EPA) for ep scatlering [ 12)

Using thc above results, Eqn. (2-32) rcduces to

<tydQ* «Ö^ y V Q2

where G"? is the total 1p cross section for real photons, and is thus independent of Q* Integrating

ovcr Q2, with Qmax given by geomctric acceptances and the constraint thal Qmaji is much smaller

than the characteristic scale, gives

(MS)

The y dcpendent lerm in parcnihesis can be Ihought of äs the flux of photons accompanying (he

electron, and can be expressed as/y>) giving

da ( v )

Measuring the f? cross section using the EPA

In princtple, the total ep cross section is obtained by counting the number of inicractions in

a given region of phase space per unit of total luminosity. Eqn. (2-36) can then be used, with thc

cakulated flux./^ to arrive ai thc loial -ff> cross section for a given y. In practice, this is far too sim-

ple a view äs detector effects play an important rolc in the total events counted Allowanccs must

bc madc for the acceptance of events in eachof Ihe detector componenls required in the cvent trig-

ger (see Section 5.6 and Section 6.3.4),

"frtf *-* ' f t \ A i \ l«-*"J"" /T(y) L A(y)

where N(y) is the lotal number of events for thc ep interactions, L is the integrated luminosity, and

A(y) is the acceptance for Ihe events in Ihc detector.

The cvenl (opology for tagged photoproduction is shown in Figure 2-2. A combined sjgnal

in the rcar calorüncter (RCAL) and in LUMIE is required to trigger an event (see Section 4.1).

Thus the acceptance may be cxpressed äs

As was shown in Section 2.5 l, the <f dcpendence of thc final hadronic System is negligible. Com-

bined with the small eleciron sc alterin g angle required by thc acceptance of LUMIE,

Q <0.02 GeV' (see Section 6.3,4), this leads to a y* which essentially travels in the same direc-

tion äs Ihc electron beam. Thc 7* cannot significantry boost the hadronic System away from the

beam axis, hcnce for a given photon energy, ihe final hadronic System is independent of thc scat-

lered eleciron This implies uncorrelaied acccptances for LUMIE and RCAL, thus

ALUMIE*RCAL ~ •

In practice, thc cross section measurement is pcrfonned over a ränge of y (or equivalcntly,

W - 2,jyEE). Eqn. (2-39) can be used äs long äs the y dependence of ARCAL is small over the

ränge of values used, äs it is for ihe three bins used in this analysis (see Section 5.6)

2.5.3 Radiatlve Corrections

Kadiativc corrections dcscribe thc cffect of higher order QED diagrams at thc electron ver-

tex on Ihe measured total cross section. Figure 2-6 shows several cxamples of higher order process-

es that must be taken into account- Therc are two methods (hat can be used to account for (he effect

of (hese radialive corrections on Ihe measured value:



Figure 2-6 Higher order correclions
The processes of higher order corrections involve initial state radialion, final slate radialion.
vertex correclions, photon vacuum polarization, and two photon exchange.

• the measured cross section can be determined assuming only Iowest order (Born approximation)
terms, and the effect of higher order terms can be assessed afterwards and the measured value
corrected;

* a Monte Carlo with füll radiative corrections can be used when determining the cross section.

This analysis will use the latter method in determining the total cross sectioa

The higher order terms depicted in Figure 2-6 all modify the electron-photon vertex when

the cross section is caiculated. Instead of the neal and compact form of Eqn. (2-36), a much more

complkated relation between the Tp and ep cross scctions results. In addition, the initial and final

state radialion terms also change the kinematic variables measured in the detector. Since a real ra-

diated photon is emitted from the electron line, both the exchanged photon and the real photon

share the energy loss of the scattered etectron. Since the electron scatters at basically zero angle

and the photon is collinear with the electron, no distinction is made between initial and final state

radiation The resulting measured electron energy, E ', depends on both the exchanged and radiated

photon, hence the calculation of the kinematic variables y, W, Qmin is incorrect. The net result is

a migration from bins of Iower Winto bins of higher W. The radiated and exchanged photons share

the available energy, with one of the photons tending to take most of the energy äs shown in

Figure 2-7 using the HERACLES4.2 [23] event Monte Carlo. A cut on the exchanged photon en-

ergy, äs required by the RCAL trigger (see Section 6.4) greatly reduces the effects from the radia-

tive events. The migrations of the kinematic variables must be properly accounted for when

determining the final cross section.

2.6 Bremsstrahlung

Another radiative process, know äs the bremsstrahlung interaction,

describes the emission of real photons from an electron in the presence of a relati vistic proton. First

caiculated in 1934 by Bethe and Heitier [24], the total cross section for the bremsstrahlung of a rel-

ativisttc electron (E» mf ) on a proton producing a photon with an energy, E,,, isgivenby

10'

10'

All HERACLES events

E„> 1 G«V

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.8 0.9 1

fraction of ovoiloble energy
Figure 2-7 Radiated photon energy
The fraction of energy (E^+E^) carrieä by the radiated photon for the HERACLES4.2 event
generaior is shown. Imposing an energy cul on the exchanged photon greatly reduces the
radiative coniamination.
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which is accurate to better than \%. Here, E, andE'are the initial and scattered electron energy

respectively, me and mp are the masses of the electron and proton respectively. a is the fine struc-

tureconstant (=1/137) and rf is the classical radius of the electron. To an excellent approximation,

the photon energy canbe expressed äs E„ = E - E'as very little energy is exchanged between the

electron and the proton.

The final state electron and photon from the interaction emerge at very small an g] es with

respect to the initial electron direction. The angular distribution of the photon follows the distribu-

tion [25]

where 6 is the angle between the scattered photon and the initial electron direction. The distribu-

tion peaks at mf/feE which, for an initial electron energy of 26.7 GeV, corresponds to

6 =0.011 mrad.



3 The experimental setup

3.1 The electron-proton collider HERA

The Hadron-Electron Ring Anlage (HERA) is the world's firsi electron-proton colliding

beam facility, located ai the Deutches Elektronen SYnchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, Germany.

The accelerator, shown in Figure 3-l,consistsoftwoindependentrings, one tohousetheelectrons

(or positrons) and one lo house the protons, 6.34 km in ciicumference and located 10 - 25 m un-

dergiound. The acceleralor is designed lo collide 30 GeV elecirons on 820 Ge V protons at four ex-

Figure 3-1 The HERA acceleralor
Protons and elecirons are accelerated in opposite direclions and broaghl into collision at the
four experimental halls located around Ine ring. The ZEUS detector is located in the South hall,
and the Hl detector is in the North collision hall.

perimenial halls localed around the ring producing interactions at a cenler of mass energy,

Js = 314 GeV.

Two separate rings are required to accelerate the electrons and proIons. The proton ring,

which lies above (he electron ring, is made up of superconducting magnets which guide the beam

lo each of thc four colliding halls. The proton beam energy is limited by the magnetic field attain-

able by the dipolc bending magnets located around the ring. The electron beam, which is steered

through the ring with conventional magnets, has its attainable energy limited by the radio frequen-

cy (RF) powcr needed to replace the energy lost by the electrons duc to Synchrotron radiation. This

is not a consideration for the proton beam since the energy loss from Synchrotron radiation goes äs

m~ and the losses for the rauch more massive proton are small.

As was mentioned, HERA collides 30 GeV electrons and 820 GeV protons, grouped in 220

bunches spaced equally around the ring. This spacing corresponds to consecutive bunches separat -

cd by 28.8 m and crossing every 96 ns, or with a frequency of 10.4 MHz. In 1993, the accelerator

did not reach its design parameters, achieving an electron energy of 26.67 GeV and colliding 84

bunches, with an additiona! 6 proton pilot bunches and 10 electron pilot bunches. The pilot bunches

are unpaired electron and proton bunches with no colliding partner. They are used to sludy back-

ground processes and to subtract these backgrounds in the colliding bunches. A summary of the

beam parameters is shown inTable3-l.

HERA parameter

Tunnel circumference (m)

Nominal energy {GeV)

Center of mass energy (GeV)

Number of bunches

Bunch crossing angle (mrad)

Bunch distance

Circulating current (mA)

Beam size x (mm)

Beam size y (mm)

Beam size z (mm)

Angular beam spread x (mrad)

Angular beam spread y (mrad)

proton beam

design 1993 run

electron beam

design

6336

820 30

314 (296 for 1993)

210 | 90 | 210

1993 run

26.7

94

0

28.S m (96 ns)

160 U

0.32

0.1

110

0.03

0.10

58 S

0.3

0.04

7.8

0.13

0.10

Table 3-1 OperaÜng parameters of Ihe HERA collider



In order lo achieve the beam .simcture meniioncd. the older acceleraiors at DESY have been

modified to function äs the injeclion systcm for the HERA ring äs shown in Figure 3-2 Protons

begin äs H ions in ihe 50 MeV H~ LINAC The electrons are stripped off by passing the protons

through a thin aluminum foil, and the protons then move into the DESY III Synchrotron and are

acceleraied to 7.5 GeV. The protons are then moved into ihe PETRA II ring and acceleratcd to

40 GeV before being transferred to HERA and accelerated to 820 GeV.

The electrons originale ftrom a high voltage cathode and are accelerated to 500 MeV in the

LINAC II before being accumulated into a bunch in the PIA storage ring. The bunches are then

transferred into the DESY II Synchrotron and are accelerated to 7 GeV before being transferred to

PETRA H. This procedure is repeated until PETRA u is filled, then the electrons are accelcraled

to 14 GeV and are transferred to HERA where they are accelerated to 30 GeV (26.7 GeV for the

1993 ninning period).

The luminosity is an important parameier for any storage ring collider since it is the lotal

numbcr of expected interactions per unit time and per unit of cross section. The rate of observed

events is then defincd äs R = la. In terms of the beam parameters, the luminosity is defined äs

HERA
| p-MM HERA Iniection Scheme

PETRA
HtfNE

(tTH*
HrfSt

Figure 3-2 The HERA Injection syslem

L =
2t /rj- -t o2 /o- +G-V v *.v v, v

(3-1)

where/is (he rotational frcquency of HERA, f = 47.3 kHz. k is ihe number of colliding bunches,

N e and N„ arc the number of eleclrons and protons in each bunch respectively, and o is ihe rms

transverse sizeof the beam of particlesy in coordinate i. The highest average luminosity at HERA

obtained du ring thc 1993 run period was 1.5x10 cm s , whichis an order of magnitude be-

low the design valuc. The total integrated luminosity collected over the 1993 run (luminosity inie-

grated over time) reachcd l pb~

3.2 The ZEUS detector

The ZEUS experiment was one of the two multi-purpose deteclors operating at HERA dur-

ingthe 1993 run. A complete description of all thecomponentsofthc ZEUS deteclor canbc found

in [26]. A general description of the detector äs well äs a more detaiied description of the compo-

nents used for this analysis is presented hcre.

An Illustration of the ZEUS detector is shown in Figure 3-3. In the ZEUS coordinate sys-

Qterifiew el Ihe ZEUS Detsctor
cal )

W m 0 -5m
Figure 3-3 Cross section of the ZEUS detector along the beam axis
The cross section of ihe ZEUS detector parallel to the beam axis fz) is shown. The various
componenls oflhe detector fsee text) are labelled. The ZEUS coordinate lystem is asfollaws: +;
folhwsihe direction of the proton beamffrom righllo left), +y isin the upward direction. and
+xpoinis toward the center oflhe HERA ring, which is out oflhepage in the illustration.



lern. me ; axis lies a Ion g the beam dircction. wilh positive values in the direction of the proion (left

in Figur« 3-3). Thc positive y axis points up, and the positive x axis points Iowards the center of thc

accelerator, which is oul of ihc page. Immcdiately surrounding thc intciaction point are inner track-
ing detectors comprised of a vcrtex detcctor (VXD), the ccntral Iracking detector (CTD), and pla-

nar drifl chambers (FTD and RTD). Sunounding thc CTD is a superconducting solenoid providing

a I 43 Taxial magnetic field for measurementofchargedparticie momentum. A hermelk calorim-

eter comprised of forward (FCAL), barrcl (BCAL). and rear (RCAL) sections is used to measure

ihc energy of chargcd and neutral particles. An iron retum yokc surrounds thc catorimeter. Thc rc-

tum yoke is also instrurnented with limited streamcr tubes to act äs a backing calorimeter (BAC)

to measure energy leaking from thc main calorimeter. The iron yokc is also uscd for muon momen-

tum determinalion. The yoke is tnagnelized to bcnd the palh of muons passing through. Limited
streamer tubes mounted on cach side of the yoke in thc barrcl (BMUI, BMUO) and rear (RMU1,

RMUO) arc used to mcasurc thc momentum of muons. In thc forward direction, limited strcamer

tubes mounted insidc the yokc (FMUI) and drift chambers äs well a streamer tubes localed ouuide

thc yoke (FMUON) mcasurc the momentum of muons in the toroidal magnetic fleld

3.3 The calorimeter

3.3.1 Calorimetry

The objcctive of a calorimeter is to measure ihe total energy of particles. Therc are two gen-

cral typesof calorimeters todothis Thc first type, known äs homogeneous calorimetcrs, arc made

from materials which both absorb the energy of thc particles and also producc a detectable signal

which can be measurcd. A sampling calorimcter, on the other hand, uses a diffcrcnt material for

thc absorber and Ihc sensitive volumes, hcnce the signal is collected from only pari of thc detector

volume. One way this can be accomplished is by using altemating layers of absorber malen a) to

convert incoming particles int o sccondary particles (showcring) and activc material which dctccis

the ionization energy of the secondary particles giving a visible (light) signal. Thc visible energy

is then related to ihc total energy through a constant known äs the sampling fraction, which is thc

fraction of visible energy over total energy and can be dctermined from lest beams.

Calorimeters can also further be divided into two classes according lo the type of particles

observcd Electromagnetic calorimcters arc uscd for observing ctcctrons, posi&ons and photons.
Electrons and positrons mainly lose energy by radial ing photons through Ihe bremsstrahl ung pro-

cess. Photons lose encigy through pair production, the conversion of thc photon inio an ckctron—
positron pair. These processcs dominate down to energics of Ihe arder 10 McV, below which

scattering and ionization bccome the dominant processes for energy dissipation. The creation of

many electromagnetic particles by an initial high energy electron or photon is known äs an electro-

magnetic shower. The Containment depth of an electiomagnetic shower is expressed in units of a

Parameter known äs ihe radiation length (X0), which is dcfmcd äs ihe averagc distance in a material

for the energy of an incident electron to fall to I/e = 63% of its energy.

l1'

where A is the atomic wcight and Zis Ihc alomic number. When expressed in units of XQ, the show-

er Containment depth U found to be independcnl of material [27]. With Ihc highest cxpcctcd elec-

tromagnctic energies at HERA, 98% of the electron energy is contained within 25 XQ. The lateral

spread of electromagnetic showcrs is contained at the 95% Icvcl within two Molicre radii,

Hadronic calorimcters are dcsigncd for the more varied interactions of the hadrons, which

includes the processes of thc strong interaction. The interaction of thc hadron in thc material of the

calorimeter can produce a varicty of secondary particles including other hadrons, clcctrons, pho-

tons, muons and neutrinos. The secondary particles furthcr interact according to type producing a

hadronic shower with an obvious electromagnetic shower component from the clectrons, photons

and Jt°s which dccay to two photons. Hadronic showers suffer energy losses through thc creation

of minimum ionizing particles which exil the calorimeter after leaving only a small fraction of thcir

total energy, through neutrinos escaping without deposüing any energy. and through binding ener-

gy losses. Hadronic shower dimensions are typically given in units of interaction lengths.

where p is the dcnsity of thc calorimeter material. Approximately 95% of a hadronic shower is con-

tained within a depth varying logarithmically with thc energy and scaling with X (-SX for 800 GeV
hadrons), and transverscly within a radius of l X.

33.2 Physlcat descrlption

Thc ZEUS detector is of the sampling type described abovc. It uses stainless steel clad de-

pkted uranium platcs äs the absorber material and plastic scintillator for Ihe activc material. The

calorimeter was designed to be almost hermetk with 99.6% solid angle covcrage with the missing

0.4% comtng from the two beam pipe holes. It was also designed to be compcnsating, which mcans

that the response to electromagnetic showers is thc samc äs the response lo hadronic showers,

e/h = \.

Mechanically, thc calorimeter is divided into three components callcd the forward, barre)

and rear calorimeters (F/B/RCAL respectively) covcring polar angles of 2.2°-39.9°, 36.7°-129.1°



and 12S.l°-176.55respectively. Eachof the calorimeter components is made up of modules, with

23 modules of various length in FCAL and RCAL. and 32 wedge shaped modules arranged in a

cyclinder in BCAL with the cylinder axis along the beam direction. The modules are rurther divid-

ed into 20* 20cm readout iowers äs il lustrat cd in Figurc 3-4 for an FCAL module. Eachtower is

seciioned longitudinally into an ~ IX electromagnetic (EMC) section and ~3X hadronic (HAC) sec-

tions each with separate readout. The electromagnctic section is fmther divided into cells, wilh four

5 x 20 cm EMC cells in each FCAL and BCAL tower, and due to the lower particle density only

two 10 x 20 cm2 EMC cells in each RCAL tower. Each cell is read out by two photomultiplier

tubes, one on each side. Each HAC section is a single HAC cell read out by two photomultiplier

tubes, with two HAC sections (HAC1, HAC2) in the FCAL and BCAL and a single HAC section

in the RCAL.

ZEUS FCAL MODULE

Figure 3-4 Layout of an FCAL module
Each module consisting of alternating tayers; of depleted uranium and plastic scintillator is
partilioned into 20 x 20 cm2 iowers containing an EMC section and HAC sections, The light
from the scintillator liles is absorbed and re-emitted by Ike wavelength shifter along each oflhe
sides, and is transported lo photomulliplier tubes mounled at the base ofeach module.

The cotistruction of one of ihe FCAL modules is shown in Figure 3-4. Each module is con-

structed from alternating layers of 3.3 mm thick depleted uranium plates clad in stainless steel. and

2.6 mm thick SCSN38 plastic scintillator for the active material. The stainless sieel c ladding

around Ihe depleted uranium plates reduces the noise from the natural radioactivity of the uranium

to a level that can be used for c alibrat i on. and yet does not contribute significantly to a real signal.

Wavelength shifters mounted along the sides of the modules absorb the light coming from the scin-

tillator tiles and convert it to light with a longer wavclength. This light propagates along the wave-

length shifters into lighl guides near the base of the module which directs the light into the

photomultiplier tubes. Each cell of the tower has a wavelength shifter and photomultiplier tube

mounted on each side.

The energy resolution of the calorimeter was measured in lest beam s to be -18 % /JE for

electrons and 35%/JE for hadions, where E is expressed in GeV. The response was found to be

linear within ±2% and to have a better than l % uniformity between modules [28], The calibration

of the calorimeter and electronics is monitored constantly using the natural radioactivity of the ura-

nium (UNO), Charge injection into the electronics, laser light injection into the photomultiplier

tubes, and ̂ Co source scans of the modules.

3.4 The central tracking detector

The central tracking detector (CTD} is a cylindricat drift chamber surrounding the vertex

detector and inside the main calorimeter described above. The CTD has a 16.2 cm inner radius, an

82.4 cm outer radius and measures 240 cm in total length. Charged track position and energy toss,

dE/dx, are measured in nine concentric superlayers, consisting of cells containing 8 sense wires

each. One octant of the CTD is shown in Figure 3-5- Three of the superlayers (1,3 and 5) are in-

strumented with z by tiroing readout. The superlayers are also divided into axial (parallel 10 die

length of the chamber) and Stereo (at an angle of approximately of ±5°) layers to provide polar an-

gle Information.

The momentum of a charged particle is measured using the curvature of its path in the 1.4 T

magnetic field provided by the thin, superconducting solenoid surrounding the CTD. The momen-

tum resolution is given äs a runction of the transverse momentum (momentum orthogonal to the

beam axis) by &pj/pj. = O.Q05/Y + 0.016. and the hit position resolution is -250 um The recon-

structed tracks are projecled back to the inleraction point resulting in a vertex z position resolution

of -2 cm. The energy loss in the CTD, dE/dx, is used to perform particle identification.

3.5 The luminosity monitor

The luminosity monitor was designed, äs the name suggests, to monitor the HERA lumi-

nosity by measuring the bremsstrahl u ng process of Section 2.6. The bremssirahlung interaction is
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Figure 3-5 Layout of a CTD octanl
The CTD ij diwded into nine superlayers. conlaining cells with 8 sense wires euch. The stfreo
angles which allowfor polar angle deiermination are also shown.

characterized by the emission of a Iow angle photon and a k>w angle eleciron To detect these prod-

ucts, the luminosity monilor consisls of two electromagnetic calorimetcrs. one positioned to mea-

surc the photon (LUMIG) and one to measure theelection(LUM!E). Both calorimetcrs are of the

sampling variety, made of a lead-scintillator Sandwich using 5.7 mm thick Pb absorbcr plates in-

terleaved with 2.8 mm thick SCSN38 scintillator tilcs for the active layers. LUMIG used plates and

tiles with a transverse dimension 180 mm x 180 mm and has a total depth of 22 radiation lengths

(X0). The transverse dimcnsions for LUME are 250 mm x 250 mm and it is 24 X0 deep. A posi-

tion detector consisting of two orthogonal layers of scintillating fingers one cm wide and read out

by silicon diodes U instalied al 7 XQ in each calorimeler, givjng a spalial rcsolution of ~2 mm.

Wavelcngth shifters aie attached to oppositc sides of the calorimetcrs (left and right for the eleciron

detector, lop and botiom for the photon dctcctor) The lighl from thc wavelength shifters is trans-

ported to the photomultiplier tubes thnnigh light guides. The energy rcsolution of both calorimelen

was measured 10 be 18% /^£, with Ein GeV, and with a l%uniformity in the fiducial volume äs

well äs a better man l % response linearity [29]. Both calorimeters are mounlcd on movablc Übles

so that Ihey can be positioned away from the beam during injection and electron beam tests,

The arrangemcnt of ihe two deiectors in the HERA tunnel is shown in Figure 3-6 Photons

originating from the IP under small angles (9 £0.5 mrad) cxit the proton beam pipe through a

0.1 XQ window at : =-92.5 m. Protons undergo a vertical bend from dipole magnets placed al

z = -70 m separating the photons from the proton beam line. After ex Hing the beam pipe, the pho-

tons pass tniough a l X0 carbon absorber at ; = -103 m and a l X0 Pb absorbcr placed directly in

front of LUMIG to minimize the effects of Synchrotron radiation. The face of LUMIG is positioned

The acceptance of the electron detcctor is limitcd to electrons emcrgtng from the IP with

9(, £6 mrad and within an energy ränge of Q.2<Ef-/Eg£Q.9. Dipole magnets positioned at

Z = -20 m bend the clectrons into the electron beam pipe. Thc Iowcr cncrgy scattcred clectrons are

bcnt into a s maller orbit than die electron beam, and ex i t thc electron beam pipe at z = -27.3 m- The

scattered electrons then enter LUME positioned at ; = -35 m. While the electron detector was not

used for the luminosity measurement in 1993, il was veryusenil for tagging the Iow angle scattcred
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Figure 3-4 Layout of the himinosily monltor
The HERA beam tunnel in the electron direction (-;) including dipole magneti al -20 m for
bending Ihe electrons into the eleciron beam pipe, and at -50 m for moving the proton beam into
head on cottisions with the electrons. An eleciron calorimeter, LUMIE, is located at -35 m for
detecting scattered electrons, A photon delector. U1MIG, is placed at -707 m in the proton
direction to de.tect the scattered photons from brems Strahlung inleractions.



electrons from photoproduction events. The acceptance of I.l'MIE limited tlie kinematk ränge of
? 7 ^

the nieasured photoproduction scattered electrons 10 0. l < v < 0.8 and Qaan ̂ Q ~ 0-2 GeV~

3.6 The C5

The C5 vcto counter is made up of two pairs of U-shaped scintillator counters located at

; = -315cra surrounding the beam pipe, Each pair of scintillators is separated by 3 mm of lead.
Each scintillator is read out by a photomultiplier t übe. Additional lead sheets are placed in front of

and behind C5 to protect the counters from Synchrotron radiation. The counters arc used to fonn a

coincidence of energetic particles passing through the counters and the lead sheets. The C5

counters are used to measure the rate and time of interactions from the passing electron and proton
beam s, providing Information on the bunch structure of the beams and the background rate.

3.7 The vetow all

Thc vetowall (VW) is designed to veto events coming from upstream interaclJons. It con-
sists of an iron wall made up of iron bricks centered at z = -727 cm. The VW measures 800 cm in

widtn, 900 cm in height, 87 cm in thicknf ss and is positioned perpendicular to the beam axis, The

beam pipe passes through an 80 cm x 80 cm hole near the center. The majority of particles that en-
ter do not pass completely through the VW. Those that do continuc into the central ZEUS dctcctor.

Two planes of scintillator Strips covcr each side of the VW Each scintillator counter mea-

sures 260 cm in Icngth, 33 cm in width and 2 cm in thickness. A total of 48 counters cover each

side of thc VW. Each strip is read out by a light guide and two photomultiplicr tubes, one at each
end A VW trigger occurs when thcre is a coincidence between corresponding counters on eiiher

side of thc iron wall.

3.8 Central data acquisition

Wilh the very small crossing time of 96 ns between bunches and the l arge estimated back-

ground rate of -50 kHz at design luminosity, a three levcl trigger System with pipelined rcadout
was nccessaryat ZEUS. Thc taskof thc trigger systcm was to reduce the total rate to ~5 Hz which

could be written to mass storage tape. The majority of interactions come from background process-
es such äs the interactionof the proton beam with the residual gas molecules in the beam pipe. Each
level of trigger has more time to analyze each event and implement cuts designcd to rcduce these

background proccsses. A layout of the ZEUS trigger System is shown in Figure 3-7. Each of the

three trigger levels is discusscd in more detail.

Ct>mpon*nit Front End
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Figure 3-7 Schematlc of the ZEUS CDAQ
Figure courtesy of Frank Chlebana [30}.
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3.8.1 First level trigger

The individual components involved in the First Level Trigger (FLT) cannot read out their

electronics, make a local decision, and pass that decision to the Global First Level Trigger (GFLT)

in ihe 96 ns between bunch crossings. This is due to the computation time needed to make a local

trigger decision, and the time necessary for cettain components to read out the signals (e.g., due to

slow drift speeds in tracking chambers, hits may not be recorded for several crossings). For this

reason, the event readout is stored in a FIFO1 or pipeline which allows several events to be stored

until a trigger decision can be reached The GFLT requiies that all local FLT components must

evaluate their component data and send all rcsults to the GFLT within 26 clock cycles . The GFLT

uses all the component data to anive ai a GFLT decision within another 20 clock cycles, giving a

total of 46 clock cycles for a GFLT decision. The component pipelincs störe data for 58 clock cy-

cles lo allow for signal propagation delays.

Once a decision to accept an event is made. ihe GFLT signals all components. The compo-

nents then read out the event from the pipeline, digitize any analog signals and write the events out

to ihe component Second Level Trigger (SLT) buffers. During the digjtizing of the analog signals,

the component readout Systems are inactive, resulling in deadtime, The FLT was designed to re-

duce the rate of events to the SLT to~l kHz.

This analysis makes use of certain Calorimeter First Level Trigger (CFLT) energy sums äs

well äs ihe electron luminosity monitof energy sum (see Section4.1.1). The CFLTquantides of

intercsi are the REMC and the REMCTH energy sums. The REMC energy sum comprises the total

energy in the RCAL EMC section of all cells, excluding the cells immediately surrounding ihe

beam pipe, above an energy threshold of 464 MeV. The REMCTH irigger differed from the REMC

trigger in (hat it also included the cells immediately surrounding the beam pipe and had a different

cell threshold requirement.

3.8.2 Second level trigger

Events accepted by the FLT are passed to the component memory buffers of the Second

Level Trigger (SLT), The Job of the SLT is ro rcduce the daw rate from the -1 kHz input to 100 Hz

Output. This rate gives the SLT several milliseconds of processing time for each event. The com-

ponent, or local, SLTs are based on a network of programmable Iransputers. With -1 ms of pro-

cessing time, mach more comples algorithms may be implemented on the transputers to identify

and elitninate background events such äs spart rejection, cosmic muon rejection, and timing cuts.

The processors can also perform iterative tasks such äs CTD track segment Identification and cal-

orimeter cluster identification The results of the local SLTs are combined in the Global Second

1. First In. Firsl Out memory
2. One clock cycle is equivalent lo one bunch crossing, or 96 ns.

Level Trigger (GSLT) which makes the final event decision. Once a decision to accepl an evem

has been made, the event must be collected in a single memory location for access by the Third

Level Trigger (TLT). All components pass their data to the Evenl Builder (EVB) for assembly of

the füll event.

3.8.3 Event builder

The Event Builder (EVB) collects all the component data after the SLT accepts an event

and assembles the event in a single memory location accessible by the TLT. The EVB is also re-

sponsible for t or matt in g the event in the ADAMO [32] structure thal is used in the offline environ-

ment. Eaeh component is read out by a two Irans puler (2TP) module connected to the EVB. The

assembled event is made accessible to the TLT in one of six memory buffers in shared VMEbus

crates. A 64x64 crossbar switch allows data from any component to be read out to any of the shared

TLT memory buffers.

3.8.4 Third level trigger

The Third Level Trigger (TLT) is responsible for reducing the input rate from 100 Hz lo

-5 Hz which is then Output for offline analysis Events are read from each of the six EVB VME

crates by a branch of five analysis processors, giving a total of 30 processors for the 6 branches.

The TLT utilizes the Silicon Graphics (SGI) 4D/35S 36 MHz RISC1 based Computers for analysis

This gives the TLT a total processing power of ovcr 1000 MIPS2. Each branch is managed by an

SGI4D/25S RISC based Computer which controls input and output functionsas well äs communi-

cation with the entire TLT system. Events accepted by the TLT are written out via an optical link

to an IBM mainframe Computer for mass storage, and a smaller sample of events is written to a

central VAX for data quality monitoring.

3.8.4.1 Hardware

The hardware layout employed at the TLT is shown in Figure 3-8. As was mentioned, the

EVB assembles the füll events and writes them in ADAMO [32] structure to one of the 6 shared

512 kbyte triple-ported memory (TPM) buffers on the 2TP3 modules [33] in the EVB VMEbus

crates. A Fermilab Branchbus [34] is used to connect the EVB VME crates to the TLT system.

Branchbus VMEbus Interface (BVI) cards [35] provide access to the VMEbus, hence the stored

events, from devices on the Branchbus. Communication between analysis processors and manager

processors is via an Ethernet segmenL

1. Reduced bistruciion Set Computer,
2. Million Inslructtons Per Second.
3. The 2TP is a iwo transpuler module containing two INMOS T800 transpulers connected via private ports

lo the TPM. The TPM has a Ihird potl connected lo Ihe VMEbus.
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Flgure 3-8 Scbematic of the TLT hardware
The hardware associated wifA each branch of the TLT is shown Included are Ethernet
communication conneciions. äs well äs the Branchbus hardware and connections to tht EVB
VME crates and the analysis and manager processors. Each branch Outputs e\-ents to the IBM
and VAXthrough the Bus Switch.
Fi$urecourtesyofFre'de'ricB£nard[3l}.

Thc TPM memory boffers are organized äs logical ring buffcrs. The EVB writes events lo

thc memory bcginning at thc lowcst address. Thc first two words of the event are reserved for thc

e vcnt size and the Status. The TLT begins rcading from the buffcr äs soon äs a füll cvent is in placc.

When thc EVB reaches the end of the buffer. il begins writing at the Start, äs thc TLT has atready

read out thc cvcnts at thc bcginning. Scveral words of memory in thc buffcr are reserved äs Status

words for commuiücation heiween the EVB and the TLT. The words are used a.« pointers 10 tlie

events in the memory. and are updated by the EVB when a new event is wriiten lo tlie memory.

and by the TI.T manager processors when an evcnt has been read out from the memory The anal-

ysis processors ncver change these stalus words.

Each EVB VME cratc has a branch of processors for readout and analysis äs well äs a man-

ager processor to monitor and Update the communication stalus words. Each branch is split into

two Branchbus scgments which provide connections to the processors through a separate BVI.

Each manager also has its own BVI for access in g the TPM. Ihc manager processors continually

monitor the Status words in the EVB memory buffer. After the Status has becn updated by the EVB

indicating a füll evcnl in memory. the manager processor sclects onc of thc analysis processors to

read out and analyze the cvcnt. Ovcr the Ethernet, the manager processor givcs the analysis pro-

cessor the evcnt location in the TPM to read out. The analysis processor may then retrieve ihe event

and pcrform the TLT analysis (see Section 3.8.4.3 bclow)

The individual analysis processors initiale thc transfer of the events from thc TPM over thc

Branchbus with a VMEbus Branchbus Controller (VBBC) modulc [36] which is connected to the

VMEadaptorslot ofthc SGI processors. Thc cvcnt is read out of the TPM overlhe VMEbus and

geis pul onto the Branctibus by the BVI modules. The Branchbus is capable of transferring a sus-

tained rate of 20 Mbytes/sec However, the rate is limited by the outpul spced of the TPM onto the

VMEbus (8 Mbytes/sec). Thus the maximum sustained rate out of the TPM onto the Branchbus is

8 Mbytes/sec. The VBBC reads the event from the Branchbus into the lockcd RAM ofthc 4D/35S

analysis processor Du« lo thc naturc of thc program m cd input/output (PIO) used by the VBBC to

access the RAM of the analysis processor, the event rate is limited to 2.5 Mbytes/sec at this stage.

This bottleneck is alleviated by the use of the Iwo segmenl Branchbus dcsign. While onc of the

analysis processor BVIs writes data stored in its 64 longword FIFO to the VBBC, the other BVI

may access thc TPM and thc second segment can also (ransfer data. This allows for a potent i al

5 Mbytes/sec bandwidth per EVB crate, giving a total of 30 Mbytes/sec for all 6 crates.

Upon completion of evcnl analysis, the anah/zer processors must write out any good events

for massstorage and for dafa monitoring. The TLT uses a Branchbus Switch (BS){37| for writing

to either thc IBM mass storagc tapc facility or to a VAX for dala monitoring. Thc BS consists of a

16 porl crossbar backplane which permits up to & concurrcnt data palhs, with each data path run-

ning at a maximum rate of 20 Mbytes/sec. Each Branchbus segment (two for each EVB crate) has

a separate conncciion to the BS. Thc Branchbus is connected (o the BS through Bus Switch Inter-

face Boards (BSIB), and the BSIBs are givcn round robin arbitration for rcqucsts of data paths.

Thus any analysis processor may requcst a data path through the BS lo Output an evcnt lo either thc

IBM or VAX.



As was mentioned above, (he bottleneck for the event transfer was ihe rate of transfer from

ihe V BBC into the main memory of die analysis processors usiitg PIO. SGI in conjunciion with the

University of Toronto developed a VME extender (VDEXT) board [38] whkh was positioned in

Ihe VME adaptor slot of the analysis processors. The VBBCcards thenplugged into thc VDEXT

card in this slot The VDEXT could read data from the VBBCand writedirec! into the memory of

Ihe ptocessor through direct memory access (DMA) This had the potcntia] of inereasing thc aans-

fer rate to the limiting factor of the TPM memory. Howevcr, cooling problems and data conuplion

prevented the use of the VDEXT in all but one brauch Upgrading the füll System to use die

VDEXT cards was dccmed to bc not worin the time and efforl and devclopment was stopped.

3.8.4.2 Control Software

The TLTcontrol Software is based on Ihe Cooperative Process Software (CPS) developed

al Fermilab [391. The Operation of thc TLT is dividcd between several running processes. The pro-

ccsscs can all be ran on the same Computer for development work, or they can be mn on different

Computers for online processing. An ovcrview of the processes used is shown in Figure 3-9 The

main control process. Control_TLT, is mn on the TLT console in Ü»e ZEUS experiment hall, a

4D/35G dedicaled io controlling and displaying TLT statislks Control_TLT is responsible for

communication with the ZEUS Run Conirol (RC) System whkh coordinates all the components of

the experiment It also gathers statistics from each branch and displays this Information graphical-

Ftgure 3-9 Overview of TLT control Software
One brauch of the TLT control Software is shown. Communicalion with KC is managed by
ControlJLT running on Ihe TLTequipment Computer. A copy ofeach manager process runs on
each branch. äs well äs several copies ofthe anafysii code, Analyze_Eveat. System performance
data itcolleciedby Monitor_E\-ent and passed back to ihe TLT comole.

Each of ihe TLT branches has the managing processes Manage_Job, Manage_Input, and

Manage_Output running äs well äs Monitor_Event, the statistics and histogram gathering process.

These processes all run on die manager Computer, usually an SGI 4D/25 S (see Figure 3-8). Each

branch also has several copies of the analysis code. Analyze_Event, with one copy running on each

of the analysis Computers.

Managejob is responsible for allocating thc hardware rcsources for the branch, äs well äs

communicating with ControlJTLT. It Starts a copy of Analyze_Event on each of the processors at-

tached to ihe branch. Analyzc_Event is then responsible for applying all TLT rejectioo cuts and

physks firters (see Section 3.8.4.3) to ihe event and either rejecting the event äs coming from back-

ground, or writing out the event for further offline analysis. In order io bc gjven an event for anal-

ysis, Analyze_Event scnds a signal to Manage_Input that it is ready for an event, and is then placed

in the Manage_Input wait qucue. Manage_Input polls the TPM memory buffer in thc EVB VME

crate (see Section 3.8.4. l) via thc BB. When an cvenl is found, the address of Ute event is given io

the first processor in the queue, which mcn fetches the event from the TPM memory, freeing thc

memory for further events from the EVB. Analyze_Event communkates with Monitor_Evcnt,

passing Information about all events read in, the trigger decisions. physics filier decisions, and final

trigger decision, ineluding histograms of specifk component values (e.g., total caloriracter ener-

gy). If Analyze„Even1 then malces a decision (o accept the event, it places the event on thc Output

queue by signal l in g Manage_Output. Manage_Output controls the output queues to the IBM and

VAX and directs each processor when and where to write an event out

3.8.4.3 Filter Software

A two stage filier algorithm was designcd and implemented for die 1993 run period äs

shown in Figure 3-10. Events coming into die TLT were first passed through a series of back-

ground rejection cuts to eliminate obvious background events. Physics fihers were then applied to

the remaining events with the aim of saving good physics events. In principle, all events which are

not idendfied äs background would be kept for further siudy. In practice, this would result in far

too largc an output rate from the TLT, hence specifk events with a recognized signal were sclccted

by thc physics filters to reduce thc rate of events out of the TLT to a manageable level. A log of

the trigger Performance was printcd for each run. ineluding the results of the TLT cuts and physks

filters. An cxample from run 7430 is shown in Appendix A.

Events entcring the TLT were sequentially subjected to background rejection cuts äs shown

in Figure 3-10. Any event which failed a rejection cut was immediately discarded, andno further

proccssing was done on that event. Events were rejeclcd on the basis of calorimctcr sparks, calo-

rimeter tiraing consistenl with background events and inconsislcnt with physics events, and cosmic

muons (see |40|). Further, a vertcx requirement was flagged but not used for rejection. The vertex
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reconstiuction was based on the VCTR AK [41 ] reconslruct ion package. Events wilh a reconstruci-

ed vertex ouisidc a presel region were flagged äs coming front background The events were

flagged so that fünfter study could be done and Ine cut implememed to reject events

Any event which survived all thc rejection cuti mentioned above was thcn passed Ihrough

a series of filters, designed by the various physics groups at ZEUS, in Order to select thc dcsired

physics signals. Thc various physics filters were designed to detect physics events of a given type

by looking for a signal in ihe detector based on studies with Monte Carlo gencrated events. The

filters could be very simple (i.c- Et > 10 GeV) or very complicated, involving signals in several of

thc ZEUS detector components, including reconstructed tracks. A number of words was allocated

in thc output eveni forrecording theresulisof the physics füters. If an event passed a given filier,

the bit associated with that filter was sei on (sct to 1). In this way, easy offline select ion of the

events could be accomplished by checking for a spende bit in the trigger words Events selected

by the physics filters were also subjected to prescales to limit the Output rate from the TLT. A sec-

ond bit was allocated for each filier and turned on when an event firsl passed Ihe filier itself, then

also passed the prescale. Any events selected by a physics filter and survivjng ihe prescale were

writlen out to the IBM tape archive.

Events still remain which were not rejecied by the background cuts, nor acccpted by the

physics flltcrs. A small, randora sample of these events was kept to study the type of events which

remained, and Ihe rest were discarded.

This two stage processing algorithm offers several advantages. First, events which are

clearly background are eliminated immediately and no further processing time is wasted running.

for example, the time consuming Cracking package. Only events which pass the quick background

cuts havc the more time consuming algorithm s mn for select ion of good physks Also, specific

types of physics can be selected and saved using the filters and the filter prcscalcs. Filters can be

easily changed or addcd äs needed to stauch for a specific physics signal. The modular design of

the filters also allows thc scarch for several different physics signals. Events are passed through all

filtcrs, hence any given event may be lagged by several of the different filters

Output evenl

Figure 3-10 Overvlew of TLT fflter Software



4 Event Selection and Background Subtraction

The events used in this analysis were taken from August through November 1993. The in-

tegrated luminosily for this nmning period is shown in Figure 4-1 äs a function of thc ZEUS nm

number. A total of 383 nb"1 was eollectcd by ZEUS during this time, excluding ruiw with detcctor

component difficulties. Only 243 nb"1 are considercd äs good runs to bc uscd for this analysis.

Runs are rejected throughout thc nin pcriod on thc basis of total luminosity, bcam till, and vertex

shift (scc Section 4.4).

The data proctssing for this analysis is dividcd into t wo separate parts - thc online selection

of events by thc three levcls of triggers, and thc offline rcduction of thc cvcnt sample by ftirther

background subtraction and run selection.
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Ffgure 4-1 Inlegrated luminosity coilecled by ZEUS
The total integrated luminosity collfcted by ZEUS j'i shown äs a function ofihe ZEUS run
tiumber. The dashed line shows all runs öfter run 6900, and (he solid line represents only the
runs used in this anatvsis

4.1 Online selection

As described in Seclion j.8, the online data acquisilion System at ZEUS is dividcd into

threc Icvels of trigger sclccijon. The events that pass the selecüon cuts at each of (hc triggcr levcls

are thcn transfeired and stored on an IBM mainframe Computer. Thc aitn of thc online sclcction is

to reduce thc amount of data eollectcd to a manageable size, whilc eliminatingas many background

events äs possible.

In ordcr to idcntify the soft photoproduction cvcnts, only the identification of the scattcrcd

elcdron by the LUMI elcctron detcctor is nccdcd. This, however, suffers from high background

duc to bremssffahlung cvcnts wherc thc photon is not detecied. In ordcr to minimizc this back-

ground, a tag of the hadronic System in the main calorimcter is also required.

4.1.1 First level trigger

Two separate first levcl trigger (FLT) trigger criteria are used to sclcct the events for the

photoproduction sample. Bothofthetriggcrshavcacommonrcquirementofaminimumof 5 GcV

cncrgy deposited in the LUMI electron dctector, and both require that somc encrgy be deposited in

thc rear (RCAL) EMC section of the main catorimetcr. For triggcring purposes the RCAL is divid-

ed into trigger towers of 20x20 cm , each tower consisting of two 10x20 cm2 EMC cells. each cell

is read out by two photomultiplier tubcs [42J.143], The triggcr towers are summed over trigger re-

£i0nj(definedby the thicklinesof Figure 4-2), If the triggcr energy in a triggcr region exeeeds thc

set threshold valuc, (he cvent is acccpted Thc two triggcrs used diffcr in thc amount and location

of energy required to trigger thc RCAL äs follows:

• The REMC triggcr (TRemc) is a high resolution (8 bits of storagc for thc energy) trigger on thc
EMC encrgy of each tower, excluding the towers around the beampipe äs shown in Figure 4-2
by the lighter grey region. The trigger is quantized with a resolution of 1% McV, a starting en-
ergy of 464 MeV and a maximum energy of 50 GeV. The thrcshold for each trigger region is
set at 464 McV, the samc äs the lowest thre&hold for each individual trigger tower, thus a single
trigger tower can triggcr the event

• The REMC threshold trigger (TRemcTh) is a low resolution (3 bits of storage for (hc energy)
trigger with a logarithmic energy scaling which also includes the towers surrounding the
beampipe. With only seven diffcrent valucs allowed by the 3 bit storage, the encrgy resolution
is quile low and quanlized in logarithmic Steps (OGcV, 0.625 GeV, 1.25 GeV, 2.5 GeV,
S.OGeV. lO.OGcV, 20.0GeV, overflow). Thc Ihreshold for thc triggcr regions is set at
l,25 GcV, requiring at käst onc towcr of 1.25 GcV or abovc, or two or morc towers of
0.625 GeV or abovc. The higher threshold (compared to the TRemc triggcr) is required bccausc
of the amount of energy deposited in the inner ring of thc RCAL by the background processes
discusscd latcr.



RCALhwMrlew

Figure 4-2 RCAL triggtring layout
For triggering. the RCAL is segmented inlo 20x20 an trigger towen each containing two
10x20 cm EMCcelh. The trigger biti ofaU lowen ofa trigger region (thick loUd lines) are
svmmed, and the trigger regtons are then summed and compared ta the trigger ihres hold. The
REMC beampipe region it onfy usedfor TRemcTh triggers.

4.12 Second tevel trigger

Thc sccond Icvcl trigger (SLT) rejected evcnts from the fast levcl trigger on the basis of

timing criteria. All timing sums arc madc from mc arrival timc of cncrgy deposits into the calorim-

eter phrtomultiplier tubes. The calorimetcr allows very high precisioo (< l ns) measurement of thc

arrival ümc of particles with energy » l GeV [44]. By dcfaütion, particles from nominal interac-

tions arrive at thc face of each calorimelet at time t=0 ns from thc inlcractkn point Provided that

a large enough sum of energy is deposilcd, the SLT rejected evcnts based on timing with a cut of

FfiCAll < ^ra m^ l^FCAll <*ni- This cut rejected all evenU whichare more than 8 nsoutof
timc with the arrival of particles into thc photomultiplier tubes from the interaction point

Thc SLT also rejected events bascd on tbe identincaiion of calorimeter sparks, a discharge

across die window of a photomultiplier tube. A spark will simulate * large energy deposit in tbc

photomulliplier tube, and may causc the triggering of an event Thc SLT spark algorithm was lim-

ited to identifying spaiks in the BCAL section of tbe calorimeter, and thus did not afrect tbe trigger

for soft photoproductioo cvents.

4.1 J Thlrd tevel trigger

As describcd in Section 3.8.4.3, tbc third level trigger (TLT) algorithms are dividcd into

veto cuts and saving fittets. Events arc first rejected on thc basis of calorimeter timing, muon re-

jcction and spark idenlification, Various physics filters are then applied to savc any rcmaining

events.

Similar to the SLT spark algorithm, thc TLT rcjccts evcnts on thc basis that a photomutti-

pticr tube spark triggered thc event radter than a real energy deposit The TLT does not, however,

lünit its sparte algorithm to the BCAL section of the calorimclcr (although this is whcrc thc majonty

of spark events do in fact originale). The TLT spark rejcclion is based on the asymmelry, Iceu, and

the total energy in the two photomultiplier tubes of the cell.

'«H1
L-R (4-1)

whcre L, R arc the energics from thc left and right photomuttiplier tube respectively. The event is

labelled a spark if the energy retnaining in the F/B/RCAL after the removal of Ihe spark ceU is less

than 2.0 GeV (i.e., if aftcr mc removal of a spark candidale in thc RCAL, the total RCAL energy

is below 2.0 GeV, rhen thc event is labeUed äs a spark and vetoed).

The TLT also cmploys two separate timing cnts: the Sträub timing cut, so named for its

original«, äs well äs Ihe timing cut from the 1992 running period (hereaftcr known äs the old tim-

ing cut). As shown in Figurc 4-3», for an ep interaction, the prodncts travel from thc interaction

point and deposit energy in the F/RCAL at a time H) ns by definitioa If, on Ihe other band, the

calorimeter is triggered by a background event (the background processes will be discussed in

more deUil in Section 4.3), rcmnants from mc tntcraction may strike thc calorimeter earry by Ihe

PCAL

P-ft

b) FCAL

e*i

BCAL

*- — —
tCAI

Flgure 4-3 Calorimeter timlig
The calorimeter timing for an ep interaction is rhown in a). The e and p beanu coüide at the
interaction point and the remnanti arrive in the calorimeter at time M) ns. A background
interaction, äs shown in b) may deposit energy in the calorimeter earfy, and may thus be
rejected.
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amount of time it would take to travel from the calorimeter to the intcraclion point and back äs il-

lustraied in Figure 4-3b. These events may be cut by an RCAL timing requirement, or die limc dif-

fercnce bctwecn RCAL and FCAL.

The old timing cut, which is applied first, uses only the photomultiplier tubes from the cells

around the F/RCAL bcampipe' mal have at least l GeV of energy deposited If moce than two such

cells exist around the F/RCAL beampipe, thcn (he average time of these cells is used An event is

classified äs an «p event if ̂ PCAJ.~^RCA^ ^.5ns "̂  I^ÄC*tl ^ 4.5ns, The evcnlis classified

äs backgroundif \TFCAL~TXCAL~l°-5\* 4-5ns "̂  \RCAL* 10.5|S4.5ns. If the event falls
into neilber the «p or background classifications, il is classified äs unknown timing. Only events

that are classified äs background are lejeclcd

Any event which is not rejected by the old timing cut is then subjected lo the Sträub timing

cut For Slraub timing, Ihe energy weighted time average from all photomultiplier tubes in each

calorimeter (F/B/RCAL) above a 200 MeV energy thrcshold and with a cetl energy imbalance of

less than 0.7 is calculated An event is rejected if

ns AND TKCAL well measured, <4-D

OR

(4-3)

OR

rFCAL-TRCAI\*&- , TFCAL well measured, (*-*)

wbrre Og, Of are Ine orors for the RJFCAL average times respectivcty defined below, and well

measured means:

• Number of RCAL photomultiplier tubes must be grcater than one, and the total RCAL energy
from these photomultiplier tubes must be grcater than l GeV.

• Number of FCAL photomultiplier tubes must be greater than one, and the total FCAL energy
from these photomultiplier tubes must be grcater man 2 GeV.

O, (he timing error for each photomultiplier tube, is calculated äs follows:

whcre tbe constants for each calorimeter section can be defined differently (ctyp can bc FCAL

HAC, FCAL EMC, etc.). The errors for the F/RCAL, OF «nd dg, are defined u

t. Tbe inner ring of RCAL, shown u Ihe dait grey regbo of Figure 4-2, or tbe inner two ringt of FCAL
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F/* Y l/a
F/RCAL

(*-f)

Muon rcjection at the TLT is done by a program called mutrig [40]. To summarize, mutrig

identifies and climinates cosmic and halo muons according lo the following criteria:

• The calorimeter hits are consistcnt with a minimum ionizing particlc.

• The calorimeter cell time - cell positkmcorrelation is consistent with a muon, i.e. the times from
the struck caJorimeter cells must be consislcnt with that of a particle travcrsing straight through
the detector.

• The total transit time through Ihe detector must correspond to that of a muon travelting straight
through.

• Rough track reconstruction of the hits through the detector shows a straight line trajectory.

• 60% of all the calorimeter cells, äs well äs 60% of Ihe total calorimeter energy above thrcshold,
must belong to the possible muon traclc.

• For a halo muon, the outer vetowall must be tut.

The events passing the spark, timing and cosmic muon velo cuts described above also have

to be saved by one of Ihe physics filters in order to be written out to permanent storage. Therc are

several triggers for soft photoproduction events, but only one is used for this analysis. It requires a

coincidence of a minimum S GeV energy in the LUM1 ckctron calorimeter, and a minimum

0.7 GeV of total energy m the RCAL.

4.2 Offline selectton

AH events lhat are accepted by TLT filters and that pass the TLT prescales (sec

Section 3.8.4.3) arc then written (o tapc on an IBM mainframe Computer. Over 106 evenls were

written to tape for mc 1993 mn period, corresponding to about 600 nb*1 of inlegrated luminosity.

These events are then read, processed, and written back to tape. This proccsstng stagc involves cal-

ibration of detectors äs well äs the identification of tracks in the CTD, condensales in the calorim-

eter and cosmic muon events. The resulting lapes of data are known äs RDSTs (reduced data

selection lapes).

During RDST proccssing, Ihe soft photoproduction events are passed tfirough a serics of

filters and flagget! accordingry by reconstruction bin. These reconstruction bits allow fast and easy

identifkation of different classes of soft photoproduction evenU at laler stages of reconstruction

and analysis. The following bits are used for this analysis:

• Nominal bit — this bit is set for all the LUMI tagged photoproduction events.

• Nominal, prescaled by 8 bil — this bit is identical lo tbe nominal bit above, but only every eighth
event is flagged, rcgardless of any othcr flags that may have bcen set



" *Wr < 2 bit — this bit is sct if thc event has thc nominal bit set (sec above) and the i\ of
thc calorimeter condcnsates passes the cuL

• Pz< 15 GeVbil — this bit is set if the evcnt has thc nominal bit set and the total longitudinal
momcntum in the detector is less than 15 GeV.

• E, > 15 GeV bit — this bit is set if the event has the nominal bit set and the total transverse en-
ergy in thc detector is gieater than IS GeV.

A second processing is then applied to Ihe RDST data. The «im of this pass of processing

is thc crcation of data sampfes small enough that they can be stored on disk for fast access. To ac-

complish this. the RDST sample has to be redoced in size duc to the limited amounts of disk space.

Thc ovcrall data reduction is accomplished äs foDows:

• All events from nnu bcforc run 6900 arc rcjectcd. Beam conditions wcrc unstablc bcforc nin
6900 (seeSection 4.4.1).

• All events with thc nominal prescaled by eight bit set are accepted.

• All events with either the t\< 2 bit, the Pt< 15 GeV bit, or the E, > 15 GeV bit set are ac-
cepted (these events will hereafter be known « golden tag events).

The resulting data set, all stored on disk, is known äs miniDSTs. This is Ihe data tet used

for this analysis, with a total integtated mminosity äs shown in Figurc 4-1 by the dashed curve. To

compcnsatc for thc prcscalc applied to only pari of the data sample, all data events are assigned a

weight

_ l if golden tag

"'""" = 18 omerwise

Thc cffcct of thc prescalcs on thc shapc of various calorimeter disnibutions is shown in Figure 4-4.

A check of thc prcscalc itsclf can be done using the golden tag events. As mcntioned above,

all soft photonroduclion events arc also subjected to thc nominal prescaled by eight tag äs well,

rcgardless of any other tags. Therefore, for each of Ihe golden tagged samples, an eighth of thc

cvents should also have a prescale tag äs wel As can be seen from TaWe 4-1 , within statistkal

errors, (hc ratio of total events to prescale lagged events for each of the golden tag samples is con-

sistent with a prescale of eight, so the value of the prescale will bc takcn to be esset, and no error

duc to thc prescale will bc addcd to Ihe event count uncertainty. The overall statistical error of die

final data sample will of course be larger due to tbe lost sUtistics from prescaling Ihc cvents.

'- 1\*mi« ** l*ge« «l«»* ofpwudonpidiiy ofany calorinKlcr condcotue with cnergy gnaur dun 400
MeV, whmpMudorapidity isdeTnwdM -In(Hu (9/1)).

20 30 40

E, (GeV)
100 150 200

P. (GeV)

rmreighted «vent*

prescoled events

Flgure 4-4 Effet* of prescaJes OB calorimeter distributiou
The effect of tke pretcate correction weight are shown on the golden tagged distribittioni, Ef

Pj, andv\ The evftits are phnedbefare the pretcale correction weight iiapptied f hashed
region) and öfter Ihe weigktr have been applied (solid curve).

golden tag

il««^

Pt<\5Gc\ GeV

total e venU

1332611365

2350601485

1018851319

events prescaled

167811130

29323±171

12667±113

ratio

7.94±0.07

8.02±0.05

8.0410.08

Tible 4-1 Check of event pracale

As a recalibration of me detector is done during offline processing, it is possible that thc

encrgy sunu calculated in the online environment are not thc samc äs the offlne results, Hcnce the

offline energy Ihrcsholds are raised to ensure diät no events are lost due to nüscalibration effects.

The offline cuts used are EgCAL > 1.0 GeV. and LUMI electron energies in the ränge of 9.2 GeV
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to 18.2 GeV, whichcan bc comparcd to the online cuts from thc previous section. Thc electron en-

ergy ränge allows for ihc division of the data into three bins in the photon-proton ccnter of mass

cncrgy, W~p äs shown in Tablc 4-2-

(Gefy

181

206

229

LUMI electron energy ränge
(GtV)

15.2 - 18.2

12.2 - 15.2

92 - 12.2

Tabie 4-2 Bectron energy ranges for Wy Mm

4.2.1 Duplkate events

A search is done for duplicalcd events in thc data sample. Dupticaled events may occur in

two ways: an entirc cvent may bc written oul twice with the satne nin number and evcnt number,

or it is also possiblc that a duplicate has the evcnt number changed These duplicate events are

searchcd for by coroparison of differcnt detector valucs for events within a ränge of ±100 events

(i.e., LUMI electron encrgy. RCAL encrgy, PCAL energy, etc.), It is found that somc events have

thc same run and evcnl numbers, but are not duplicate events by thc above criteria; diese event* are

not courted äs duplicates. A total of 11 duplicate events wert found in the final sample, an effect

of less than 0.01% and, ihercfore, is negtected.

43 ßackground subtractkra

The photoproduction data sample is conlaminated by various bcam related background pro-

cesses. Each of thesc processes can bc further divided into a tagged and an unlagged contribution

to the process. Tagged background events are those that are easily identifiable from the photopro-

duction physics cvcnts (for exampfe, events which occur in pilot bunches). The unlagged events

are those which are not easiry separatcd from (he physics sample äs therc are no clearry identifiable

charactcristics for the Separation.

Since the tagged background events are idcntifiable from the physics events, they are quite

casy to remove from the samptc; however, this would leave the unlagged background events in thc

sample withoul any handle for their exiraction. This woald thcn cause an apprcciable uncertainty

in the total number of good ep events in ihe fmal sample. Instead of removing tbe tagged events

from the sample, they are allowed to rcmain in the sample and are used to rcmove thc untagged

events. If w is a known quantity, where w is

* untagged
= »tagged '

thcn by applying thc negative weight, -w, to the tagged events, the untagged events are rerooved

slatisticalry from the fmal sample (see [ 12) for a further description). Also, when pJotting distribu-

tions, thc tagged events are entcred into thc distribution with the negative weight, which effectively

cancels the untagged events hidden in thc ep events.

43.1 Electroo gas background

Electron gas (egas) background occurs when onc of the beam electrons interacts with a re-

sidual gas molecule or a structure insidc the beampipe (such äs a Hange), with the electron continu-

ing and becoming tagged in thc LUMI electron calorimeter. Resulting hadrons from thc interaction

can be detected in the ZEUS main calorimetcr, fulfilling the RCAL trigger requirement. The ep

events can to a large extent be idcntified from thc egas events by Ihe z vertex poshion of ihc inter-

action. The egas events have a flal z vertex distribution, wbile Ihe ep events are centered at the in-

Icraction point Unformnately, a z vertex cut alone will not eliminate all Ihe egas events äs some

egas even« do occur in proximity to thc inieraction point, and mus are indistinguishablc from thc

dcsired ep intcractions.

The electron pik* bunches (hercafter known äs e-pilot bunches), äs shown in Figure 4-5,

providc a tagged sample of egas cvcnts, which are colleclcd in the same manner äs ihc ep events.

The rate of egas events in any gjvcn bunch crosstng is assumed to be proportional to the electron

current of thc bunch. On a run by run basis, (he numbcr of egas events hidden intheep sample can

be determined by scaling the sum of the e-pilot bunch oirrents to the sum of the electron ep bunch

f~1 proton bunch«

electron bunches

175 200

Bunch number
Figure 4-5 Electron and proton bunch rtrocture
The average bunch current äs a function of the HERA bunch number is ihown for both
cleclron and proton bunches. Certain electron bunches (bunch numbers 17-18. 41-42, 65-66,
89-90, 113-114) are unpaired with a proton bunch and are known ai electron pilot bunches.
Proton ptlot bunchet are also evident (bunch numbers 197-202).
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currents (see Tablc 4-3). The egas events can be statistically subtracted by applying a weighl

I for ep candidates

T— for e-pilot events
T* fllOt e

(M)

electron
bunches

proton
bonches

pik*
bunches

10

6

colliding
tanches

84

84

average
pilot

current
(mA)

0.90

0.83

average
colliding
current
(mA)

6.86

9.68

average
cofTcction

weight

7.63

11.66

Tabk 4-3 Averigt dcctroa and proton currents

to each event, where f f isthcekctron/pbonchcuirentand Jj' "' is the e-pik* bunch current of

any bunch. The wtgm weight effectivery eliminates all the egas background from the sample äs

well äs correcti any distributions for the effcct oftne egas events.

The prectsion of the egas subtnction depends on ine accuracy of the cuircnt measmemenL

As detailed in [451, i*w** found that there was an error of ordcr 0.5% on wejor Hvidence for this

«TOT caroe from studying the eurer* nonnalized bremsstrahlung rate for each bunch. The tust

bunch of a consecutivc group of bunches (train of bunches) had a Iower bremsstrahhing rate. The

effect seemed to be larger for smaller bunch trains, and signiflcantly lowered the brcmsslrahliing

rate for pilot bunches, whkh consisted of a train of onfy two bunches.

The effect of the egas subtraction on the t vertex distribution of events which deposil less

than l GcV of energy n the FCAL (ibeae events are known äs diffractivc-lUce) is shown in

Rgure 4-6. These diffnctive-lflce events are nsed since any egas events which deposit more than

one GeV of energy in the FCAL are more likery to be vetoed by an FCAL timing cut (KC the timing

cut description in SectJon 4.1.3), hence the egas contamination will be rauch Iower. The egas

events are shifted lowards FCAL äs (hey are Lorentz boosted in die electron direction, and have a

very sroall opening angle. The further from RCAL the events are produced, the more likely pari of

the hadronk system will enter and Irigger n RCAL. As the vertex moves further from the interac-

tkm point, closer to the FCAL boundary. there is a higher chance that some rcmnant will also enter

FCAL, and cause an FCAL timing veto, which causes the uncorrecled distribution to fall off to-

Q With «90»
H War «90« rwnovol

-300 -200 -100 100 200 300

z-vertex (cm)
Figur« 4-6 Egas background subtraction on z-vertex posltlon of dlffractive-llkc eventa
The z vertex of the d'tffractive-tike events (EfCAL^ GeVJ ihowi a large tau in the vertex
Position on the FCAL tide. After egai subtraction. the tail becomet cowistent with zero. The
intet shows the füll peak oflhe distribution.

wards FCAL. After egas subtraction. the forward tail of Figure 4-6 becotnes consistenl with zero

asexpecled.

4J2 Proton gas background

Proton gas (pgas) background oecurs when one of the beam protons interacts with a gas

mokcuk or stnicture inside die beampipe. The remnant from the interaction then enters Ihe main

calorimeter causing an RCAL trigger. Since it is impossiblc for any remnant of die mteraction to

travel in the electron direction, traverse the compUcated series of magnets, and trigger the LUMI

etectron dctector, sufficient coincidental energy has to be deposited in the LUMI electron detector

from, for example, a cosmic muon, Similar to egas evcnts, the proton pilot bunches {sce Figure 4-5

and TabJe 4-3) provide a sample of tagged pgas events whkh can be used for background subtrac-

tion. It is found, however, diät no events are produced by the proton pDot bunches, which sets an

upper limit on the pgas background of 0.01% and is neglected.

433 Coincldence background

As die name implies, coincidence backgroond is the overlapping of two or more different

background events in the same crossing. As was discussed with die pgas subtraction. it is almost

itnpossiUe for a pgas event to trigger the LUMI electron calorimeter. However, it is possiUe to

trigger the LUMI if tbe pgas event oecurs in coincidence witti a bremsstrahlung event The coinci-

dence background consists of a bremsstrahlung event which triggers die LUMI electron calorime-

ter and some event whkh deposits energy in the RCAL such äs a cosmic muon or a pgas event.
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These events are eliminalcd äs muchäs possible with other cuts (e.g., timing culs), but events re-

main in the final sample.

Similar to the egas background, the coincidence background also has a tagged component

If both the electron and the photon from the bremsslrahlung event are detcctcd by ine two LUMI

detectors, thcn the summed enetgy ofthe iwo dctcctors should add up to ine electron beam energy,

.=.E «26.67 GeV. (*•«)
cU/Jr7£"TK LUMIG

The tagged coincidence events arc uscd to statbtically subtract the untagged events, Similar

to egas and pgu evenls, die evcnt weight, H- ,̂ is based upon the ratio of untagged events versus

Ugged events. The ratio is dctermined by lookiig &t the LUMI environmental recordi. These

records are taken m parallel lo regulär ZEUS daU gathering and contain infonnalkm for every

bunch in the accelerator on the energies deposited in both LUMI calorimeters. Since the

bremsstrahlung inleraction u by f« the most common. the cnvironmcnial evenU basicaUy contain

an unbiased bremssttahlung sample. Since the environmental events are taken separatety from the

regulär ZEUS d*a acquisition chain, there is no requirement on the main calorimeter energy for

these brcmsstrahlung events. Figure 4-7 shows the spectrum for such events, with the tagged and

untagged samples clearly identified The ratio.

_ * untagged bremsstrahlung evenls
# tagged bremsstrahlung events

(*•«)

is obtaned on a run by run basis by counting the number of events that are in the untagged region

(denoted by the solid line in Figure 4-7) ofthe bremsstrahlung sample and the number of events in

the tagged region (dashed region of Figure 4-7). Since the trigger for data gathering requires thal

energy be deposited in the LUMI electron calorimeter, the untagged background consists of events

in which die photon escapes detection in Ine LUMI photon calorimeter, and Ihus cannot be distin-

gnished front photoproduction ep events. Tbe bremsstnhhng events in Figure 4-7«, where the

electron escapes detecüon but the photon is detected (the evenU that lie along the y-axis), do not

pass the LUMI electron detector trigger requirement and are not in the photoproduction data sam-

ple. The subtraction is applied to the data by identifying the bremsstrahlung events that fall into the

tagged region of the photoproduction data sample, äs shown in Figure 4-8 for run 7200, and apply-

ing ihe weight, ww(-, to these events. The effcct ofthe coincidence subtrtctioncan be seen from the

; vertcx spectrum of events whh a velowall hit äs shown in Figure 4-9. As vetowall hks are the

result of halo muons oc pgas interactions with particles gencraled behind the RCAL, all the vetow-

all tagged events are coincidence events, andsbouldbe eliminated from the sample. After applying

the coincidcnce subuaction, the vetowall sample bccomes consistent with zero.

One obvious feature of Figure 4-7b is that the tagged and untagged electrcn energy spectra

arc not the same. The untagged spectrum peaks at a higher energy than the lagged spectrum, and

$2000

g t"»

>1290

1 1000

$ 790

500

290

0

10 IS 20 23 30

electron energy (GeV)

l.U,

b)

10 19 20 29 30

electron energy (GeV)
Figure 4-7 LUMI bremsstrahlung spectrum
The bremtstrahlung LUMI energy ipeclrumfor run 7200 is shown in a) for bolh the electron
andphotan calorimeters. The regiom of tagged events (dashed line) and untagged events
(solid Knf) are also shown. Taking the ratio ofthe number of events in the untagged region
versus the number ofeventt in the tagged region gives the coincidence tubtraction ratio. The
projectioits ofthe tagged region (dashed) and the untagged region (solid) onto the electron
energy axis is shown in b). The electron energy spectrum of the tagged region is very
different from that ofthe untagged region.

has a long flttf tau to lower energies while the tagged spectrum decreases slowly lo Iower energies.

Tbe coincidence background subtraction cannot be applied directly to the electron energy spectrum

ofthe data äs this would resuh in an unrealisäc LUMI energy spectrum. Since the LUMI electron

energy spectrum will be needed (see Section 6.3), a method of properly subtracting the coincidcnce

background from the electron spectrum has to be dcvelopcd. This b donc by repositioning Üie elec-

tron energy of the tagged background events in the LUMI electron energy spectnim. To do this,
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(5 20 25 30 35
electron energy (GeV)

Figure 4-8 LUMI energy spectrum for run 7200
The LUMI energy spectra of data for run 7200 is shown. The tagged bremsstrahlung events are
shown (dashed region) äs well ai the sofi photoproduction candidates (solid region). The
tagged background was used to statisticalty subtract the untagged background front the
candidates.

Vctowoll to«»d «wntf

Event» öfter «ubtroctlon

-100
-300 -200 -100 100 200 300

z-vertex (cm)

Figurc 4-9 ETTect of coinddence background subtraction
The spectrum of vetowatl events before coincidence subtraction and öfter coincidence
subtraction is shown. Before coincidence subtraction, there were a total of 15204.7 events in
the vetowall tagged sample. After coincidence subtraction, the sample conta'tned -8.6 events,
consistenl with zero within statistical errors. A horizontal fit to the subtracted sample (shown
by the line at - 0) resulled in an intercept of-0.13±O.SO with a y? ofl.06, again consistent with
zero. The füll peak it shown in the intet.

OK probability of an untagged bremsstrahlung event to bc at any given energy is determined by

renormalizing die untagged spectrum rrom Figure 4-Tb to one. This probability spectrum is dien

intcgrated over all encrgies by summing the probability in cach energy bin with the probabilHies
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from all Iowcr energy bins, äs shown in Figure 4-10 for run 7200. Foc each tagged coincidence

event from thc data spectrum (see Figure 4-8), thc LUMI electron energy is randomly icassigned

according to the integrated probability spectrum. For example, a tagged bremsstrahlung event rrom

run 7200 with an electron energy of 16 GcV and a photon energy of 10.7 GeV has a random num-

ber of 0.65 generalcd for it From Figurc 4-10b, this places thc new electron energy betwecn

20-21 GcV. Thc event is then placcd at a new cnergy, Unearty intcrpolated betwecn thc two bins,

LUMIE (4-12)
(P(21GeV)-/>(20GeV))'

where A is thc random number gcnerated, and P(E) is thc intcgrated probability of thc cncrgy, E.

From Figure 4-10 Pf20 GcV) = 0.50, and P(2l GcV) = 0.13, resulting in a new energy of

= 20.64 GeV.

Another feature of Figurc 4-7a is diät events in thc untaggcd region can also havc some

photon cnergy. This will becomc impoRant when a photon cncigy cut is applied to data to limit thc

effects of ladiativc corrcctions (see Scction 6.4). Bremsstrahlung background events in thc un-

taggcd region will be cut by a photon energy requirement, and this will change thc background sub-

traction- From Figurc 4-7 it is obvious that thc photon energy spectnun for thc tagged and untaggcd

brcmsstrahhing events are diffcrcnt Thc photon energy for thc tagged bremsstrahlung events has

to be repositioned in thc same fashion äs the cicction energy foc thc background subtmctjon to

wock with a photon cncrgy cot.

l""2

•§0.15

O
a. o.i

LJl

t 1
'jao

0.6

0.4

0 10 20
electron energy (GeV)

o 10 20
electron energy (GeV)

Ffgure 4-10 Probabfllty spectra of run 7200 for untagged bremsstrahlung events
The probability äs a function of the LUMI electron energy to obtain an untagged
bremsstrahlung event at a given electron energy ii shown in a) for run 7200. The probabiüty
spectrum ofa) is then integrated and normalized äs shown in b). The integrated spectrum ofb)
is used to assign new energy values to tagged bremsstrahlung background events.
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The effects of the background subtraction on the LUMI electron and photon spectra are

shown in Bgure 4-11. The effect of the new electron encigy for the tagged events on the spectrum

cui be seen from the high energy of the subtracted events. Likewise, the photon subtraction occuis

predominantly at low cnergies.

The Urge tail of the photon spectrum is duc to events thal fall into neither the tagged

hremssttahlung region not tbe photoproduction candidale region (the events above and to the right

of thcsc two areas in Figure 4-7 and Bgure 4-8). Since these events do not fall into eitber clasi,

they are given a coincidenc« subtraction weight, wcoi, of zero. As the energy sum of the electron

and photon LUMI catorimeters for these events is far above beam energy, they must be the result

of two overlapping brcmsstrahhing events in the LUMI deteclors. For the LUMI bremsstrahlung

sample shown in Figure 4-7. all events wüh a combined LUMI electron and photon energy above

«aoooo
>70000

c 60000

£50000

40000
30000

20000

10000

0

O b*fon HJbtroetlon

l~l öfter tubtroction

D •ubtroctod ovent*

10 15 20 29

electron energy (GeV)

10
10 15 20 25

photon energy (GeV)

Flgure 4-11 LUMI electron and photon spectn öfter background subtraction
The fffecti ofthe aaliaical background subtraction on a) the LUMI electron energy ipeclrum
and b) the LUMI photon energy spectrum are thown äs afiinction oflhe reipeclive energy.

33 GeV (the lipper boundary for the tagged region) are counted. The number of events above the

33 GeV line is found to be 1.0% of the number in the tagged region. This says that for the

bremsstrahlung events, tbere is one double bremsstrahlung event for every 100 events in the tagged

region- Doing a sinülar lest with data reveals that the number of events with combined energy

abovc 33 GeV is approximately 9.3% of the number of events in the tagged region, This excess

indicales thal most of these events must come from the accidental coincidence of a bremsslrahlung

and an ep event These good ep events are removed from tbe data sample (wcoi = 0), and therefore

must be corrected for. After removal of double bremsstrahlung events from the data sample, h is

found that the number of events above the 33CeV line is 0.7% of the number of total photoproduc-

tion events. The total number of events in each V/T bin from Table 4-2 is corrected by 0.7%.

44 Run setectkm

Not all of the nins collccted during the 1993 nmning period are used for this analysis. Many

of the nins are unsuitable dne to changcs in the beam behavior. The LUMI electron calorimeter is

very sensitive to any changes of the interacting eleclron beam, such äs the tut or horizontal posi-

tion. Run selecn'on cuts are made on the basis of horizontal vertex shift, total run luminosity and

horizontal beam tift at the interaction point äs discussed below.

44.1 Vertex shift cut

As can be seen from Figure 4-12, the horizontal position of the interaction point changes at

run 6935, and all nms before run 693S are removed from the sample. The orbit change was caused

by the HERA machine group changing the orbit of the two beams to optimize performance. Al-

tboogh onry nms after run 6900 are shown in Figure 4-12, the horizontal spectrum for previous

nins is similar to that ofruni from 6900-6934. U will be shown in Section 6.3.3 that the LUMI elec-

tron accepunce depends stroogh/ on the horizontal beam position at the interaction poini, thus all

nms before 6935 are exclnded from the sample.

4.4,2 Run luminosity cut

All nms with a luminosity below 500 üb are excluded from this analysis. This cut re-

movcs the smaller runs from die sample. For such runs, the error on the caHbration of the LUMI

detectors would be large. The smaller nins also tncur a larger error for baclcground subtraction due

to tbe limited statistjcs.

4.4 J Horizontal beam tut cut

Onry runs with a horizontal beam tilt of approximately -0.16 mrad are used in this analysis.

When the electron beam passes the interaction point, it has a componenl of momentum in the hör-
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»v
Events without subtracticn

Events after subtraction

Background events subtracted

Egas pilot events

Egas equivalent in coiliding bunches

Tagged BS events in coiliding bunches

Tagged BS events in pilot bunches

Untagged BS events

181 GeV

138877

130961

7916

527

3894

2183

9

1303

206 GeV

88051

84202

3849

288

2128

875

4

555

229 GeV

44617

42162

2455

137

1016

810

4

488

Table4-5EflectofbackgroundsubtractioDon Wybtas

45 Events per Luminosity

The first step in calculating thc cross sectioo is to determine me number of photoproduc-

trön events produced for a given luminosity. This is donc on a mn by nm basis by counting Ihc total

number of candidate events in each Wv bin, and then dividing by the total luminosity of the nm.

The average value of thc number of events divided by thc total luminosity (denoted äs NIL) for all

runs is given in Tablc 4-6. The effect of each ran cut is also shown in the table, äs well äs the sta-

tistical uncertainty (upper error value) and Ihc systematic unccrtaintics added in quadrature (lower

crror value) where applicable. The value of NIL äs wen äs the x2 of the fit to all runs äs shown

graphically in Figure 4-14 is listed for each Wv bin and for the different photon cnergy cuts. In-

cluded in the quantities are background subtraction and correction for double events.

Figure 4-14 shows the events per luminosity on a nm by nm basis. The x axis, labellcd äs

nm index, takes all thc sclccted runs and rcnumbers thcm scquentially instcad of using the ZEUS

nm number. Although the ZEUS mn number infonnaüon is lost, it is much easier to visualize the

parameter changes. No (arge de viations from the average vahie of NIL for each bin are evident dur-

ing the entire running period
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n t .6

80 100

run index
Flgure 4-14 Numbcr of events per luminosity for W„ MIM
The number of events per uA"' of luminosity (NIL) ii shown for each ofthe W-, bins äs well äs
the sum ofthe three W-, (denoted by^Wy,). No large deviations are evident in any ofthe three
bins. ThefittedvaluesforNILandtheyfof each fti are given in Table4-6.
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Selecüon cul

NocuU

Run > 6935

Lnminosity 2 500 üb"1

TUt--0.16mrad

Wv = 181 GeV

NUOib)

0.5336
±0.0026

0.5361
±0.0026

0.5373
±0.0027

0.5352
±0.0033
±0.0039

X2/ndf

1.27

1.01

100

1.04

Wv = 206 GeV

NlUtib)

0.3383
±0.0020

0.3392
±0.0020

0.3407
±0.0021

0.3431
±0.0025
±0.0044

X2A>df

1.18

1.13

1.05

1.06

Wv» 229 GeV

NIL(\Sb)

0.1622
±0.0013

0.1623
±0.0014

0.1645
±0.0014

0.1699
±0.0017
±0.0065

jfaas

1.65

1.71

1.49

0.98

systematics

Lumtnosity 2 250 Hb'1

Lumtnosity 2 750 nb'1

Tik--0,13mrad

Tih--0.19mrad

0.5353
±0.0032

0.5352
±0.0033

0.5313
±0.0039

0.5351
±0.0041

1.03

1.07

1.00

0.81

0,3429
±0.0025

0,3428
±0.0026

0,3427
±0.0031

0.3387
±0.0031

1.09

1.13

1.10

1.01

0.1699
±0.0017

0.1702
±0.0018

0.1705
±0.0021

0.1634
±0.0021

1.14

0.97

1.06

1.79

£LMWC<2G«V

Allcuts
0.5261
±0.0032
±0.0034

1.03
0.3369
±0.0025
±0.0038

1.09
0.1687

±0.0017
±0.0080

0.89

00 EWMIG cal

Allcuts
0.5364
±0.0032
±0.0026

0.96
0.3461
±0.0025
±0.0040

1.09
0.1720

±0.0017
±0.0053

1.19

Tible 4-4 EnnU per lundnosfty Tor W Uns

5 Calorimeter Acceptance

Tbe main catorimeter of ZEUS is used to trigger oa photoproduction evcnts by requiring

that energy be deposited in tbe RCAL section of tbe detector. The acceptance of the RCAL require-

ntent of the trigger (AgcAl) 's detennined by examining tbe fcaction of generated Monte Carlo

events which, after being passed through the füll delector Simulation, are accepted by (he trigger

Simulation package. The relative fractions of the different contributing Monte Carlo subprocesses,

äs well äs the subprocess acceptances, have to be detennined before a final acceptance can bc cal-

culated. Tbe cootributiofw from the different Monte Carlo subprocesses are varied to achieve the

be*t rcproduction of the data.

5.1 Event Generation

Events for each physks subprocess are generated individualry whh variouj physics gcner-

ators (which will be described along. with the corrcsponding subprocess below) and combined into

a final hadronk system, the calorimeter distributions of which are then compared to those of the

data evcnts. By minimizing Ihe difference betwcen the data and Monte Carlo for the calorimeter

dtslributions, the best Monte Carlo dcscrip(ion of the data can be obtained The aim of the compar-

ison is to determine the relative subprocess contributions, and hence acceptance contribution for

each event type.

5.1.1 Diffractive processes

The tcchnical description of diffractive subprocess generation is shown in Table 5-1 (see

Section 2.3.1. l and Section 2.3.1.2 for a description of diffractive processes). Tbe PYTTflA [46]

evcnt generator is used to simulate the elastic photoproduction santpk, äs well äs proton and pho-

ton inelastk diffractive processes. In all three cases, the photon produces a vector meson which

then interacts diffractively with tbe proton. The Nikolaev-Zakharov (NikZalc) [47] event generator

is also used to generate photon diffractive events. In Uns generator. Ihe photon is described by a

quark-antiquark pair which couples to the proton through potneron exchange. The NikZak gener-

ator onhy produces cveots forAf^a 1.7 GeV, where Afx is the mass of tbe difiractive state, so tbe

lower Mx region is simulated with tbe PYTH1A photon diffractive events, and both Monte Carlos

are mtxedtogive a smooth MX spectrum down to MX = 1.2-1.5 GeV. Double diffractive events
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process generalor and description

elastic PYTHIA
V=p,a>wiihrelativefractions t/2.2: 1/18.4: 1/23.6
doldt ««*. where the slope of the (distribution is B = 11 GeVz

—* * ff» 5~~Ee /(Mi) , where die nuclear slopeparameterinelastic
isß-5GeV2

proton diffnctive
TP-+VX,

photon dirfraction

PYTHIA

PYTHIA

+ 0.2 GeV

Nikolaev-Zakharov (NikZak)
M v Z 1.7 GeV

Table 5-1 Diffractive generator*

are included in the HERWIG non-dJffractive event generator {see die ncxt section) and are not add-

ed sepaiately. All the simulated diffractive processcs are Ihen rcweighted in MX (o prodnce Monte
"J E

Carlo events with a cross section proportional to (Af% ) (the MX dependence on E will be exam-

ined in Section 5.3) äs shown in Table 5-1.

5.1.2 Non-dfflractiYe processes

As shown in Table 5-2 the non-diffractive processes arc generaled using HERWIG 5.7 (48]

in the minimum bias mode, whieb is based upon the minimum btaspp generator of the UA5 col-

laboration [49]. HERWIG generales an event by creation of chtslcrs of qq pairs (or partkies), one

for each of the beam particles wim additional ctustcrs to accounl for the average charged partick

multiplicity. The particle multiplicity is taken from a negative binomial distribution (NBD) tuned

to the ZEUS data ([11] conlains a dctailed description of Ihe tuning procedure and results of me

analysis), and Ihe particle p, distribution is also 6t to ZEUS data. Ihe chisters are generated flat in

process

minimum bias

hard direct and resolved

generator and description

HERWIG 5.7
0>,)-390MeV

PYTHIA
p?" = 5 GeV
proton structurc function MRSD- (50)
photon strucbire nmction GRV [5 1]

Table 5-2 Non-diffnctive generators
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rapidity1 and are allowcd to decay, with the decay products striking (he detector, Since it is very

difficuh experimentally to separate non-diffractive and double diffractive events, the UA5 paratn-

eterization is actually based on noo-single diffractive cvcnts (NSD) which are a combination of

double and non-diffractive events even though technically the geoeration process is a non-diffrac-

tive one. Therefore, no double diffractive component will be explicitly added to the Monte Carlo

mixtures.

Hard direct and resolved events are generated separater/ using PYTHIA, and combined

into a single hard subprocess component which is used in the fits to the data.

5J Hadronfc System

As discussed in Section 4. l, an RCAL trigger is required to accept any event in the online data ac-

quisition system. In order to determine the probability of events triggering the RCAL. a knowledge

of the composition of the events is necessary firsL Using Monte Carlo events passed (hrough both

thc detector and trigger simulations, the acceptances of thc generated subprocesses (see

Section 5.1) are determined. The acceptance for each of the subprocesses, A,-, is calculated äs fol-

lows:

N?"1
(S-1)

where, for each subptocess i. N*™ and ̂ t*<" rcprcscnt the numbcr of generated Monte Carlo

events and the nutnber of Monte Carlo events surviving online trigger and offline selection cuts,

The overall calohmeter acceptance is dien determined äs

summed over all subprocesses, i, where O, is the relative subprccess contribution by cross section

(i.e., the relative fractionof each subproccssal the generator level) and Y a. = 1.
i

If all subprocesses had very similar acceptances, die overall acceptance woukl not depend

on the relative fraction of each subprocess and the composition of the sample would not matter.

Howcver, äs shown in Table 5-3, the subprocess acceptances vary a great deal, with the elastic and

proton diffractive contributions having by f« the smallest subprocesa acceptances. A detailed

knowledge of die composition of the final Monte Carlo event sample (die O, for each of the sub-

processes) is dius required to determine die calorimetcr acceptance, Atot.

i /E*p,\ Rqndity a defmed ts j = -In l-—'

-



Subprocess

PYTHIA clastic

PYTHIA piotoo dU&active

PYTHIA photon diffractive

PYTHIA double diffractivc

NikZak pttoton diffractive

Photon diffractive mixturc

HERWIG minimum bias (minb)

Haid mixture

AcccpUnee (%)

H/v=181GeV

30.111.2

39.611.4

75.9 1 1.6

79.1 ± 1.6

84. 15 ±0.77

83.76 ±0.86

87.1 ±1.8

72.5 1 1.9

Wv = 206GeV

21.1 ±1.2

29.2±1.4

75 .5 ± 1.5

78.6 ±1.6

86.43 ±0.68

85.05 ±0.78

89.812.4

85.612.3

WT = 229GeV

13.1 ± 1.2

2U±1.3

76.0 ±1.5

78.111.6

88.011.5

87.0 1 1.4

90.712.5

91.812.5

T«Mc 5-3 Monte Carlo mbprocen accepUnces

The fractions obtained from fits of tbe Monte Carlo subprocesses to data are not ihe relative

cross section fractions, Oj, discusscd above, but instead thc relative measured fractions,

ft = Oft, (W)

whkh are nonnalized such diät

Thc measured subprocess fractions,^, can (hen be related to the gencrated subprocess fractions. G;,

using Eqa (5-3) and rcmembering lhat V O. = l,

(S-S)

whkh, by Eqn. (5-2), gives

and by using E î. (5-4). we find that

(S-7)

To determinc the measnred subprocess fractions,/;, Öie Monte Carlo subprocesses are com-

bined andcompared lo data using different calorimeter distributions (e.g., total calorimeter energy,

£to,). Thc subprocess fractions are varicd to minitnize Ihe X between die Monte Carlo mixture and

the corresponding dtU distribution, with die du squared per degree of freedom, %^/ndf, cakulated

äs follows:

J_..| Uf*

Nj and Nj are the number of data and mixcd Monte Carlo events in bin; of the distribution

respectively, a~'a and orc are tbe statistkal errors for bin/, and the sum is taken over all bins

of die distribution. All die distributions are nonnalizcd such thM the measured sum is one (i.e.,

"^Nj""1 = ^Ny - l)- Thc x2/ndf allows thc dclermination of die best Monte Carlo dcscrip-

tion diät is compatible to each of the data distribution.

In order to resorve the subprocess rractions, the distributions cbosen mnst providc soroe

Separation of the different componcnts. Ideally, the RCAL energy distribution would be used, äs

thc (rigger only requircs diät energy bc dcposited in die RCAL section of the dctector, It is found

however, that all the subprocesses have sitnilar RCAL energy distributions, dmu no Separation is

possible and k b not nsed. For this analysis, die foDowing four calorimeter distributions, derived

from condensales above 160 MeV except äs noted, are used:

• Total calorimeter energy, Elo, - the sum of the total energy of all calorimeter condensates.

• Total transverse energy, E,- Ihe sum of the transverse energy of all calorimeter condensates.

• Condensate multiplicity, ncont - die total number of condensates in each event

• Largest pseudorapidiry2. n^, - the most forward calorimeter condensale widi energy above
400 MeV.

While there is somc correlation betwcen thc distributions (c.g., higher energy events arc more likc-

ly to have higher E, äs well äs a higher condensate multiplicity, and a larger i\^). all die distribu-

tions are dütinctive and an average of Ihe acceptances determined from a fit lo each of ine four

distributions wfl] be ttsed. An example of die fits lo these d«u distributions is shown in Figure 5-1.

Thc fits diemsclves will be discusscd in more detail in later sections.

1. A dtorimcter coodeoute ii ignxjp aradjicent calorimeter oelli wilh energy deposit ibova the ooise
üuwbold of 60 MeV for BMC celte and 100 MeV for HAC c«Ut.

2. PMudor^ridity it defned at -lo(un (8/1)) for eadi ctknimeur oonlenutc.
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Figure 5-1 Monte Carlo fits to data for four dlfferent calorimeter distributions
The best Monte Carlo fits to var'wus dato diitributioni are shown, along with the %2Atdf. labelled
ai % . and acceptance resttlting from the fit. The error OH the acceptance is statistical onfy, due
to the finite number of events in each Monte Carlo subprocen, The diitributioni rhown are for
Wv = 181 GeV, and E = l (lee Section 5.3 for a description of E| attmaiag thal profan
diffractive and photon diffractive eventt are mixed 1:1 by cron section. All diitributiont are
nomalizedto one event

5.2.1 Dead materlal

Tbere is a problem with the Monte Carlo description of the deteclor since it does not accu-

rately describe all of the dead material1 in (he detector. This is most pronounced in die icar dtrec-

tion, affecting the Simulation of RCAL energies, allowing more RCAL encrgy to be dcposfted in
the Monte Carlo than occurs in data. This will have a larger effect on (he subprocesses which de-

posit little energy in the FCAL and BCAL sections of the calorimeter, such äs elastic events, shown

l. huctive nuteri*] imide [be ddector (tudi aa fuppofl itroetures) Out m*y cm*e i pvtide to lose eoergy if
travened.

in Figure 2-3a, and photon diffractive events. shown in Figure 2-3b, The effect of the dead materia]

on the four select fit distributions is assumed to be stnatl and shoutd be within the rather larger er-

rors determincd for the calorimeter acceptance (see Scction 5.6 for a summary of the crrors asso-

ciated with the calorimeter acceptance).

5.2.2 Calorimeter acceplance

Similar to the 1992 anarysis [52], the fits are simplified by assuming a™ = o« = 2a»»

(see Section 2.3.1.2) for the inelastic diffractive cross sections [6]. As was discussed in

Section 5.1.2, the double diffractive events (Oyy) are implicitly includcd with (he generated non-

diffractive events, so only the proton and photon diffractive processes are mUed with equal cross

sections, labctled äs "E diffractive'' in Figure 5-1. Table 5-4 summarizes ihe acceptances (includ-

ing die avenged acceptance) for die fitted distributions, assuming die Standard diffractive depen-

dence of do/dMx « 1/W^ wrtere MX is die massof tbe diffractive systent The diffractive mass

is calculatedasthe squareroot of the oüfference of tbe energy squared and the momentum squared,

Mx = jE2-p2~JE*-pt~f

and Ej from LUMIE.

where E and p are obtained from the calorimeter

The best fk for each of tbe four distributions is shown inTable 5-4 for cach of the W^, bins

defined in the previous chapter. For each distribution, mc total acceptance is given äs calculated

from the fit values of O; for each of the subprocesses, which are given under each of tbe subproccss

labeb in the table. Tbe labet minb refers to the HERWIG NSD events dcscribed in Section 5. 1.2

and the tabel hard refers to the combined direct and resotved events also dcscribed in Scction 5. l .2.

The uncertainties on the individual distribution acceptances in Table 5-4 are only due to the event

statistics. The acceptances from the individual distributions are averaged to get the final calorime-

ler acceptance witfi me statistical error taken from the spread of the values. Tbe acceptances for

each bin are equivalent withm statistical errors. Also shown in Table 5-4, the x2Aidf for the fits can

be quitelarge{ 12.9m the caseofTl,̂ !, for W^s 181CeV).Exccllentagreementbetweenthe<lata

and tbe Monte Carlo is not expccted until furthcr study of Tp interactions and tuning of the Monte
Carlos is done. Tbe rather large x2A»df of the t\ distribution will be discussed in more detail in

the next sectioa

From Table 5-4, certain trends can be seea First, the fraction of ihe non-diffractive (la-

bcllcd äs minb in the labte) and the hard events vary by a large amount from fit to fit, while the sum

of Ibe two process (labelled äs minb + hard in the table) has only a small Variation. The Variation

ofthenon-diffractiveandhardevents onty affectsthe acceptance oftheW/_,= 181 GeVbin, whcre

the acceptance of the two componcnts are not approximately the same (see Table 5-3). This ac-

counts for the Iow acceptance of the £w, disdibution in this bin. äs Ute £to/ distributions requires a

much larger fraction of hard events dun any of tbe other distributions. Also of note in the table is
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distribution

Etat

E,

*W

nco*d

average

EMI

Et

*W

"cand

average

Acceptance
(*>

70.5 ± 1.0

74.2 ±1.1

73.6 ± U
74.6 ± 1.2
73.2 ±1.6

71.7*1.2
73.0 ± 1.5
71.7 ±1J
73.3 ± 1.4
72.4 ±0.7

x2
ndf

4.00

1.97

12.91

3.19

3.13

0.95

6.49

3.75

Subprocess conuibution (O, in %)

elastk

w„=
18.42

11.35

13.10

10.73

13.40

mmb

181 GeV

52.79

61.95

63.32

63.59

60.41

hard

11.62

190

0.00

1.25

3.94

Wv = 206 GeV

13.47

12.84

15.30

11.37

13.24

44.07

59.24

61.41

57.40

55.53

17.69

3.87

0.00

5.44

6.75

minb

hard

64.41

64.86

63.32

64.84

64.35

61.76

63.11

61.41

62.84

62.28

proton
diff.

8.59

11.90

11.79

12.22

11.12

photon
diff.

8.59

11.90

11.79

12.22

11.12

12.39

12.03

11.64

12.90

12.24

12.39

1103

11.64

1190

12.24

Vv «229 GeV

£w,

5

*W

««,«*
average

74.0 ± U
7U±1.4
68.6 ±1.6
71.1 ±1.4
71.3 ±1.9

2.13

1.77

4.89

2.92

8.22

12.29

19.06

12.56

13.03

42.94

55.82

60.82

53.48

53.27

20.04

4.95

0.00

6.85

7.96

62.98

60.77

60.82

60.33

61.23

14.40

13.47

10.06

13.55

12.87

14.40

13.47

10.06

13.55

1187

Table 5-4 Acceptaaces »nd flttcd cnw) fections for olorimeter dtstribution*

that the elastk fraction (the column labcQed elattic in the üble) has the tagest Variation if only the

minb + hard is considered instead of (he individaal minb and hard components. The Variation is

largest in die Wv = 229 GeV bin (this will become even more evident in Section 5.4). This U due

to the very Iow acceptancc for elastk evenU in this bin äs seen from Table 5-3. Not many elastk

events survive, and Ihe small number of events makes Ihe dt tess accurate.

53 MX dependence

While the gross features of the calorimeter dLstributions can be icproduced by Ihe Monte

Cados,cetlamdiscrepancksare evident Particularly, the datapeakat n <•-1.5 ofFigure 5-ld

is far larger than the corresponding Monte Carlo peak. This Monte Carlo defkit has the effect of

increasing Ihe calculated X2 between die data and the Monte Carlo mixture giving values much

larger than Ihe other distributions. This peak can be seen to consisl mostly of diffractive events (in

particular, Iow mass photon diffractive events). Fdlowing the residls of CDF [14] and E-710 {53],

it is conjectured diät the deficiency might be an indkation of a diffractive dependence lhat goes äs
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da/dMx « MX wherc E > 1. Lirger t values (> 1) have the effect of shifting (he genented

events lowards the Iow mass region. This has dte combined effect of beginning to EU the iW^peak

of the Monte Carlo wilh diffractive events, and also decreasing Ihe fractka of elastk events in die

Monte Carlo mbtture. The second effect is due to Iow mass diffractive events having a very sintilar

Signatare lo elastk e venls in the calorimeter. As die number of Iow mass diffractive events increas-

es, a smaller amount of elastk events is necded to reproduce the data. Stnce Ihe elastk events have

a smaller «cceptance. a dccrease of the elastic fraction also changes the total acceptance.

Anotber peak is also evident in Figure 5-ld at n - 3.5, this timc with die Monte Carlo

excceding the dau. ajain increasing the calculated x fot the distribution. This will be discussed

in more detail in Section 5.4.

To detennine die value of c, a comparison of the diffractive events from the data and the

Monte Carlo has (o be done. Experimentally, the scattered proton should be detected to identify

photon diffractive events, Since for dw 1993 nm period, (he Leading Proton Spcclromeler (LPS)

was not fully integrated with the ZEUS experiment, no tag of die proton was possible. Other meth-

ods are necded to select the diffractive events, tnvolving cuts on different calorimeter disttibutions.

Such cuts, however, will not be loully effective n rerooving all other processes, diercfore Monte

Carlo events of diese other processcs are used to simulate their contamination.

The double differential cross section in Table 5-1 is dependcnt on both M\d on (, A

measurement of the variable ( would require a tag of die scattered proton, but äs was discussed

above, die proton was not tagged during die 1993 tun period. Thcrefore, (he results mtist bc imptic-

idy mtegrated ovet all possible values of f giving

dM

whcre the Integration limits, (0(Mp and/, (Mx), definc die ränge off available for a given mass

MX- The contribation from die lower limit of me Integration ((/) is small and is ignored The result-

ing single differential cross section.

do_

dM

l C
(not

u:

consists of two pieces, each of which is a function of M% For die Iow mass region (Mx < 20 GeV),

die exponential varies slowly äs a function of M%*s shown in Figure 5-2*. Inolher words, die gen-

eration of events with MX < 20 GeV is not hindered by die tdependence of die cross section äs it

is for die 18 GeV ccntre of mass experiments äs shown with die dasbed curve in Figure 5-2a. The

single differential cross section solely depcnds on Mx in the Iow mass tegion. Also shown in

Figure 5-2b is die acceptance of events äs a function oft. The acceptancc is qutle Hat over all values
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Figure 5-2 Diffractive ßeneratioa characteristics
The effecton thephasespaceof ihe mats generation from the unmeasured t dependence is shown
in a) äs the soHd curve. Also shown by the dashed curve is thephase spacefor a centre ofmass
energy ofl8 GeV. At HERA energies. thephase space does not restrict the generation of mattes
below 20 GeV. The acceptance äs a function oft is shown äs the toUdpoints in b) and isflat over
the entire t ränge. The generated t spectnan is shown äs the dashed curve with arbitrary
normalizßtion.

of t, hence no lacceptance effects will be present in Ihe MX distribution, and a fit lo da/dMx di-

rectly mcasures the mass dependence parameter, E, for MX < 20 GeV.

As mentioned in Section 5.1. l, die diffractive cross section of rhe generated events can be

reweigbted to differenl values of E and fits can bc done to the diffractive mass spectrum to detcr-

mine the best value of E- In order to fit for E, die diffractive events are isolaled from Ihe non-dif-

fractive sample by applying apz < 10 GeV cut to the events. This cut effeclively removes most of

the non-diffractive events which deposit a large amount of energy in FCAL, increasing the diffrac-

tive purity, while having a high efficicncy of accepting diffractive events in which the proton dc-

posits little to no energy in the FCAL. A further cut of ri^a, > -2 is applicd lo the sample to remove

elastk contamination, Following tbese culs, a sample with a high purity of diffracüvc events re-

mains. The MX distribution of die data events can now be compared to that of a Monte Carlo mix-

ture to detennine the c dependence. To obuin die best value, c is varied and for each value die

Monte Carlo subproccss fnclions are vtuied and fit to the data distribution by minimizing Ihe y?

, fonnula of Eqn. (5-8). The resulting x2 curves, äs a function of E, for die diree Wv bins are shown

in Figure 5-3. The final £ dependence is taken äs the average of the minima, with an uncertainty

that covers the spread of Ihe values. Also shown in Figure 5-3 is the fit to the MX spectram for ihe

Wv = 206GeVbinand2E = 2.6.

A much more complete anah/sis is necessary to detennine the tnie MX dependence of the

data (one such attempt was made in [54] with a resulting dcpendence of 2E = 2.6 ± 0. l (staL) ± 0.4

(sys.)). An M^"6 dependence will be uscd from here on, with errors that cover the ränge of values

for 2c of 2.3 to 2.9 from thc curves of Figure 5-3. Thc acceptance äs a function of Ihe parameter E

is shown in Figure 5-4 for tbe W~=181 GeV bin, and can be uscd to adjust rhe total cross section

»„ - 229, mJn 2 J2
1t, - 208, min 2.6
KL- 18t. min2^5

Figure 5-3 XZ mlnimlzaUon of diffractive £ dcpendence
X curves for thefits to the diffractive matt tpectrafor various mass dependences. E, are shown.
The average minimum from the curves is uted äs the dependence when determining the
calorimeter acceptance. The inset thows ihe fit of the MX spectrumfor 2t * 2.6 and W_ s 206
GeV. The legend for the inset is the same äs for Figure 5-1.

£045
o

o
00.75

0.7

0,85

0.6
23. 2.4 2.«

Figure 5-4 Acceptance äs • function of e
The averaged calorimeter acceptance is shown äs a function ofthe matt dependence parameter,
E, for the Wv = 181 GeV energy bin. The acceptance it similar for all tkree energy bins. The
final cross section assumes a dependence o/2e = 2.6for all energy bins. The final cross section
can be adjusted to any desired matt dependence from the graph.
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to any other dependence. Sincc all threc W—, bins have the samc acceptance within statistical errors,

only the 181 GeV bin is shown Only statistical uncertainties arc shown in Figurc 5-4.

SA Calorimeter acceptance for 2c = 2.6

The recakulatcd calorimeter acceptances using Ine fitted value of 2e = 2.6 arc shown in

Tablc 5-5. The samc Irends ttiat wete evident in Section 5.2.2 remain. Of particular intecest is the

total acceptance for the W—, = 229 GeV bin, which is higher than the other two bins. This is due to

the Iow fraction of elastic events fit in this bin. The low elastic subproccss acceptance and (he in-

crcase of the low mass diffractive events due to ine 2c = 2.6 dependence combine to rcduce the

number of elastic events. This makes it very difficult to accurately fit elastic events. As Ine elastk

fraction is not expected to change rapidly with energy (which can bc seen from the lower cnergy

bins), the tower energy bins will be uscd to estimate the elastic contribution in the W— = 229 GeV

bin, similar to what was done in [ 11]. Using the resulting average elastic contribution of 7.0 ± 1.6%

distribution
Acceptance

EfOt

E,

TW
"eond

average

Eiot
Et

Tlmoi

"cond

average

Em

E,

TW
ncond

average

74.6 ±1.1

76.6 ±1.2

76.3 ±1.3

77.5 ±1.3

762 ±1.0

76.6 ±1.4

76.6 ±1.6

74.9 ±1.7

76.9 ±1.6

762 ±0.78

79.9 ±1.5

79.0 ±1.7

74.9 ±1.8

76.8 ±1.7

77.6 ±1.9

x2

Subprocess contribution (o,- in %)

elastic minb

Ww=181GeV

1.73

2.77

5.17

1.25

1.27

1.20

2.32

1.63

1.11

2.08

2.51

1.86

824

6.67

7.61

5.93

7.11

58.42

67.75

69.24

71.93

65.83

Ww- 206 GeV

4.04

6.90

9.95

6.84

6.93
n/ *" *j •— ^

0.00

1.65

8.75

628
4.17

52.33

65.84

67.91

66.69

63.20

29 GeV

55.44

66.23

68.96

65.29

63.98

hard

11.64

3.31

0.00

0.00

3.74

minb

hard

proton
diff.

photon
diff.

70.05

71.05

69.24

71.93

70.57

10.85

11.14

11.57

11.07

11.16

17.04

4.47

0.00

4.43

6.49

69.38

70.31

67.91

71.12

69.68

1720

6.01

0.00

5.81

7.25

72.64

72.24

68.96

71.10

71.24

1329

11.39

11.07

11.02

11.69

13.68

13.05

11.14

11.31

12.30

10.85

11.14

11.57

11.07

11.16

13.29

11.39

11.07

11.02

11.69

13.68

13.05

11.14

11.31

12.30

TaWe 5-5 Acceptance and fltted cross sections assumlng 2e = 2.6

from the lower energy bins, the new subprocess acceptances for the W_ = 229 GeV bin are shown

in Table 5-6. The error on the average acceptance is obtained by varying the elastic contribution

within its uncertainty limits (5.4% - 8.6% elastic contribution), and laktng die ränge of values äs

the error on die acceptance. With the fixed elastic contribution. the total calorimeter acceptance for

Wv = 229 GeV is the same äs the other energy bins within statistical errors. It can be seen from

the spread of acceptances in Table 5-6 that by fixing the elastic contribution, die final acceptance

from the different distributions has only a small Variation. This emphasizes the importance ofcot-

rectly determining die elastic contribution.

distribution

Eiot

E,

Um«

"coiid

average

Acceptance

76.1 ± 1.5

76.3 ± 1.7

75.9 ±1.8

76.4 ± 1.7

762 ±0.84

X2

1.99

2.32

2.54

1.86

Subprocess contribution (a, in %)

elastic

wv = <
7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

minb

29 GeV

54.35

64.81

69.84

65.14

63.54

hard

15.37

5.78

0.00

5.72

6.72

minb

hard

69.72

70.58

69.84

70.86

70.25

proton
diff.

11.64

11.21

11.58

11.07

11.37

photon
diff.

11.64

11.21

11.58

11.07

11.37

TabJe 5-4 Acceptances and fltted cross scctions assumlng 7.0% elastk contribution

The parameter e is now varied within its limits (see Section 5.3) to determine a systcmatic

uncertainty on die acceptance. The crror is very similar for all three W~ bins, with the largest vari-

ation slightly under 2%, thus an error of ±2% will be adributed to each bin.

Another parameter that affects the number of elastic events fit to die distributions is die cut-

off vahie uscd for the diffractive mixture. As explained in Section 5. l. l, PYTHIA events arc added

to the NikZak events to artend the mass ränge from 1.7 GeV down to 1.5 GeV. As die diffractive

mass gencration goes lower, the contribution of die elastic events becomes smaller äs die diffrac-

tive events replace them. The mass cutoff is varied between 1.2 GeV and 1.7 GeV and the resulting

ränge of acceptances is taken äs the systematic uncertainty. The Variation for all bins is below 1%,
thus a ±1% total error is applied to each bin,

Replacing die photon diffractive mixture with PYTHIA photon diffractive events results in

a differencc in acceptance below 0.5% for any bin. The diffractive mixture can also be rcplaced

with NikZak events äs well, but this has already becn accounted for by Ihe change of die diffractive

mass cutoff discussed above. A mass cutoff of 1.7 GeV results in a diffractive mixture contaning

only NikZak events.
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To this point, the Monte Carlo fits havc all assumed diät the ratio of the proton diffractive

to photon diffractive cross section is 1:1 «s was donein the 1992 analysis [52], However, fitscan

also be perfonned allowing both diffractivc types to vary freely. As was menlioned in Section 5.3,

"* 1W spectrum has a Monte Carlo peak at !)„„ « 3.5 (the FCAL beampipe boundary) that is

mucb higher thandata(seeFigure5-ld). A main contributor to this peak is diffractive events, in

particular proton diffractive events where the remnant of the proton just enters into the FCAL. By

forcing tbe proton diffractive cross scction to be tbe same äs the photon diffractive cross section.

this peak may be artifkially created. The deßcit of events at i\~ -1.5 discussed previousry re-

quires an increased fraction of photon diffractive events, which hts the consequence of also in-

creasing the proton diffractive contribution and raising the forward peak away from the data. The

best fit will be obtawed when a balance between Ihe two pcaks ts attained Fits aie done allowing

the fraction ofproton diffractive events to vary freely. Tbc resolting proton diffractive contribution

is close (o zero for all fits. The cffects on the total acceptance vary for each of the V?v bins and are

shown in Table 5-7 (labelled äs diffractive ratio}. Table 5-7 also summarizes all the systematic ef-

fects, and the total systematic uncerUinty applied (o each bin.

VVGcV>

181

206

229

mass cutoff

±1.0%

±1.0%

±1.0%

diffractive ratio

+2.0%

+2.0%

+3.5%

e ränge

+2.0%

12.0%

±2.0%

PYTHIA

±0.5%

±0.5%

±0.5%

total

•4-3.0»
-23*
•»-3-0«.
-2J*
+4.2-
-23*

Table 5-7 Summary of systematic errors

The acceptance errors listed are absolute. Thai, the systematic error due to the mats cutofffor the
IS1 GeVcenterofmassenergybinreiultsin an acceptance of (76.2 ±1.0)%.

55 Calorimeter acceptance for diffractive and non-dtffractlve subsamples

In order lo try and simplify Ihe fitüng procedure even roore, the sample can be splk into a

diffractive and a non-diffractive subsample. For hisiorical reasons, the division of the diffractive

and non-diffractive data components is done with a cut on tbe total cnergy in FCAL,

FCAL

instead of Ihe cut on the longitudinal momcntum, pv äs was done in Section 5.3. Both the cut on

pf and the cut on EfCAL h*ve similar effecis, producing a high purity diffractive sample of events.

The effect of the FCAL cut on the data sample ts shown in Table 5-8, with most of the data sample

falling into (he non-diffractive subsample («85%). The combined acceptance calculated from the

All events

*TOi£<lCeV

£fC*L>»GcV

Wy=181GeV

events

131877

21910

109967

fraction
of total

1.000

0.166

0.834

WT = 206 GeV

events

84791

12943

71848

fraction
of total

1.000

0.153

0.847

Wv = 229GeV

events

42457

5875

36582

fraction
of total

1.000

0.138

0.862

Table 5-8 DÜTrictive and noit-dftfractlve data events

two Monte Carlo subsamples should be (he same äs the total acceptance from the previous section,

hence this providcs a systematic check of tbe acceptance calculatioa

5.5.1 Calorimeter acceptance for EFCAL < l GeV

The procedure used to fit the diffractive subsamplc is the sante äs was used for the entire

sample. TaMe 5-9 shows the properties of the Monte Carlo subprocess« with the diffractive cut.

The acceptance listed for each subprocess is the ratio of the number of measured events in the sub-

sampte to die number of generated events in the subsample. The ralio of the generated and mea-

sured events insidc me subsample versus the entire sample (i.e., (N^*

*)> are also shown for each subproccss and in each energy bin äs ;«n rai ra

and meas ratio respectiveh/. All of the elastk events appear in the subsample, and very few of the

Subprocess

Elastk

Proton diffractive

Photon diffractive mixture

Minimum bias

Hard mixture

Wv = 181 GeV

Acceptance
(%)

30.1
±1.2

36.0
±2.9

80.3
±1.3

88.8
±8.5

61.9
±57.9

gen
ratio

meas
ratio

1.00

1.00

0.27

0.25

0.55

0.53

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.00

Wp» 206 GeV

Acceptance
(%)

21.1
±1.2

25.9
±3.0

80.5
± 1 1

88.6
±11.7

100.0
±81.9

gen
ratio

meas
ratio

1.00

1.00

0.25

0.22

0-57

0.54

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.00

Wv = 229 GeV

Acceptance
<%>

13.1
±1.2

18.4
±3.0

83.0
±1.9

90
±13

0.00
±0.00

gen
ratio

meas
ratio

1.00

1.00

0.25

0.21

0.58

0.56

0.02

0.02

0.00

0.00

Table 5-9 Monte Carlo acceptances and relative fractions for EPCAL < l GeV
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non-diffractive (minimum bias and hard mixture) events makc it into Ihe subsample. Since only a

small fraction of tbe hard events make it nto thc subsampk (at most, 5 generaied cventi in any

bin), no hard mixture is used whcn fitting thc distributions.

S ince a largc pottion of the Em in Ihe subsample comes from tbe RCAU the dcad mMerial

effecls dcscribcd in Section 5.2. l becoroe impottant For Ibis rtason, the EUI distributkn will not

bc used when fitting for the total acceptance fot the diffractive subsample.

The total acceptance cakulated for cach bin of the subsample is shown in Table 5-10. Only

statistical unccrtainties are shown in the Üble, cakulated using the staut mcthod äs in

Section 5.2.2. The systematic unceitaintics arc detetmined äs was done in Scction 5.4, and are

summarizcd in TaMc 5-11.

Acceptance (%)

Wv» 181 GeV

56.6 ±2.3

Wv = 206GeV

49.7 ±2.4

W,, -229 GeV

48.6 ±2.0

Table 5-10 Acctptances for tbe dlffractive lubsample

Wv(GcV)

181

206

229

maucntoff

±3.0%

±4.0%

±4.0%

diffractive ratio

«.1-
-3.7*
+0.5«
-3.0*
+15.
-5.0*

C ränge

±1.5%

±2.0%

±1.5%

Pythia

±0.1%

±0.1%

±0.7%

total

+3.4-
-5.0^

£5*
+5.0»
-6.6*

Table 5-11 Sumtnary of syrtemattc erron for the dhTnctive lubmmple

1t should be noted that me diffractive ratio now allows a ränge of «TOT above and bclow the

acceptance. This is caused by the difftcvlty in separating the elastic and photon diffnctivc contri-

butions in thc subsample. Both event types have identical signaturcs in tbe calorimeter for the sub-

saraplc, but me subprocess acceptances differ. Nominally, the fraction of proton diffractive events

is couplcd to the fraction of photon diffractive events by a l: l ratio in cross sectioa Elastic events

can then flll in any spaces in thc distribution which the proton diffractive events camoL When all

event types are aDowcd to vary freely, a djfßculty arises in sclecting elastic or proton difliactive

events to fill die distributions. As thc proton diffractive events have sinailer statistics (fewer gen-

erated events), the statistical enor associated with these events is larger, which reduces Ihe y? cal-

cutated for the distribution. Hence, proton diffractive events are preferentially selected to fill the

distributions. To dctenntne a systematic enor, the elastic and proton diffractive contributions are

in turn forced to zero, and me ränge of acceptance is taken äs the error.

The effect of using only PYTHIA photon diffractive events in placc of the diffractive mix-

ture is smaller dun expected This is aoributed to ihc extra freedom of the diffractive events with-

out tbe infhience of the non-diffractive portions of the distributions. This is especially Irue of thc

proton diffractive events whcn the proton remnant dcposjts energy in thc PCAL These events re-

semble non-diffractive events and do not pass the subsample cm, When die entire sample is used.

these proton diffractive events Umit the total proton diffractive contribution (see the discussion on

the forward ^„^ peak in Section 5.4), and hence the photon diffractive contribution äs well, since

the two are couplcd by a 1:1 ratio by cross section. m thc EfcAJ,< l GeV subsample, however, the

non-diffractive events have been removed, thus both diffractive types can vary without this con-

straint This has a similar effect on the E ränge äs well

Thc diffractive subsample acceptance is not flat over die three energy bins äs can be seen

from Tabk 5-10. However, the ratio of die diffractive subsample fraction (from Table 5-8) over

the subsample acceptance is approximately constant, thus thc subsample contribution to the accep-

tance for each bin is approximately the samc.

5.5.2 Calorimeter acceptance for EFCAL > l GeV

Table 5-12 shows die properties of die Monte Carlo events for Ihe non-diffractive subsam-

ple. As with TaMe 5-9, the acceptance in each energy bin for each Monte Carlo subprocess is

shown, äs well äs die fraction of generated and measured events in die subsample. The non-diffrac-

tive subsample has very few elastic events and almost all the non-diffractive events. A large frac-

Subprocess

EUstic

Minimum bias

Proton diffractive

Photon diffractive mixlure

Hard mixture

Wv = 181 GcV

Acceptance
(»)

23.94
± 32.21

87.07
±1.82

40.89
±1.56

87.96
±1.13

72.55
±1.94

gen
ratio

meas
ratio

0.00
0.00

0.98
0.98

0.73

0.75

0.45

0.47

1.00

1.00

Wr = 206GeV

Acceptance
<*)

37.55
±52.15

89-85
±2.46

30-26
±1.52

91-05
±1.03

85.60
±2.26

gen
ratio

meas
ratio

0.00

0.00

0.98

0.98

0.75
0.78

0.43

0.46

1.00

1.00

WT = 229GeV

Acceptance
(%)

0.00
±50.05

90.72
±2.53

22.12
±1.46

92.62
±2.22

91.81
±2.46

g«
ratio

meas
ratio

0.00
0.00

0.98
0.98

0.75

0.79

0.42

0.44

1.00

1.00

TaMc 5-12 Monte Carlo acceptaacef and relative fnctions for EfUL > l GeV
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tion of the proton diffractivc events also mak.es it into thc subsample. Similar to Scction 5.5. l, thc

small number of elastic evcnts precludes thera from being used in the fifling procedure.

Most of thc non-diffractivc events leave largc amounts of energy in Ihe vcry forward re-

gions, csscntially around thc beam pipe, The Monte Carlo description close to the beam pipe is not

very accurate. This will h«ve a largc effect on the TI^^ distribution, äs ihc energy around the beam

pipe defines i\ It b found (hat there U no resolution for separattng thc cootributions with the

Tablc 5- 1 3 shows Ihe acceptance cakulated for each bin in the subsample. Again, thc table

only conlains statistical uncertainties, with the systematic errors being summarized in Table 5-14.

The small systeroatic uncertainties are not surprising. äs the systeroatics mainly affect die difirac-

tive contributions, which make up only a small fracticn of the subsample.

Acceptance (%)

Wv = 181 GeV

84.62 ±0.99

Wv = 206Gt\5 ± \3&Wv = 229 GcV

86.9610.55

Table 5-13 Acceptance* for tue loa-diffnicüve subsample

WT(GeV)

181

206

229

masscutofT

±0.02%

±0.01«

±0.01%

diffractive ratio

±0.5%

±0.5%

±0.5%

e ränge

±0.2%

±0.2%

±0.5%

Pylhia

±0.01%

±0.2%

±1.0%

total

±0.54%

±0.57%

±1.2%

Tabie 5-14 Summary of syitematlc erron for Ihe non-dlffractlve subsampk

Thc acceptances in each bin of this subsample are very similar. Again, Ihe ratio of the sub-

sample fraction given in Table 5-8 over the subsample acceptance is almost constant for all bins.

Togethcr with thc resnlls of Ihe previous secöon, this rcsults hl a flat overall acceptance for the

combincd subsamples.

5.6 Final acceptance and condusloos

Combining the results from Ihe diffractive and non-diffractivc subsamples results in the to-

tal acceptances listed in Tablc 5-15. Bolh statistical and systematic errors are listed. These values

can be compared to the values from Tablc 5-5 and Table 5-6. The total acceptance cakulated from

the subsamples is again flat in W» but the final acceptance is higher. This is again attributcd to the

ability of the diffractive events to vary more frecly in each of thc subsamples. A +2% systematic

shifl will be added to the final error for the calorimeter acceptance, which is shown in Table 5-16.

Acceptance (%)

Wv = 181 GcV

78.2 ± 1.2 (ffof) tj g (sys)

Wv = 206Ge\5 ± 1 J (aal) *£* (jyj)WT = 229GcV

78.4 ± 1.3 (JtoO *j£ <0")

Tible 5-15 Total acceptance from dlffracUve and non-dHTractlve rubsamples

Acceptance (%)

WT=181GcV

76.2±1.0<«a/)+|j(jyj)

«V- 206 GeV

76L2±Q,78(«ttf)^(jrxO

Vv = 229GeV

763 ± 0.84 (itat) *$ (tys)

Tabk 5-16 Final calorimeter acceptance and tucertainty

The error is dominated by systematic effecls from the unknown fractions ofthc elastic and diffrac-

tive evenls. The LPS, which was completed for thc 1994 run, will providc a tag of the outgoing

proton allowing the Separation of thc elastic evcnts from thc proton diffractive events, äs well äs

providing a measurc of the l dcpendcnce. This Separation will permit Ute detennination of the elas-

tic and diffractive contributions, and should greatly reduce the systematic enor. Begiming in the

1994 run period, dedicated runs with a shJAed z vertex position were also laken. For these runs, the

beams are shifted so lhal Ihey collide closer to Ihe FCAL. These runs should provide another han-

dle for the Separation ofthc elastic and diffractive contributions äs the opening angle, hence accep-

tance, for particles to enter the RCAL is larger. The increased resohition should allow a much better

Separation of die proton diffractive events from thc elastic contribution [55]. !t can be seen from

the acceptances in Table 5-6 (hat thc determination of the elastic contribution bas a substantial im-

pact on the final acceptance.

No simple method cxists for observing thc effect of the RCAL energy shift, mentioned in

Section 5.2,1, on the cakulated acceptance from Ihe Monte Carlos. In Section 5.7, a conservative

estimation of the energy shift is included in the error for the trigger correction, thus no ftulher enor

is assigned to the cakulated acceptance. To properry stndy this effect reouires a Monte Carlo sün-

ulation with a proper description of all the dead material, äs well äs the regencration of all thc rel-

evant subprocesses. New versions of the Simulation packagc, MOZART, have a much betler

description of Ute deteclor and should provide more insight into these effects for the 1994 and 1995

running periods.

5.7 Trigger effklency and event loss

The online trigger acceptance is another factor which affects the cakulated cross sectlon.

Events diät trigger close to threshold may migrate out of the sample due to miscaltbration of the

trigger towcrs online (see Section 4.1.1 for a description ofthe trigger used for düs analysis). Like-
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wise, events just below the trigger threshold may also migratc into the sample. This is illustrated

in Figure 5-5, with the dotted curve showing the trigger beha vior of the data, and (he step indicating

the ideal trigger behavior. Since a large poition of the sample triggers vciy close to threshold, this

may have a large impact on the final cross section. This can of course bc corrected for by repro-

ducing this behavior in the Monte Carlo Simulation of the trigger system, bat for 1993 the Monte

Carlo was generated with the trigger tower thresholds at the nominal values (the step behavior).

To study the trigger behavior, die Monte Carlo trigger Simulation was run on the data sam-

ple. For (he Monte Carlo, the trigger values are determined from the energy in each of the calorim-

eter towers. As one of the offline reconstruction steps, all the calorimeler towers are recalibrated

lo a much higher precision, so the new trigger values should mimic those of the Monte Carlo. This

altows the immediate elintination of events which should not have fircd the trigger but migrated

into the sample (the tail of ihe dotted curve on the left hand side of the ideal trigger behavior in

Figure 5-5). A cut of the offline trigger values (called TREMC and TREMCTH hereafter) at the

same threshold äs the online values (ONREMC t! 464 MeV or ONREMCTH Z 1250 MeV are the

online values) is first applied

To study the events which should have passed the online trigger but did not, the offline trig-

ger threshold can be raised until the losses from the online trigger miscalibnttion arc negligible. In

other words, raisc the offline trigger threshold values (TREMC, TREMCTH) until the event loss

from the online trigger values (464,1250 MeV) is negligible. An estimate of whal the offline

thresholds should be is determined using (he fact mal the online trigger is an "OR" of two differem

1.0

Trigger energy

Figure 5-5 Trigger tbrestaold behavior
The acceptance of'events for the online KCAL trigger asafvnction ofthe trigger threshold ii
shown. The ideal trigger behavior is shown by the solid stepfunction, with 100% acceptance for
event above threshold and 0% acceptance for events below threshold. The behavior ofthe data
is showt with the dotted curve. Events below threshold can migrate into the triggered sample,
and likewise event above threshold may fail to pass the trigger requirement.

RCAL triggers. Either of the two triggers can bc studied by demanding that the other trigger ac-

cepts the event In this way, the losses from the trigger can be estimated. For example, the TREMC

trigger can bc studied by requiring the events be triggcred by (he ONREMCTH trigger, and exam-

ining the fraction of events (hat should have passed the online trigger but did not for different

TREMC trigger thresbolds, äs is shown in Figure 5-6. For different TREMC thresholds, the number

of events diät pass the threshold but did not pass the online trigger cut, ONREMC, are countcd and

comparcd to the total number diät did pass both cuts. This gi ves the percentage of lost events shown

in Figure 5-6. This procedurc can also be repeatcd to look at the TREMCTH diresholds by requiring

the events bc triggered with the ONREMC trigger. The event loss fraction from Figure 5-6 camot

bc directly used (o correct the cross section äs the two triggers are not independent They do how-

ever allow the determination ofthe proper offline trigger thresholds to apply to the data to eUminate

the trigger loss effcct By raising the trigger diresholds one step up for each offline trigger, the loss-

es become negligible. Recaiculating the cross section at these higher trigger thresholds will eümi-

nate the threshold effects.

A correction factor, 5,n., will be applied to the cross section calculated with the nominal

offline trigger thresholds. &,rig is calculated äs the ratio of die fractions, flTREMC,TREMCTH) =

)" for die new trigger thresholds versus the nominal trigger thresholds, for example

(5-11)
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Figure 5-6 Event lossef due to online trigger effects
The fraction of events lost online for an offline threshold setting u shownfor different TREMC
trigger valites in a) and for dfferent TREMCTH trigger valuei in b) for the Wv = 181 GeV
energy bin. While the actual lost events changefor the different energy bini, the shapei ofthe
two distribulions retnain the same.
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Tabte 5-17 lists the quantities calculatcd with the trigger thresholds raised by one unh and raised

by two unhs, along with the cakulated correction factor. The conection faclor will be taken äs the

averagc from all bins for both increased trigger thresholds. This yields a nominal correction factor

of 8,„> = 1.09 ± 0.01 wherc the eircc an the correction is taken from the spread of values.

W,
(GeV)

181

206

229

new trigger thrcsholds (660,1875 MC V)

N/L
0*)

0.4495

0.2969

0.1522

^ÄCAiW

59.32

60.72

63.21

**

1.08

1.09

1.08

ncw triggei mresholds (856,2500 MeV)

N/L
(V*>)

0.3980

0.2697

0.1416

AKXiW

51.70

54.73

57.35

***

1.10

1.09

1.11

TaWe 5-17 Eflrcts of Increued trigger thrabolds

Another effect is also present in the triggei correction, namely the RCAL energy shift The

effect of the energy shift is not expecled to be the samt at the different trigger thresholds. However,

by changing the trigger thiesholds, no change in the underlying physics will occur and the subpro-

cess fractions should remain constant; thcrefore, by studying the fit calorimeter subprocess frac-

tions at the different bigger levels, an estimation of the energy shift is possible. The calorimeter

acceptances for ihe higher trigger thresholds shown in TaHe 5-17 were dctermined by comparing

the data to a Monte Carlo mixture of the different subprocesses äs cxplained in Section 5.2. By re-

placing the subprocess fractions at the higher trigger thresholds with those detennined at the nom-

inal thrcsholds (464 GeV, 1250 GeV) and recalculating 8 .̂ the result is a new average correction

of&trig = 1-05. The Variation in 8^ is assigned to the systematic unccrtainty due to the energy

shift, and the error is conservatively assumed to be Symmetrie about the central valne, resulting in

a final trigger correction of 1.09 ± 0.01 (statistical) ± 0.04 (systematic).

6 Luminosity monitor

The two detecto» of the himinosity monitor, dcscribed in Section 3.5, play important rolcs

in the dctermination of the pbotoproduction cross section. The photon caiorimeter is used to mca-

sure Ihe total luminosity of the runs used in this analysis, äs well äs lo monitor the beam parameters

associaled with the eleclron beam, such äs tilt Tbe electron dctcctor is used to measure the virtual

photon, •y", exchanged in the interaction by detecling the scaltercd electron.

6,1 Lumlnosity measurement

The luminosity measuremcnl is based on tbe eleclron-^roton bremsstrahlung process

(ep -* epy) [29][56). This process was selected because of the large cross section and the clean

expcrimental sjgnature. The cross section can be calculatcd very precisery from QED

(EtfL (2-41)). The luminosity is detennined by counting the bremsstrahlung photons above an en-

ergy threshold and dividing by the correspooding cakulated cross section,

(•-i)

where dNbf/dt is the background corrected rate of bremsstrahlung photons above ihe energy

threshold and o?** is tbe bremsstrahlung cross section corrected for experimertal effects.

6.1.1 Bremsstrahhing eveot rate

The event rate, dNbr/dl, was counted using various Global First Level Trigger scalers

with differing cuts an the electron and/or photon energies. Of interwt for the himinosity measure-

ment are the fout scalers Ä^;/, Ä^ f? if fi'9( which counted all the events and the electron pik*

evcnts for pboton energies above 5 and 10 GeV. Online at the FLT, the photon detector nas not

been calibnted, thus the energy thresholds assume a nominal ADC calibration, and miscalibration

effects must be taken into account offline.

Betöre determining the luminosity, the event rate must first be corrected for multiple

events. As tbe probabüity of a bremsstrahlung event occurring for each bunch crossing increases,

the probability for two bremsstrahlung events to occur simuhaneously can become non-negligibk.



This has two cffccts on the count rate. First, whcn each of the sub-events docs not pass the trigger

threshold, but Ihe combined evert does, the count täte increases. Second, wheo both of Ihe sub-ev-

ents are good1 cvents, the two evcnts combined count äs a singte evert which decreases Ihe count

rate. The correction fot Ihe multiple events is calculated «sing the Monte Carlo sample. The resuhs

show thal all rates are close lo the tnie rate wfthin small corrections, and for thc photon energy

threshold of 5 Ge V, the rate is almost unaffected by thesc pileup effects.

A large source of background comes front the interaction Ac-tAff (i.e., bremsstnhlung

involving a beam electron and a residual gas molecuk inside Ihe beam pipe, also known äs egas).

Cotrections for this background are done statistically using the mcthod of statistkal subtraction

discussed in Section 4.3. The event rate of die pilot bunches is used lo conecl Ihe Overall rate,

'pil
where KbrmdHh/dl is the background corrected bremsstrahlung count rate, and 7*'s are the

electron beam and pilot bunch currents measured by the HERA machine group. The «ccuracy of

Ihe background subtraction depends crucially on tbe measurement of the bunch currents and the

counting of the pilot bunches in the same mamer as the colliding bunches. Monitoring of the back-

ground subtraction revealed * possible 0.5% underestimation of the egas backgtound contribution

whkh is ascribcd to the systematk uncertainty.

Further counting errors of the FLT scalers were cross checked by comparison with similar

counters in the LUMI readout System, and k was found that such errors were below 0.3%.

6.1.2 Observed bremsstrahlung cross section

The observed cross section, O?**, can bc written in the form

where A is the acceptance for bremsstnhlung events in the LUMI photon detector, (Jgff is the

bremsstrahlungcross section calculated using thc Bethe-Heklerequation from Section 2.6, and the

Integration extends over the füll ränge of avaüable photon energies. The observed cross section

taust bc corrected for various effects like Ihe acceptance fot the photon detector. These effects can

change in time. and must be monitored carefully.

t. Here, "goocT knplk* Üu* dw bratudnbhing Mb-evcoi would tuve paved UM coergy threchold require-
mcot.

ss

The calculated luminosity must be corrected for thc geometrical acceptance, Ar of the pho-

ton deiector. The acceptance depends upon Ihe position of the interaction point (IP) as well as the

electron beam parameters, such as the horizontal beam tut, al thc IP. Tbe position measurement of

the photon detector can be used lo monttor such beam parameters, The typical scattering angle of

a brcmsstrahtimg photon1 is rauch smaller than Ihe typical electron beam tilt (-0.15 mrad) and di-

vergente (0.13 mrad) at tbe IP. This «llows the electron beam parameters lo be determined from

the photon position measurement. As detailed in [56], the luminosity is corrected for the electron

beam tilt with an error of 0.5% from Monte Carlo comparuons with typical tilt vahies. A further

error on die acceptance due to Ihe limkcd Monte Cario staüsncs also contribntes a 0.6% etror to

tbe calculated himinosity.

The cross section calculaled using the Bethe-Heitlet equation from Section 2.6 is a Born

level approximation, thus is not an exact calculatioa Effects such as higher order corrections and

the use of different proton structure functions have been estimated to contribute less than 0.5 % er-

ror [29]. The effect of tfte finite lateral beam size has not been accuratcly measured and also con-

tribmes to tbe overall theoretical uncertainty. The lolal error on »he cross section calculation was

estimated lobe 1.0% [29] at HERA energies.

Errors due to the accuracy of the calibration procedure, uncertainty of the calorimeter en-

ergy retolution, non-linearity of the photon calorimeter, and errors on the pedestal vahies were all

checkedand are described in dctail in [29] and [56]. These effects conoibute the largest uncertainty

to the luminosity measurement, totalling -2.2%.

6.13 Summary of himinosity measuremeat

The total systematk effect from the combined crrors for o?6' and dN^/dt result in a2.6%

systematic uncertainty for the 5 GeV pholon energy threshold and a 2.5% error for a 10 GeV

threshold. A comparison of the luminosity obtained with each threshold provides a lest of thc pho-

ton energy acale, and shows good agreement [29). Good photon calibration is essential in deter-

mining the energy of the pholon thresholds used (online, all thresholds are in ADC counts, and a

nominal calibration is assumed).

6.1.4 Calibration of photon detector

As mentioned above, good calibration is needed for the luminosity cakulation, The cali-

bration of the photon detector is also based on a characteristic of the bremsstrahlung process, name-

ry that the end-point of the photon spectnun should comc out to the electron beam energy, Eg.

1. Tb« *VCT»g«pbo«)QiMtt«riiig angle, •»,/£,, for (24.67 GeV deciroo beim it 0.019 mrad M shown in
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Each of thc LUMI calorimeters u read out by two redundant channels. To determine the

measured energy, a geometric mcan is used:

', = Jct (ADCf - PEDS) cr (ADCr - PEDr), <w>

where die calibration constants, cf cr. relate die photomultiplier tobe readout vahies,

ADCt, ADCr, to die energies £,, Ef aftcr sublraction of die pcdestals PEDf PEDT. The geomet-

ric mean has the advantage of rcquiring only orte calibration constant, c = Jc{cr and also elimi-

nating any anenuation effects due to the hit position

The calibration relies on die fact diät die photon cncrgy cannot be greater dun the initial

clecöon energy. This shows up äs a sudden drop in the photon energy spectrum al die beam energy.

The bremsstrahhmg photon spcctrum is then Hl wilh die Bedie-Heiller cross section convolutcd

with a gaussian function accounting for die energy resoiutioo of the calorimeler. The fit is done to

the high energy end of die spectrum to reduce Ihe effecl of energy loss in the carbon filier in front

of the photon calonmeter. An cxample of this fit for a portion of tun 7200 is shown in Figure 6-1.

The normalization factor, Pl, and die calibration constant, P2 s l/e_, are shown. The sudden drop

of die photon spectrum at die beam cncrgy is clearly evident The error on die photon calibration

was estimated al »1.0% [57].

7 10"
O
O

3

tJ-
io

21.81
8.257

50 100 190 200 290

Figure 6-1 Photon detector caUbratlon
The calibration of the photon detector using brtmjstraMiaig evettts is shown. Thepoints are fit
using a convolulion ofthe brems Strahlung cross section and a gaussian fitnction for the detector
resolution. The normalization for the filtedfunction is given by Pl, and the calibration constant
is given by P2.
Figure courtesy of Johannes Mainutck.
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6.15 Calibration of electron detector

To calibrate die electron detector, anodker charactcristic of die bremsstrahlung events is ex-

ploited, namely thal die sum of the photon and die scadered electron energies should add up to die

beam energy.

cfreo« = CTTIV "*'

Bremssuahlung cvcnts are sclcclcd from the ugged coincidence correlation band (see

Section 4.3.3) by apptying cuts using die photon calibration from die prcvious section and assum-

tng an approxünate calibration constant for die eleclron detector. The cuts are designed to sclect

events only in the ccntral rcgion of die dclector, away from the edges where energy may be lost

due to Icakagc. A fit to the electron and photon energy correlation of die rcsuhing cvcnts, results

in a ncw vahie for die electron calibration constant, c( (see Section 6. l .4). The entirc proccdure

starting widi die event sckction is dien repeated, with the new vahie of cf found in thc prcvious

iteration, until die change in cf falls below the l % level. As a miscalibration of the photon detector

will clearly lead to a miscalibration of die electron detector, die uncertainty of cf also contains the

uncertainty of e„ and is estimated to be «1.5% [57].

6.2 Monte Carlo Generation

Due to die position of the LUMI electron detector -35 m in die electron direction (see

Section 3.5), an understanding of die electron acceptance requires a detailed description of the

electron path between the IP and die detector. A compJex system of magnets steers and focuses the

proton and electron beams in die rcgion of die IP. As shown in Pigure 3-6, to reach die electron

calorimeter, die electrons are first dcflcctcd by scveral quadrupole and dipole magnels. The elec-

trons that are below Ihe beam energy are dcflected such diät they leave die beam pipe at —27 m

and strike the electron detector. Any changes to die electron pam (such äs changing die interaction

point or electron beam characteristics such äs die tilt) will result in die scattered electron having a

diffcrent orbit dirough die magnet system and change die observed behavior of thc clcclrons in die

electron detector. The aim of die Monte Carlo was to dcscribe all clemcnts of HERA (i.e., magnet

positions and field strengths, other beam pipe slructurcs, beam parameters, etc.) and die electron

detector äs accuratery äs possible. To this end, the detector Simulation program, MOZART [58],

which uses die CERN package GEANT [59] to dcscribe die detector, was modified to include all

relevant structures. Several changcs wcrc made from de 1992 version which can be seen in

Rgure 6-2. The corrections to die Monte Carlo description are discusscd in dctail in [ 11 ], and are

summarized here:

* The magnet positions werc sei lo HERA design parameters to widiin ± l mm. Thc ficld strength
for each magnet was also sct to design parameters. Thc positions and ficld strengths had been
adjusted for the 1992 Monte Carlo to dcscribe die conditions present al diät timc.
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Figure 6-2 Changes to dectron Simulation
The 1992 detector iimulation ofthe LUMI electron calorimeter and beam pipe it thown in the
upper figure. Themodified tiawlation for the 1993 nn ii ihown in the Iower figure. Themajor
componentt thttt were changed in the new iimulation are Sabetted. Particularty evident it the
change in the lead abtorber position which affectt the ~19 GeV electrons. The iimulation ofa
19 GeV electron is thown for each caie.

The beam pipc and flange n the electron dctector vicinrty were repositioned. The corrected
flange position increased thc acceptance of -10 GeV electtons. Ihe position of the beampipe is
important for high energy electrons (-23 GeV) which can shower through the beampipe and de-
posit cnergy inside the electron dctectoc äs Ülustrated in Figure 6-3.

_ 1993 Monte Carlo-A3

34 3t
-i(ra)

Flgure 6-3 Simulation oThfgb energy electrons
The trajectory ofvery high energy electrons it shown. It ii penible for the electron lo ihower
thröugh the beam pipe and depoiit energy in the UUMl electron detector.

* The tead shkkling absorber wis repositioned to malch measurements. The shielding position is
impcrtant for the accepUnce of high energy electrons. The dünge of (he absofber position can
clearty be seen in Ftgore 6-2, «s well äs its effect on 19 GeV electrons.

• The lumi electron calorimeter description of position and housing was adjusled to correspond
to measurements.

The objective ofthe revised Monte Carlo was to describe all elements ofthe electron beam

Ine to an accuracy of l mm. A further uncertainty in the magnet posittoas close to Ihe IP is com-

pensated by shifting (he x position of the IP in the Monte Carlo until Agreement with data is ob-

tained. Thii IP position is then used in all further simulations of tbe data.

Bremsstrahlung evcnts are first generated using the BREMLU [60] package which is based

on the BREMGE [61] event generator. and then passed thröugh the MOZART detector Simulation

BREMGE generates events according to the Born level Bethe-Heitler cioss section given by

Eqn. (2-41). Effccts due to the Umited transverse beam size are also inchided Events were gener-

atedattheIP(jt = y = i = 0)and wereredistributcdaboutthe IP(i-e.1gaussi*niny,iand flator

gauuian in z) before betng passed thröugh the detector Simulation,

The HERACLES4.2 [23] event generator is used to simalWe the scanered electron and pos-

siblc photons from photon-proton interactions. Tbe füll differential cros* section discussed in

Section 2.5.3 is tncluded in thc generator. The input descripb'on of a- and O, for thc event inter-

action is provided by die ALLM [21] parameterization. Similar to the bremsstrahlung events. die
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physics events are genentcd al the IP and are then redistributed äs required before the detector sim-

ulation a applied

6J.1 Callbratlon of Monte Cario

The calibration of the Monte Carlos used lo desctibe the data involves matching the event

characteristics observed in the data. In effect this amounts to recalibrating the electron and photon

detectors in die Monte Cario to give resuhs coosistent with that of data. An iterative procedure U

used to fine tune the Monte Carlo calibration. A» bolh electron and photon energies are needed to

do thc calibralion, bremsstrahhing events are used, and the calibration constants obtaincd are ap-

plied to all otber Monte Carlos.

To do die calibration, Monte Carlo bremsstrahtung events are compared to the tagged

bremsstrahlung events from tbe data (see Figure 4-7 and Section 4.3.3) which must be extracted

from the data sample. The tagged data bremsstrahhing events are sclected from the data with cuts

assuming a beam energy of 26.67 GeV äs seen by the LUMI. Thc energy sum of the electron and

pholon deteclors is then plotted and fit to determine thc average LUMI measured beam energy. All

cuts are re-adjusted to malch tbe newly determincd LUMI beam energy and Ibe procedure is re-

peatcd until convergence between the cut energy and the measured beam energy is obtained The

end resuh is shown in Figure 6-4a, with die average measured beam energy of die data in LUMI

bcing 26.57 GeV.

The summed beam energy from the bretnsstrahlung Monte Carlo. BREMLU [60), has to

be adjusted to match tbe dala. This can be accomplished by apprying a calibration conslant to the

electron and/or AK photon energy. To determine the correct calibration, the plot of average photon

energy äs a function of electron energy is done for both dau and Monte Carlo (see Figure 6-4b and

d). Thc linc of constant beam energy at 26.57 GeV is shown in each plot Both thc data and die

Monte Carlo follow the linc of constant beam energy, except al each end of die spcctra whcrc both

curves begin to dcviate. This will be discussed later. Since the Monte Carlo is supposed to mimk

the data, the ratio of thü data curve to the Monte Carlo curve is used for the calibration.

The curveof Figure 6-4b for the daUisdividedby the curveof Figure 6-4d for the Monte

Carlo, resu tting in a distribution of the ratio of photon energies äs a function of the electron energy.

If the Monte Carlo calibration malches die data calibration, this distribution should be flat in elec-

tron energy with an intacept of l .0. To match thc calibrations, die calibration constant for thc etec-

tron energy in thc Monte Carlo is changed until (he distribution becomes flat (slope close to zero)

regardlcss of die mtcrcept Thc photon calibration constant is dien adjusted until tbe inlercept be-

comes 1.0. This procedure is repealed iferatively until die dutribution is both flat and has an inler-

cept at one äs shown in Figure 6-5 (here, AO denotes die inlercept. and A l die slope). A linear fit is

made to the distribution to determine die slope md inlercept using ihe points from die region of
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Figure 6-4 Calibration dlstributions
The calibration to the data (plots a) and b)) ofthe HERACLES4.1 Monte Carlo (pfoti c) and d))
it thown. The turn of the electron and photon energies (a) and c)) are adjuited in
HERACLES4.2 to match the dala. The eorrelation between the electron and photon energies (b)
and d)) is also adjuOed in HERACLES4.2 to match that of data. The line in the eorrelation
shows the constant energy sum of 26.57 GeV.

interest (electron energies in thc ränge 9.2-1S.2 GeV). Outsidc diis region, Urge dcviations from

the beam energy bccomc noticeable äs mentioned above. This is caused by energy leakage from

the detector due to clectrons impacttng close to thc edge ofthe detector.

63 Comparisons of Monte Cario and data

Tbe Monte Carlo description of Ihe beam parameters is vcry important to properly repro-

duce the data. It will be shown in Section 6.3.3 lhat thc electron acccptance strongly depends on

the exact horizontal position of the IP since different poshions imply a different path followed by

the electron through die focussing and bcnding magnets. Changes in the vertical direction havc
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Figure 6-5 Callbration ntio
The ratio of the averagc photon energy in dato versus Monte Carlo äs a function ofeleclron
energy is shown. A linear fit to the ratio over the region of interest ii used to calibrate the
Monte Carlo. The calibration procedure requires the fit to bcflat {AI ~ 0.) wtih an intercept
(AO) at 1.0.

very litüe effect äs the quadrupole magnets focus the etectrons back lowards the center. Il was

checked that the electron acceptance did not depend on ihe y tut or verteil position.

63.1 Exchanged photon energy

The Monte Carlo Simulation of die physic* cvcnts contains no Simulation for the main cal-

orimcter. The data sample contains events diät pass an Egcu. 2 ' <^eV (rigScr requirement (see

Section 4.2). By energy and momcntmn conservation, the trigger requirement ensures thal (he ex-

changed photon nas at least l GeV energy. This triggcr is simulated in Monte Carlo by requiring

that the exchanged photon energy, Bj», be a minimum of l GeV.

633. Beam tilts

As mentioncd in Section 6.1.2, the photon hit position can be uwd to monitor cerUtin elec-

tron beam characleristics at die IP. The optimal horizontal tih of HERA was -0.15 mrad. The

HERA opcrators atlemptcd to maintain this tih within ±0.05 mrad variations. The vertical beam tut

was kept at 0 mrad. Offline measurcments showed the optimal horizontal tut to be -0.16 mrad,

whkh was used for simulations. Tbe beam divergences for OK Simulation« were taken from die

HERA design values. The beam tut is measured from die photon hit position using die rclation

e*<» = *(y).
T /

(M)

where8*()l' istfiehcrizontal(vertical)tiltangle,,r(y) is die horizontal (vertical) hit position, and

L i* the distance to the photon detector (-107 m). A comparison of (he hit position in die photon

caloriffleter between bremsstrahlung events from data and Monte Carlo is shown in Figure 6-6. The

general features of each distribution are sufficiendy described by Monte Carlo, ft was checked that

die electron acceptance did not depend on die vertical (y) tih at Ine IP.

633 Interactlon vertex posltloD

Due to the oncertainty of certain magnet positions, discussed in Section 6.2, die position of

the IP is uncertain and canoot be measured dircctly. The acceptance of (he electron calorimeter is

very sensitive lo die actual IP position used äs shown in Figure 6-7. A smallchange in the horizon-

tal position of Ihe IP of onhy l mm can cause a change in die electron acceptance of up to -8% for

the W^ = 181 GeV bin.

The bremsstrahlung Monte Carlo is used to determine die correct IP position. The

bremsstrahlung events are well suited for this task äs they are well undcrstood (see Section 6.1.2),

and have a smaller average Q^ (which translates to a smaller average scattcring angle of Ihe elec-

tron) than the physics events. Both the LUMIE energy and pocition infonnation is used to deter-

mine die IP position. For the physics events, it is not possible to use any x hit position infonnation

äs the background subtraction does not properly take into accouni the dependence of the hit posi-

tion on the electron energy.

The comparison of Monte Carlo and data b done using selected measured distributions.

The distributions used in this analysis are:

«IO3
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measured y (cm)

Figure 6-6 Photoc bnpact postüoni
A comparison ofthe meaturedphoton x and y impact poritioni on the WMIphoton calorimeter
is shown. Pointt refer lo the data and the tolid hittogram to the Monte Carlo Simulation.
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Figure 6-7 Electron acceptance u a fuoction of the vertex podtlon
The acceptance ofthe scattered electron it shown äs afvnction oft he x vertex position at the IP
for variouj scattered electron energies (Wv bins). Events were generated using
HEKACLES4.1

• the measured electron energy spcctnim, E„ in the elcctron detector,

• ihe measured electron ̂  tut poshion in thc elecdon detector,

• the corrdation of thc elcctron energy and x hit posrtjon,

• and thc correlationoflbe electron energy measured using thc photon calorimeter, using there-
lationship (rom Eqn, (6-5) and the x hh position from the electron detector. Since only the pho-
ton energy is used, the energy measurcment is frce of any miscalibration of (he electron detector.

Thc distributions are limited lo the region in which thc cross section is mcasured (9.2 <Ee< 18.2).

An examptc fit to these distributions is shown in Figure 6-8. The distributions are compared using

the X >nd} defined by Eqa (5-8), whkh b displayed in Ihe upper right band comer for each dis-

tribution in Figure 6-8.

The Monte Cario is generated with a gaussian distribution about diffcrcnt horizontal vertex

poskions. This is accomplished by gcncrating a flat Monte Cario sample and reweighting the

events to give a gauuian centcrcd on the chosen vertex position äs illustrated in Figure 6-9. The

jf/ndf for each of Ihe selectcd comparison distributions is then calculated for each of the vcrtcx

positicns. The width of thc gaussian around each chosen position is kept large to account for the

run to mn variations present in thc data.

The optimal vertex position is determincd by plotting the calculated x2/ns(/as» function

of the x vertex position for each of ihe distributions äs shown in Figure 6-10. Thc minimumofeach

of the curves, labclled for each distribution in Figure 6-10, is intcrpreted äs OK optimal vcrtcx po-

sition. The avcrage poshion detcrmined from ihe four curves, at x = 0.087 cm, istakenasthe ver-

tex position used in all further analysis. The radier large x at the minimum of die position
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Figure 6-8 LUMI electron comparison dlstributfons
The comparison of bremsstrahtung data and Monte Carlo for four different measured LUMI
distributions are shown. a) shows the electron energy spectrum. b) the electron hit position
spectrum. cj the average hit position versui the electron energy. and d) the electron hit position
versus the electron energy calculated from the photon calorimeter. Empty trianglei represent
Monte Carlo, andfilled trianglcs represent data. The calculated % Mdfbetween Monte Carlo
and data is also shown at the top right ofeach distribution.
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Figure 6-9 Reffetghtine of Monte Carlo «rtei podtion
Gaussian distributions about variouj vertex positions (points) are obtained by reweighting a
Monte Carlo with a flat venex distribution (solid line). The vertex position and width are
selected and all events are given an appropriate weighl
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Figur« 6-10 x2 mlnlmlntfo« curvci for LUMI dbtributlon*
The calculated X corresponding to the differmce between data and Monte Carlo äs a function
of the generated Monte Carlo x vertex poiition of the IP are shown äs * for a) the electron
energy. b) the electron kit position, c) electron energy versus the average hitposilion and d) the
electron energy from the photon detector versus the average electron hü position (see
Figure 6-8). The%2 pointsarefiwthaparaboliccttrvetoobtaintkeminimum, whichistaken
äs the optimal vertex position.

distribution is expected äs all position infonnation, including events with positions near Ihe edge

and with multiple position readings, are used, not just events with a well mcasuied position tag. A

check using only well measured positions resuhed in consistent minima but with a mach lower y?

at the bottom of the position spectnim. Variation of the width of Ihe vertex gaussian was also

checked and found lo gjve consistent rexuhs.

The Variation in the minima of the four dütributions is takcn äs an enor on Ihe vertex de-

tennination. The largest Variation of the tnininia is used for this enor, which is determmcd to be

±0.004 cm. Systematic shifts from the miscalibration ofthe energy were also checked by shifüng
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the energy in the Monte Carlo by ±1.5% andrefining for the minima. The total enor on die vertex

from energy miscalibration is ±0.012 cm. Similarry, a stuft of ±2 mm was applied lo the electron

hü positions resutting in an enor of ±0.007 cm lo die vertex position. From Figure 6-8c and d, it is

obvious that the error from the energy and position are correlated, Inas camot be added in quadra-

ture. All errors are added linearry, resulting in a final error of ±0.023 cm on Ihe vertex position,

The newly determined horizontal position of the IP compensates for the systematic uncer-

tainty oflhe magnet positions. The electron tagging effkiency docs not dependcrucially on faey

vertex position äs the quadrupolc magncts lend to rcfocus the beam back onto tbe centre ofthe elec-

tron detector. A shift of Ihe z position also has limited cffect on the trackmg of the electron lo the

detector.

A comparison of thc electron energy and y hit position for physics events is shown in

Figure 6-11. There is very good Agreement between Monte Carlo and data for the energy spectnim,

and the y position spectrum also agrees very well aller an »2mm correcü'on to the Monte Carlo y

position. The Monte Carlo appears to be a good Simulation of the data. As mentioned previousry

in Section 6.3.3, k is not possible to comparc the electron x position due to uncertainty in the back-

groond subtraction.

63 A Acceptance of electroos

Although not explkitly required for this analysis, the electron acceptancc can now be de-

termined for comparison with previoiu analysis. The acceptancc of ebctron in the LUMl electron

uT
TJ 18
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10 12 14 -5 - 0 2A 5
y position (cm)

16 18

E.(GeV)
Figure <-l l Spectra comparbon in tbe LUMl dectron alorimetcr
The scattered electron energy rpectnun a) and y position spectrum b) are compared between
Honte Carlo, shown ai the empty Iriangles and dato, shown äs tkefiUed trianglei and circlet in
a) and b) reipectivety. The y poiition ofthe Monte Carlo events is shifled by "2mm in b) to obtain
agreement.
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calorimcter, alrcsdy shown in Figure 6-7 äs a function of the interaction vertcx position, is calcu-

lated using the HERACLES4.2 Monte Carlo äs follows:

V!"
A. =

N*"

whcre tf""" [s the number of events delected within a given measured energy ränge (W— bin) and

N*en is the number of events generated with HERACLES42 within a given scattered electron en-

ergy ränge. Figure 6-7 shows the strong dependence of the acceptance of ccrtain bins in W^ on the

intetaction vettex position. Figure 6-12 shows tbe accepUnce of clcctrons äs a function of y

("l -Ee/Eteam) and Q*. ai well äs tbe generated spectnun for a horizontal vettex position of

0.087 cm. The minimum vahie of Q2, Q^ia, äs a function of y is clearly evident on the left side of

thc generated spectrum (see Section 2.2). Tbc measured election energy bins are labelled on the

acceptance plot, u well äs the Q = 0.02 GeV line. The acceptance drops rapidly with increas-

ing g2, äs larger g2 events have a greater scattering angle and thc clectron does not reach Ine de-

tector. There is no acceptance for events above Q = 0.02 GcV2 in Ihe regionof interest

The final clectron acceptance at Ihe determined horizontal vertex poskion is shown in

Table 6-1 for the three W , bins of interest, äs well «s an extra bin on each side, and for each cut

etectron energy
(GeV)

6.2-9.2

9.2 - 12.2

12.2-15.2

15.2-18.2

18.2-21.2

wv
(GeV)

250

229

206

181

152

y

0.66-0.77

0.54-0.66

0.43-0.54

0.32 - 0.43

0.21-0.32

acceptance
forE r<2GeV

(%)

20.4
±0.8
±2.1

43.5
±1.2
±2.7

65.2
±1.4
±3.4

72.7
±1.3
±3.4

20.1
±0.4
±3.9

acceptance
for£r<5GcV

(%)

20.6
±0.8
±2.1

43.8
±1.2
±2.7

65.8
±1.4
±3.4

73.3
±1.3
±3.7

20.3
±0.4
±4.1

acceptance
forno£_cut

<%)

20.8
±0.9
±2.1

44.5
±1.2
±2.7

66.8
±1.4
±3.6

74.1
±1.3
±3.5

20.5
±0.4
±4.1

Table 6-1 Electron acceptance for W bfni
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Figure 6-12 Scattered electron dependence on; and ß2

The generated Monte Carlo diftribution äs a function of y and Qr u shown in the upper plot.
The lower plot shows the acceptance (in %) ofmeasuring the electron in the LUM1 dctector. The
acceptance is divided into bins in y. which correspond to W— bins. Also shown is the
Q? = 0.02 Ge\r tine, showing that there is na acceptance for events above this £r for the three
bins of interest.

on the measured photon cncrgy (sce Section 4.5 and Section 6.4). The accepUnce of the outer bins

drops dnmatically and does not allow a good measurement Abo shown is thc relalionship be-

tween tbe measured electron energy, the invariant mass (Wp) and y. The staustical error is the first

error (upper) listed for each accepUnce, and the systematic error is the second error (lower) listed

The systematic unccrtainty is determined frorn a ±1.5% miscalibration of the electron energy äs

well äs a ±0.023 cm stuft of thc horizontal vertex position. The systematic error clcarly dotninatcs

ovcr Ihe staustical error for all bins.
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As the acceptance is calculated from the measured energy in the electron detector, there is

no compensation for any bin to bin migrations due to initial or final statc radiation or from mis-

measurement of the electron energy, although a cut on Ihe photon energy docs linüt the radiative

effects discussed in Section 2.5.3. These effects are present in both the Monte Carlo and the data

sample and are discussed in morc detail in die next section.

6.4 Radiative events

In addition to the Born level cross section, HERACLES4.2 generates higher order events

(see Section 2.5.3) äs well. For comparison to theory and to other experiments, the final quotcd

cross section should be at the Bom level. Higher order terms involve the radiation of virtual and

real photons. As explained in Section 2.5.3, thcse terms can affect thc measured properties of (he

final electron and must bc accountcd for in the data. Previous studies [62][ 12] have shown that such

corrcctions are small for the experimental conditions at ZEUS, nevertheless, systematic chccks are

made.

In order to look at the Bom level cross section, in previous analyses a cut was made on thc

LUMI photon energy in data to reducc the effect of radiative corrcctions. Although a füll higher

order Monte Carlo is used in this analysis, and thus all terms shonld bc properly simulaled, differ-

ent photon thrcshold cuts will bc used for comparison with other studies. For each different thresh-

old condition, the cross section will be detennined The reason for making a cut on thc photon

energy is twofold - to reduce the effect of higher order terms invol ving a real radiated photon and

to obtain a sample clcarly distinguishable from bremsstrahlung events. The photon thresholds,

which were alteady encountered in Section 4, are set at 2 GeV and 5 GeV and with no (hreshold

applied

The radiative photon energy causes a shift in the scattered electron energy,

F . — F -F* -E itai
*V ce *Y cr '̂

which no longer accurately tags the exchanged photon. The exchanged photon energy, calculated

äs E. = Ee-Ee. is in reaKty lower bythe energy ofthe radiated pboton, hence the Wv cakulat-

ed for thc cvent is higher tban it should be. This allows Iow Wv events to migrale upward into high-

er Wv bins. By thc samc analogy, the energy of the scattered electron is decreascd causing a

migration from higher energy bins to the lower energy bins which, in effect, changes Ihe measured

energy spectrum. This migration should be accurately simulatcd in thc HERACLES4.2 generator.

One other effect of a photon energy cut is Ihe loss of physics events that are in coincidcnce

with a bremsstiahlung photon. Tbc acceptance for bremsstrahlung photons is very high, resulting in

most of the coincidcnce events having an energy deposit in the photon calorimeter. A photon energy

cut will cause Ine loss of somc of thcse events which must be corrected for in the final cross section.

10l

64.1 Bremsstrahhing overiay events

As atready discussed in the previous section, bremsstrahlung overiay events, or BSO

events, are caused by the coincidcnce of a physics event and thc observation of a photon from a

bremsstrahlung event A cut on the LUMI photon energy results in the loss of thcse physics events

from the data sample, and must be corrected for.

In Order to correct for thcse lost events, the integrated probability of a bremsstrahlung cvent

with a measured photon above a threshokl energy cccurring for any bunch crossing tnnst be deter-

mined. This probability is detennined by counting thc numbcr of bremsstrahlung cvents that de-

posit energy above the thrcshold vahic in the photon calorimeter and comparing this with thc

number of beam crossings.

(W)

««

The rate above threshold is detennined from the FLT counters (see Section 6.1.1) and the total

crossing rate is calculated from HERA design parametcrs . Thc vahic for R/fl used is the luminos-

ity weighted average value taken from all runs used in the analysis. The calculated probability,

^BSO • "* e<?1ivalent to *!* fraction of events cut due to BSO. The resuto for the three thresholds

used are shown in Table 6-2.

5»w

£r<2GeV

1.36%

£f<5GeV

0.76%

noE-cut

0.0%

Table 6-2 Correctlon for bremsstnUiuig overiays

The second catcgory of cvents that are cut by the photon energy threshold is radiative

events äs discussed in the previous section. The combined losses from BSO events and radiative

events are compared at different thresholds to determine an uncertainty for the BSO losses.

Thc fraction of radiative events that are removed front the event sample is estimated using

the Monte Carlo. Tbe measured pboton energy Spectrum from the HERACLES4.2 Monte Carlo is

integrated togive the probability, 5 flj|0f a measured radiated photon above the threshokl value, äs

shown in Rgurc 6-13. From Figure 6-13, the 5 . from an applied threshold of 2 GeV and S GeV

are 1.25% and 0.45% respectively. The combined event loss from 5„_o md from 8 . should ac-

count for the change in the N!L of the data sample from Table 4-6 for different photon thresbolds.

I. S =
of HERA (mSwtwn 3.1).

^etii i>ÜK[nimbcrofcolUdiDgbuncheiand/H£M isiheroutioiulfrequeocy
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i . i"rt-
4 8 $ 1 0 0 2 4 9 8 1 0

E,(GeV) EXGeV)
Figure 6-13 Measurtd photon spectnnn from radJiUre Monte Carlo
The photon energy spectnan for the HERACLES4.2 evails öfter regulär data selection cati and
with a meatured electron between 9.2 Gev and 18.2 Gev is tHown on the lefl. The integratcd
fraction oflost fventtfor a givenpholon energy threskold is ikown on the right.

To compare Ihe numbcr of removed events by the photon energy cut in data and in the cal-

culations above, a ratio between the dala events at tbe different thresholds is comparcd to die raüo

between the calculated losses at the differenl thresholds. Since Ihe Inie total numbcr of cvcnts is

not known for Ihe data sample, bat Ihe vahics obtained fot &BSO and 5 . are with respect to the

Inie total number of events, a ratio is necessary to eliminate this from the comparison.

= 1-Ä, <no>

where thl and th2 are any two photon Ihresholds. The resuhs of Ihe comparison between the dif-

feient thresbolds is sbown in Table 6-3. The dependencc of the number of lost radiative events on

thc W— of the event is assumed to be small and is negleded. The avetage bin by bin Variation is

used to estimate an enot fot &BSO-

0
"dato

Wv= 181 GeV

Wp»206GeV

H'v = 229GcV

R (BSO, rod)

£T<2GeV
vs.

£Y<5GeV

1.70%

1.79%

0.71%

1.42%

£T<5GeV
vs.

noEyCut

0.22%

0.87%

1.22*

1.21%

ET<2GcV
vs.

no£.cut

1.92%

2.66%

1.92%

2.61%

Tabk 6-3 Event los* due to photon energy cuts
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Carlo is modified until it agrees with data, The total photon-proton ("p) cross section, ff"", is then

7 Total photoproduction cross section

All Ihe pieces necessary to detennine the total photoproduction cross section have been dis-

cussed in Chapter 4,5 and 6. The measured electron-proton (ep) cross section, g*«a«"'««'i c ,̂ be

calculated from the data and compared to the Monte Carlo. By an iterative procedure, thc Monte

Carlo is modified until it agrees with data. The

given by die Monte Carlo äs explained below.

7.1 ov from tbe Monte Carlo

Aldiough briefly described in Scction 6.2, a further dcscription of the HERACLES event

generator is necessary. Tbe effect of higher order corrections to the «p cross section is detailcd in

Section 2.5.3. The Born level ep cross section is calculated from a description of the ip intcraction,

Gjty.Qr) «nd <JL(y,Qr), and aphoton flux term whfch describes the electron-photon vertex. Differ-

enl parameterizations of 07-, (l£ are possible, resulting in die curves of Figure 7-1. HERACLES uti-

lizes die input description of die Tp vertex, and adds a füll description of die electron-photon vertex,

including higher order corrections such äs vertex corrections, photon vacuum polarization, and

emission of a real photon from die initial or scattered electron (see Figure 2-6). The resulting ex-

pression camot bc written in a neat analytical form Iflce ÜK Bom term, and can onry be evaluated

nuroericalry with a Monte Carlo such äs HERACLES, but die expression remains dependent on

only die two input functions, dj- and <j£ [64]. Widi no anarytically caJculaMe form for o_ using

higher orders, äs exists for die Bom term, die extraction of (Jj- and GL must be done iteratively using

die Monte Carlo. A value of dg, is calculaled using HERACLES with an assumed dependence for

Oj- and <T£ (i.e., the Abramowicz-Levin-Lcvy-Maor (ALLM) parameterization(21]). In effect,

measuring Ihe Monte Carlo ep cross section amounts to counting the events in a given kincmatic

region outpul by die Monte Carlo äs will be discusscd in die nexl scction. A correction faclor can

then be dcduced from tbe comparison of Ihe measured Monte Carlo and data ep cross secüons and

applied to the input functions. Oj-and o^ are dien adjusted until die cross section from HERACLES

agrees with die experimentalry measured cross section.
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7.1.1 Monte Carlo input

As discussed in the prcvious section, comparison between Monte Carlo and data is done at

die level of the ep cross section. The c^asured of the data is calculated using die results of die

preceding chapters,

This valuc is compared to ttte Monte Carlo,

„HERA CLES

—meaiured '

(T-i)

(7-2)

where a is the calculated cross section obtained from the Monte Carlo. The value for

C ** o**"ncd fr°m ** rat'0 °f events sorviving all cuts vs. all generated events muhi-

pliedby the total ep cross section calculated and retumedby HERACLES. Thc vahieofÄ0 isthe

cotrection lhat is applied to the input inlo HERACLES to determine the final G1".
TP

Using tbe measurements of the total photoproduction cross section from ZEUS [65] and Hl

(66) from tfw 1992 ran, Ihe obvious frstcboke fot the input to HERACLES ü the ALLM [21]

parametcrization. The results of Itw first comparison between HERACLES and the data using the

ALLM parameteiization arc shown in Table 7-1. A ratner large correction factor is obtained for

Or input (üb)

ff,, = 181 GeV

140.35

H/v = 206GcV

141.97

Wv» 229 GeV

143.31

Er<5GeV

ÄO
(statistical error)
(systematic error)

0.794
±0.020
+0.062
-0555

0.735
±0.020
+0.062
-0.056

0.723
±0.025
+0.083
-0.074

ET<2GeV

«o
(statistkal error)
(systematic error)

0.796
±0.019
40.063
-0.056

0.738
±0.019
+0.063
-0.057

0.719
±0.024
+0.085
-0.076

noJLcnt

*c
(statistical error)
(systematic error)

0.802
±0.019
+0.063
-0556

0.739
±0.019
+0.062
-0.056

0.729
±0.024
+0.081
-0.072

Table 7-1 Correctfoi» to cross section usfng ALLM parameterlzation
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each bin. These large corrections1 imply that the tnie cross section is larger than predicted by

ALLM. Tbe conection factors can be used to obtain of"' in a given bin by

The systematic error for R o is obtained from the propagation of Ihe errors from all compo-

nents of the calcnlation, inchlding a ±0.023 cm stuft of the horizontal tnteraction vertat and a

±1.5% raiscalibration of tbe LUMI electron calorimetcr.

7.U Rewelghting Monte Carlo Input to determine o^

The of^' calculated from the cotrections in Table 7-1 have an inherent eiror from using an

input parameterization for ay at Q2 = 0 to determine a much different final valuc for Oj-. A second

iteration with an input parameterization close to the newly calculated valuc should be made to re-

duce such effects. For this, a different f parameterization can be used with values close to those

from Table 7-1, or the ALLM parameterization can be linearly scaled in H^L,

/(H/2) = a + bW2, P-*)

where/(W ) isthcconectiortapplicdtothc input CTf. The scalefactorisdesigncdtogivelhesame

results for the low energy data (A W1) =1 at W=15 GeV), but have an increased value for or in the

region of inletest (/(Vr) =; at "/=206 GeV), such that jo- gives tbe cross scction from the pie-

vious iteration.

Since each of the bins has a different cotrection, äs « first attempt, the reweighting factor

will bc tbe average of Ihe W^, = 206 GeV bin, whkh is ÄO = 0.74. This comctioti resuhs in a

scalc factor, /(V*^) =0.74'' al W=206 GeV. Since /(W1) is linear in ff2 each bin has a differenl

resultmgscalefactor./flV2) =0.80"' at W=181 GeV, and/(ff2) =0.68"' at W=229 GeV, very sim-

The results of the second iteration are shown in Table 7-2. The correction for all bins is

small. The systematic error is again detcrmined from the propagation of all component errors. A

similar measurement of tbe cross section in [ 11] uses only a single iteration. The error associated

with using only one iteration is estimated by comparing the cross section obtained from tbe results

of TaMe 7-2 and Table 7-1. The single iteration «rot is of die order 3% for tbe lower Wv bin, 1%

for the middle bin, and 0.5% for the tipper bin. In each case, the sngle iteration cross section is

lower than die final cross section (see Table 7-4).

1. Large convctumbenimplies values differingfroo LValucsIeesttua 1 mdicate that thefp aast tcction
of dMi is Urgcr duo the input to HERACLES.
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Oj-input(nb)

Wf= 181 GeV

178.74

W.,, = 206 GeV

192.34

WT = 229GcV

206.21

Er<5GeV

«o
(statistkal crror)

(systematk crror)

0.984

±0.023
+0.076
-0:067

0.983

±0.024
+fl,085
-0.077

1.037
±0.031
+0.102
-0.086

E r<2GeV

(slatistical error)

(systematk crror)

«0

(statistical error)

(systematk enor)

0.987

±0.023
+0.077
-0.068

noEyC

0.992

±0.022
+0.077
-0.068

0.987

±0.024
+0.085
-0.077

Ut

0.989

±0.023
+0.085
-0.077

1.031

±0.031
+0.105
-O.090

1.039

±0.030
+O.099
-0.082

Tabk 7-2 CorrectloM to crow sectfon uring ALLM rewdghted by 9.74

Sincc only ALLM hai been uscd, the conchuions from Table 7-2 implicitly cortain tbe

y,Q* dcpcndcnce assumed by ALLM. For comparison purposes, anothcr sample of Monte Carlo

should bc gencrated using, for examplc thc Donnachie-Landshoff (DL) [63] parameterization to

determinc modcl dcpcndcnt systematks. The DL sample isgencratcdwithÄa = 0.84 whkhgives

a CTO« section of ~ 192 Hb at W^, = 206 GeV. This approximatcly cotrcspoods to the cto&s section

ddermined for thc ALLM parameterization teweigtacd by 0.74 in Uns bin frotn TaMe 7-2. A

VMD-likc dcpcndcnce for 07- and o/, äs a function ofQ^'w assumcd when generating the sample

(scc Section 2.3.1). The resuhs for thü sampk arc givcn in TaMe 7-3.

7.2 final valucs for o.

The final cross section, given in TaMe 7-4, is uken from the averagc of the different photon

energy cuts in each bin from Tablc 7-2 using Eqn. (7-3). The ränge of valucs from the photon cnts

is shown in Table 7-5 along wkh Ihe change in tbe cross section from using thc DL parameteriza-

tion. In both cases, the systematk crror is tauch smaDcr than thc total systematic enor from

Tabte 7-4. and fall whhin thc statistical enor, mgain from TaMe 7-4. These effects are ignored in

the final crror.

Thc final cross section is shown graphicalry in Figure 7-1, along whh the corrected ZEUS

1992 measurement and the Hl 1994 measutement [67]. The new measured value for die

Wv = 181 GeV center of mass energy bin is (arger than Ute publishcd value for thc 1992 cross sec-
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Figure 7-1 Total photon-proton cross section M i functlon of center oT HUBS energy
77« tipperfigure ihowi the cakulated totaJ^pcrou section using the 1993 data with syttcmalic
crrors added linearty to statislical errors. äs well at the 1992 corrected measurement displaced
in Wp to allow eaty viewing and the Hl 1994 measurement. Also shown are variout theoretical
parameterizations for the cross section. The lowerftgure shows a zoom ofthe regton ofinterest,
along with the reweightedparameterization curves used to obtain the crots tection (tee textfor
discuttion).
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0rinputO*b)

WT = 181 GeV

l 181.59

Vv = 206 GeV

192.40

Wv = 229GeV

203.11

Er<5GeV

«o
(statistical error)
(systematic error)

1.010

±0.024
+0.082
-0.073

0.980

±0.024
+0.084
-0.077

1.034

±0.031
+0.117
-0.103

Er<2GeV

*o
(slatistical error)

(syslcmatic error)

1.012

±0.023
+0.083
-0.074

0.983

±0.024
+0.083
-0.077

1.027

±0.031
+0.120
-0.107

noEuCut

*o
(statistica) error)

(systematic error)

1.019

±0.022
+0.082
-0.074

0.986

±0.023
+0.08S
-0.077

1.040

±0.030
+4.114
-0.101

Table 7-3 Corredlo» to erott »ectJon uslng DL rewef gbted by 9M

o£'Utb)

(statistical error)

(systematic error)

Wv = 181 GeV

181

±4
+12
-14

ff, = 206GcV

195

±5
+15
-17

Wv = 229 GeV

199

±6
+ 17
-20

Table 7-4 Final TP cross sectlon

higher order correctkns (jib)

model dependence (nb)

Wv = 181 GeV

±0.79

±1.83

Wv« 206 GeV

±0.66

±0.72

Wv = 229Gc V

±0.90

±2.61

Table 7-5 CorrtcttoM to f cross sectlon

tkm of 143 ± 4(staL) ± 17(sysL) pb [65] for düs bin. A correction to tbe published vahie was made

m(l l ] by cofrotingt4% nüscaür*^<»oftheLUMI^ 1992

cross section of 164 ± 5(sUt) ± 22(syst) pb which is shown in FJgure 7-1.
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Also shown in the illustrations are various parametcrizations, discussed in Section 2.4, äs

weU «s the reweighted ALLM (labelled ALLM(0.74)) and DL (labelled DL(0.84)) curves used to

obuin tbe final cross scctioa The prediction with die ncliuk» of the ncw CDF measurements (see

Section 2.4.1) is labelled DL2. The Schüler and Sjöstrand paramelehzation (SS93) shown aisames

Po = 0.5 GeV and P^^ = 1.3 GeV for die lwop(cutoffs (see Section 2.4.3). Four minijct param*

ctcrizations are shown (sec Section 2.4.2). All four prcdictiocu use the KMRS [68] paramcteriza-

tion for the proton structure function. The dotled curves usc the Drees-Grassie (DG) [69] parton

distributionfcc the photon with a p£'''of2.0GeV and 1.4 GeV for the lower and higher predic-

tions respectively. The dashed-dotted curves are bascd on tbe Levy-Abramowtcz-Charchula set I

(LAC1) (70) parton distribotion for Ihe photon, again with p"'" of 2.0 GeV and 1.4 GeV for the

lower and higher prcdictions respectively.

73 Physics conclusions

This thcsis presents onc of the classic measurements in particle physics, die interaction

strength between two of the constituents that dominate the known universe, at a prcviously unex-

plored energy. Unlikc die previous 1992 pubüshed [65] nteasnrement of the •f cross section at

181 GeV cenler of mass energy, this anarysis includes füll radiative effects at die clcctron-photon

vertex äs well äs a füll description of die vtitual photon using both die Of and a/, components. The

resulting photon-proton total cross section for cach of the tnree energy bins anah/zed js given in

Table 7-4.

The Rcgge tbeory parameterizations are bascd on hadron-hadron intenctions. The depen-

dence of tbe cross scctkn on tbe centcr of mass energy is given by two separate lerms, one attrib-

uted to reggeon exchangc and tne otber to pomcron exchange (see Section 2.4.1). The fitted

cxpooentials,e = GLp- l andtl =o^- l are universal (i.e., they are the same for all processes) and

are determined from fits to low energy data. The older Rcgge theory parameterizations, ALLM

which is based on 1p dala and DL which is bascd on pp and pp data, fall bdow the measured data

points. These older parameterizations suffered from a small Icver arm from the low energy data

with which to make prcdictions for higher energy interactions. The newer DL2 parameterizalion,

bascd on the DL paramcterization with the inchision of the oew CDF cross section mcasnrements,

is consistent with die cross section points measured in Ibis analysis and thus also consistent with

tbe CDF cross section measurcments. This suggcsts that the photon interacts almost exckisivcly

tnrough iu hadronic component at high center of mass energies; however, a contribution to the

cross section from direct and rcsolved processes does exist and has been ohserved at ZEUS (16].

Tbe Schuler and Sjöstrand parameterizalion cmployi a mixUre of a VMD-llce photon (see

Section 2.3,1), and a partonic photon which can couple directry lo a parton from the proton äs well

äs coupting to a quark-antiquark pair which can subscquentry tnteract with a parton from the proton
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{sec Section 2.3.2). The bchavior of thc cross scction is governed by two p, cutoff scalcs, PQ the

relative p( between the qq ptir and p^ti thc minimum cvenip, in which peiturbative cakulations

become applicable. In Figure 7-1, the Schüler and Sjöstrand prediction lies abovc thc data points.

This suggcsts (hat the pettuibative cutoff used, P±iai„ = 1-3 GeV is loo low, and pcrturbativc cal-

culations only become valid O. t higber event pe

Thc minijet puamcterizatioos shown in Figure 7-1 are based upon an assumcd strocture

function for the pboton tnd (he proton. Two photoo «racture functions are shown. calculated using

two different p, cutoffs at which pettuibative calculations become applicable. Thc Levy—

Abramowicz-Charchula sei I (LAC1) stmcture function differs from the Drees-Grassie (DG)

stiucture function in the low x ghton content of Ihe photon. LAG l predicts a much steeper rise for

thc gluon content in the photon äs x decreases than thc DG stmcture function. Thc cxcess of ghie

in die low x rcgion resulU in a mach higher predkted cross scction at high center of mass encrgies

for thc LAG l stiucture function versus thc DG structme function. In general, thc minijet cuives

predict a cross section rising far motc rapidly than the current measuiemcnt allows. Both LAC1

predictioos resull in a cross scction far above the measured values at Ihe center of mass energy ex-

amined itnptying ihM thc photon docs not possess the large gluon content picdicted by LAG l at

low x values. The prediction using DG wilh p™" = 1.4 GeV (the uppercuive in Figure 7-1) also

gives a cross section thftt is above thc mcasured points. Similar to thc Schuler and Sjöstrand pre-

diction above, this suggests that thc p, cutoff at which pertuibativc cakulations become applicable

is larger than the vahic of 1.4 GeV used The second DG prediction (the Iower DG curvc in

Figure 7-1) uses p"'" = 2.0 GeV and falls below the mcasuicd cross section points. This impties

a peiturbative p, cutoff thal is Iower than 2.0 GeV. Combining die two DG prediction yiclds a p,

ränge of 1.4 GeV - 2.0 GeV in which pcrturbative calculations become valid.

74 Summary

The various components needed to dctcnnine the final cross scction wert discussed in

Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. m Chaptcr 4, thc varioos tun cuts were described äs well äs

the effect of these cuts on thc measured numbcr of eveats per unit luminosity, NIL Eaily runs were

removed from thc data sample due to a shift of thc interaction vertex positioa Low luminosity runs

wcrc also rejected due to thc limited statistics availabte for correction of background processes and

Iower calibration statistics. A limited ränge of beam tüte was «ccepled so that the chancieristics of

the scattered ekctron could be reprodoced Tagged background events were identified and used to

estimatc (he number of untagged background events prcsent in the data sample. The final results

of this Chapter are shown in Table 4-6.

In Chapter S, the acceptance of the final hadronic System from the interaction in the ZEUS

maincalorimeter was discussed Thc diffractive data was shown to be proportional lo Af^ . Mon-

11l

te Carlo fits to the data using this MX dependence resulted in a flat calorimeter acceptance over the

three center of mass energy bins of ACAL = 76,2% äs shown in Tablc S-16. Calorimeter acceptance

was also divided intoa diffractive (sec Tabk 5-10) and non-diffractive (see Table 5-13) subsample

for comparison to the 1992 values. These combined subsample acceptances rcsult in a total accep-

tance which is slightly larger than the füll sample acceplance (see Tabk 5-15), and is included in

thc systematic error. Rurming with a shifted vertex position would greally hclp to reduce the sys-

tematic error from the uncettainty of the diffractive and elastic subproccss fractions. Furthcr anal-

ysis is also needed to resolve thc true Mx dependence of the daU-

Most disturbing from Chapter 5 are the large corrections to the trigger cfßciency observed

forme 1993 anah/sis. shown in Tabk 5-17. The correction for the 1992 analysü amounted to -2%

for the Wp, = 181 GeV bin, whcreas a 9% correction is applied in 1993. The large 1993 correction

works dircctry mto the Rg factor used to detenninc cf£'. Tbc two compcting effects in RCAL, the

trigger tum-on rate (see Cbaptcr 5.7) and the energy uncertainty in thc RCAL (see Chapter 5.2.1),

combine to make Ihe determination of Ihe trigger correction vcry dif ficuk. An indcpcndent trigger

is needed to better study thc effect in the 1993 nm and in future runs. Also, a much better undei-

standing of die dcad material in the RCAL section of the detector is needed for a heuer dcscription

in (he Monte Carlo and a further underslanding of Ihe trigger corrcctions.

In Chapter 6, thc luminosity mcasureuent was discussed. äs well äs the calibration of the

LUMI electron and photon calorimclcrs. Monte Carlo was generated with a modificd dcscription

of the HERA beamline leadtng to thc electron detector. Bretnsstrahlung events were used to fix the

location of the interaction vertex position, and HERACLES4.2 was used to detennine the electron

acceptance in the electron detector, which is shown graphically in Figure 6-7 äs a function of the

horizontal interaction position, and summarized in Table 6-1. The cffect of an added photon energy

cut to reduce tbe effect of higher order corrections was also examined and found K> have a vcry

small effect on the final cross scction. A correction for good events lost from a pholon energy cut

must be applied to Ihe data äs shown in Table 6-2.

The final rcsults for Ihe photon-proton cross section are gjven in Chapter 7. The total cross

scction is found to be compatibk with thc latest Regge thcory prediction, hence compatible with

the recenl CDF total cross section measurements. Thc measured cross section also ruks out the

large gluon content of the photon at low x predicted by the LAC l stiucture function of the photon.

Thc mcasured cross section is conststent with thc DG photon structure function using a p, cutoff at

which peiturbative calculations become valid bctwcen 1.4 GeV and 2.0 GeV. Thc SS93 prediction

also suggesU that thc p, cutoff for perturbative calculations is above l. 3 GeV.
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B Glossary

ALLM Abramowici-Levin-Levy-Maor, a Regge theory parameterizadott of Ihe energy
dependence of the total cross section.

BAC The Backing Calorimeter, used to measuce energy which escapes out the back
of the high resolution calorimeter.

BCAL The Barrel Calorimetei, onc of themain unitsof the CAL.

BMUI/BMUO The bancl muon detection system.

BREMGE Event generator for bremsstrahlung events.

BREMLU Brentssttahlung event generator based upon BREMGR

C5 A Ecintülation countet assembly positioned at the rcar of RCAL near the C5
magneL

CAL The high resolution, compensating, depkted uranhiin-scinfillator calorimetei.

CTD Central Tracking Detector, a cylindrical drift chamber used to track charged
particles from an mtcnctioa

DESY Deutsches Elektronen S Ynchrotron, a large paiticle physics experimental facil-
ity located in Hamburg, Germany.

DG Drees-Grassie, a parton disuibution function parameterization for the pholon.

DL Donnachie-Landshoff, a Regge theory parameterization of the energy depen-
dence of the total cross section.

DL2 A rcfit of the DL parameterization with the inchtsion of Ihe CDF cross section
measurements.

EMC Electromagnetic section of CAL for measuring electrons and photons from die
interaction.

EPA Thc Equivalent Hiotoo Approximation, an Approximation based upon the as-
sumption diät thc photon mass and longjtudinal polarization can be ignored.

FCAL The Forward Calorimeter, onc of the mainunits of the CAL.

FDET The forward tracking system, consisting of the Fll) and the TRD.

FLT First Level Trigger, the first of a series of three triggcrs used to reduce the event
rate coming from the detector.

FMUON The forward muon detection system.
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FTD Forward Tracking Detector, used to tiack paiticles emerging from thc CTD at
lowangles.

GRV Glück-Rcya-Vogt, a parton distribution fünction parameterization for the pho-
ton.

HAC Hadronk section of CAL for measuring high encrgy hadrons from tbe interac-
tion.

HERA Hadron-Electron Ring Anlage, the world's first electron-proton colliding beam
acccleiator.

HERACLES Events generatoc incorporating füll radiative corrections at thc electron vertex.

HERWIG Event generator.

IP Ihe Interaction Point, where the electron beam and the proton beam collide.

KMRS Kwiecinskj-Martin-Roberts-Stirling, a parton distributkxi fünction parameter-
tzation for the proton.

LAG l Levy-Abramowicz-ChaFchula, a parton dislribution fünction paranteterization
for the photon.

LPS The Leading Proton Spcctrometer, a series of dctectors for identifying low an-
gle, high energy protons from the inleraction.

LUMI The himinosity mooitor System consisting of an electron detector and a photon
detector.

LUMIE The electron detector of the LUMI system.

LUMIG The photon detector of thc LUMI system.

MOZART Monte Carlo for ZEUS Analysis, Reconstruction and Trigger, the sei of routines
whkh simulates tbe passage of events through Ine different detector compo-
nents.

MRSD- Martin-Roberts-Stiiling, a parton distribution fünction parameterization for thc
proton based upon ncxt to tcading ordef perturbative QCD calculations.

NikZak Nikolaev-Zakharov evcnt generator for pboton diffractive events.

ONREMC The online RCAL EMC trigger, whkh inchided all EMC trigger towers exccpt
(hose immediately surroundmg the beam pipc.

ONREMCTH The online RCAL EMC mreshold trigger, wnich inchided all trigger towers in-
chiding thosc immediately surroundüig thc beam pipc.

PYTHIA Event generator.

QCD Quantum Chromodynainics.

QED Quantum Elcctrodynamks.

RCAL Rear Calorimeter, one of the main units of thc CAL.

RMUI/RMUO The rear muon dctection system

RTD Rear Tracking Detector, used to track particles emerging from the CTD at high
angles.
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SLT Second Level Trigger, die second of three stagcs of trigger used to reduce thc
evcnt rate coroing from thc detector.

SS93 Schuler-Sjöstrand, a parameterization for the encrgy depcndence of thc total
cross section.

TLT Third Level Trigger, die third and last stagc of die online trigger used to reduce
die event rate coming from the detector.

TRD Transition Radiation Detector, a set of chambcrs located bclween the FTD
chambers used to aid in electron identificatioti.

TREMC Thc recalibrated, offline RCAL EMC trigger, similar to die ONREMC trigger.

TREMCTH The recalibrated, offline RCAL EMC threshold trigger, similar to die ONREM-
CTH trigger.

VCTRAK One of two track reconstruction programs used by the ZEUS collaboration.

VMD Vcctor Meson Dominance, the interaction of the photon through a fluctuation
into a vector meson statc.

VW Thc Veto Wall, used to detcct and veto proton background events occumng out-
side thc detector.

VXD Vertex Detector, a smalt drift chambet immediately surrounding the interacticn
point used to measure short lived particles produced in die interaction.
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